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PREFACE 

GENDER AND LAW: A CHALLENGE   TO SAFE WORLD ORDER 
 
 Law and Gender equality, maps the issue of Gender and Law reforms upon a canvas of History and 
Politics, and explores strategies which could safeguard women’s rights within India’s fear of complex social 
and political boundaries. 
 
 Law is pervasive and affects many aspects of people’s lives, women and men alike. Law and justice 
impact people’s capacity to accumulate endowments, enjoy returns to such endowments, access rights and 
resources, and act as free, autonomous agents in society.  
 
 The World Development Report (WDR) 2012 on Gender Equality and Development highlights the 
relevant role of law and justice in achieving gender equality.  
  
 Teaching about gender is increasingly looked as a way to make progress in a global culture that 
continues to uphold men and boys' entitlement to control women and girls. The Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, ratified by the UK in April 1986, is an 
international bill of rights for women which recognizes the role of culture and tradition in perpetuating 
gender discrimination. 
 
 It is often claimed that Gender relations has to analyzed from to be different prospective. Firstly, Gender 
Blind, a perspective which often appears gender-neutral (i.e., does not specify and specific gender) but which 
takes the life experiences, needs, interests and constraints of the male social actor as the standard one and, 
therefore, representative of both genders. Secondly, Gender Aware, a perspective which accepts that men and 
women, within the same class and even the same household, may have some overlapping needs and interests 
but that their differing life experiences and the unequal distribution of resources and responsibilities 
between them will also give them gender-specific needs and interests which may conflict. 
 
 Gender inequality has proved to be primary, durable and far more stable than any other form of 
inequality, i.e., economic, political, racial, cultural etc., which are secondary in nature. It is highly paradoxical 
that the secondary contradictions had gained social recognition far earlier, while inequality based on sex was 
marginalized and kept invisible for centuries. 
Do the constitutional guarantees require that women and men be treated the same? 
  
 However the seminar addresses the role that the courts have played in treating women and men 
differently in all respects of Indian society: in the workplace, in education, in the family, and in the 
criminal justice system. It  is  expected  that  the  academicians,  scholars,  students  and  social  workers  
should  read, critically analyze, and discuss the major Indian Supreme Court and other court decisions that 
have both reflected traditional roles of the sexes, as well as the impact on gender perspectives.   This 
seminar intends to motivate and educate the students and women of their rights enunciated under law so as 
to boost  their  self  confidence,  self  vigilance,  physical  and  emotional  strength  to  react  and  defend 
themselves whenever such occasions warrants. There are a number of laws for protection of women, but 
when they themselves are not aware of the legal remedies available, it is unlikely that they would get 
justice, realized at the time of Jai Ho Mahila and several other occasions for women safety organized by well 
wishers. There are Legal Aid Cells to Women and Children to disseminate tips on self defence and 
protection of oneself from anti-social elements. Women Protection Committees are being set up and Family 
Counselling Centers opened in many places at State and National levels. Formation of Committee in College 
and University levels to prevent harassment and to promote Gender Equality is the need of the hour for 
which greater awareness on the legal remedies need to be made available to them. 
  



 The theme taken for National seminar attempted to seek answers to the specific issues on Gender & Law. 
As the theme of the seminar is interdisciplinary in nature, it attracted the interested scholars, academicians, 
legal experts from different disciplines and different States to interact and share their views to empower the 
people. 
 
Simultaneously, the theme will focus on the challenges being faced at different levels in ensuring 
Gender Equality in the Indian context under the following sub-themes: 

     Laws related to Women: Historical perspectives 

     Indian Constitution and Gender Equality 

     Feminism, Law and Justice 

     Human Rights as Women’s Rights 

     Women and Personal Laws 

     Gender based Violence/Cyber crimes and Criminal Law 

     Women and Labour Laws 

     Women and Environmental Laws 

     Ensuring Health Rights and Safety issues 

     Ensuring Safe Environment for Family and Social Institutions 

     Laws related to Consumer Protection 

     Marginalised Laws 

     Accident Laws/ Law relating to Accident Claims in India 

     Uniform Civil Code: Prospects and Challenges 
 
 The University is named after a renowned humanitarian Saint Mother Teresa. This University caters to 
women belonging to all sections and strata of life in their quest for knowledge, search for redress, appeal for 
patronage and demand for equality. 
 
 As its motto, Mother Teresac Women’s University has adopted the English version of the Tamil poet 
Bharathi’s “rupepfh rkhdk” which is “Towards Equal Status”. This message is etched in its monogram with a 
balance of a female and male on each side, and supported by a vertical beam of books, with a lamp on top, 
symbolizing knowledge, this dispelling darkness of ignorance. 
 
 Department of Sociology which was established in 1987 with the vision of creating the world of equity 
and social justice.  It expanded its horizon and thus started Master of Social Work for the benefit of students 
from rural urban and tribal areas. UGC sponsored PG Diploma in Human Rights Education was initiated 
from 2012. The Counselling Center is also initiated to address the grievances and facilitate the students to 
overcome the issues faced by them. The department is also coordinating the activities and Courses under 
UGC funded Centre for Gandhian Studies. 
 
 Now RC 10: Gender Studies, Indian Sociological Society and the Department of Sociology, Mother 
Teresa  Women’s  University, Kodaikanal    had  organized  a  two  day  National  Seminar  during  20-21. 
 
 September 2017 on the said theme. The Indian Sociological Society was set up in Bombay with the 
initiative of Prof. G. S. Ghurye, Head of the Department of Sociology, University of Bombay. The Society was 
registered in December 1951 under the Societies Registration Act. G. S. Ghurye was the Founder- President.  
The Institute of Social Sciences, New Delhi had provided a space as well as essential services in its premises 
of New Delhi to run the ISS activities since 1989 since then the Indian Sociological Society has taken 
great strides. 
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GANDHISM: A BRIEF SURVEY OF ITS PRACTICE AND  

IMPACT IN THE WORLD TODAY 
 

 
Dr.Solomon Selvam, Ph.D.,  

Professor of Sociology, Claflin University, USA 

 
Introduction 

“Gandhism: A Brief Survey of Its Practice and Impact in the World Today” 

 This paper discusses the internationally-known, popular ideology and philosophy known as 

Gandhism. It is based on nonviolence, civil disobedience, and non-cooperation through peaceful 

means, and it is considered to be the only lasting alternative to the western ideologies and 

philosophies based on force, modernity, and globalism. The paper further focuses on Gandhian 

techniques and methods for liberation struggles, for building real and lasting peace, and for 

developing self-sufficient societies. The paper also highlights the two salient features of Gandhism, 

(1) the basic principles of the ideology and philosophy that are unique political discourse, and (2) 

its practice and the political impact in the world today. The paper highlights the background, 

origin, and development of Gandhism in the first part of the twentieth century, followed by its 

practice in the tumultuous politics of the world. 

 In the philosophical discourses of today’s intellectuals, Gandhism has become famous in the 

west since Martin Luther King, Jr.’s adoption of it in the Civil Rights Movements of the 1960’s: it is 

called the philosophy of nonviolent social change, the eastern philosophy, or the philosophy of 

peace. 

 The philosophy of nonviolent, peaceful resistance to oppression conceived, advocated, and 

practiced by Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi during the historic Indian freedom struggles is called 

Gandhism. On the other hand, Gandhism also includes an approach to all stages of social life and 

political governance. However, Gandhi’s own opinion on the then-emerging phenomenon called 

Gandhism is quite interesting. He, as was known generally, was very modest and self-content, and 

he neither acknowledged nor approved that his ideas on social life and political governance be 

called Gandhism. 

 
Basic Principles of Gandhism 

 The views of specialists and experts on Gandhism include Gandhi’s approach to life, his 

techniques and methods of fighting oppression, domination, and hegemony, and his production 

and use of technology, ecology, and the environment. The philosophy also covers the life of the 

individual in his or her nonpolitical and nonsocial context. Gandhism, though known as Indian or 

eastern philosophy, originated in Africa and later developed in a global context and background. 

The ideas for its principles were taken from texts from around the world, ideas from War and 

Peace of Leo Tolstoy from Russia, from Henry David Thoreau in America, from texts like The Holy 

Bible, The Holy Torah, andThe Holy Koran from the Middle East, and also from the teachings of 

Buddhism and Hinduism. Gandhi used these texts to develop his philosophy of nonviolent social 

change. And Gandhi used ideas he learned and gained from various other sources and exposures 
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like the writings and the Constitutions of the Western societies.  Gandhian philosophy is based on 

three principles: 1. Truth, 2. Nonviolence, and 3. Peace. These ideas could be extended to related 

issues such as seeking, fighting, and firmly holding on to truth, adopting and employing only 

nonviolent means and methods to both resistance and oppression, be it in any name and form, and 

reaching the goal and objectives of real peace reached and accepted by the warring parties 

concerned. Thus, the basic and core principles of Gandhian philosophy are based on truth, 

nonviolence, and peace. These ideas also happen to be consistent with the basic, natural needs and 

demands of any civilized human being or group at any time in civilized history. This could be seen 

in Gandhi’s abhorrence to violence in general as he speaks, “There are many causes that I am 

prepared die for, but no causes that I am prepared to kill for.” 

 These convincing words and approach to the primacy of life and its course may not seem to 

appear logical in the terrorist world of jihadi groups and of ISIS operation, yet these words know 

no boundary.It is important to provide here a brief account of Gandhi’s social background that 

includes his family, birth, childhood, education, social friendships, career choices, and hobbies 

before discussing his entry into India’s and the world’s politics. 

 He was born Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi in a business community as the youngest child to 

his parents, Karamchand and Putlibai, on October 2, 1869, at Porbandar. His father had a royal 

duty and served as Dewan, comparable to a Governor in modern times, in a region called 

Kathiawar, situated in modern state of Gujarat on the western coast of the union of India. Gandhi’s 

mother knew no schooling, nor could she read and write, yet she was a great religious devout. She 

was a great faithful and spent most of her days’ time in fasting in praying or praying in fasting. She 

was deeply religious and god-fearing to the extent that she had Gandhi pledge to her never to taste 

alcohol, never to eat meat, and never to cohabit with a woman while studying abroad as he was 

preparing to take the ship to England to pursue Bar-at-Law studies. Gandhi’s schooling and his 

friendships, cutting across religions, provided him with both opportunities and dangerous 

challenges. 

 
Marriage, Higher Education, and The London Years 

 Going by the then prevailing marital customs and traditions, Gandhi was married at thirteen 

years of age to a girl called Kasturubai, who was of the same age while he was still in school. He had 

already, due to his friendship with one Sheikh Mehtab, been led to venture into areas which he 

would later abhor: meat-eating, smoking, stealing, and even visiting brothels. He was set to go 

abroad to pursue legal education, which would help him to bring down and tear apart the mighty 

British empire, in which the saying went; “The sun would neither set nor rise,” indicating the 

geographical vastness of the empire then.  

 It was the fashion for those who were in the periphery of British colonialism and who could 

afford to pursue higher education to study in London, the headquarters of British imperialism. The 

latent functions and the benefits which Gandhi’s studies in London providedto him exposed to 

practices of the real world such as vegetarianism, club memberships, western attire, reading 

international politics, and knowing world philosophies, among others.  

 Emerging Fighter in South Africa. On return to India, Gandhi’s law practice in Bombay did not 

go well as he might have anticipated, so he accepted an offer to go and represent a company’s 

clients in Johannesburg, South Africa, thus opening the real political world for Gandhi. A series of ill 
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treatments and discriminations that included dramaticallybeing kicked out of a railway coach 

despite having a first-class reservation, among other wrongs by the budding apartheid regime, 

trained and steeled Gandhi’s resolve to oppose and to fight against injustices and oppression of all 

types and anywhere in the world. He picked up the causes of the Indian indentured laborers and 

other colored people who were supported by the progressive people there. Gandhi’s South African 

experiment turned out to be indeed a test for the grand and historical anticolonial resistance he 

was to architect against the British in the land of his birth, India.  

 
The Indian Scenario 

 The news of Gandhi’s returning to India prepared the educated for a mega show in history. 

Before landing, he wanted to settle a few important things in order to qualify to be a fighter for 

common good. Renouncing sex and adopting celibacy in prime middle age of marital life 

washisfirst step in renouncing the material world. Such a giant step provided Gandhi with 

opportunities to be a man out of all small things. The sexual renouncement that Gandhi really 

taught the modern world is arguably the first and the most important step in the preparation of his 

fight against the materialist world and its consequent exploitation, Gandhi observed. He began this 

in a Tolstoy Farm that he had set up in South Africa and with the consent of his middle aged wife, 

Kasturbai Gandhi. He also gave all of his material things and possessions, which includedall of his 

jewelry, to charity in order to qualify as well as purify his resolve to fight for the common good of 

humanity.  

 Equipped with the lessons and the experience fromhis struggles for collective right, Gandhi 

took the British head-on in India with his tested methods of nonviolence and peace. With his 

proven techniques of Civil Disobedience and Non-Cooperation with the British rule, he moved the 

ocean of Indian masses against the guns and the tanks of the British might in India. He picked up, 

among other things, the most sensitive and yet unifying issue of salt and the salt-tax imposed by 

the global colonial power, by opposing the tyrannical salt tax in the “Salt March” and a series of 

nonviolent struggles against colonial rule. As Adolf Hitler annexed Poland and declared war on the 

world, Gandhi, seizing the opportunity, declared that the British “Quit India.” Masses rose in waves 

and directly threatened the British rule, and consequently the “Crown” of the empire, leading to  

India’s independence. Gandhism, since the middle of the twentieth century, despite being amidst 

the communist revolutions, has spread to every nook and corner of the political globe. And it has 

reached and has impacted oppressed regimes and people more so since the “fall” of the Berlin Wall 

and the “subsequent” decline of the communist regimes in the world. Gandhism works more 

wherever and whenever oppressed people are awakened about their political rights and the world 

cares about human dignity; human dignity and its resolve are strengthened by the nonviolent and 

peaceful means of struggles shown by Gandhi and Gandhian methods. The few popular cases in 

recent times were the Civil Rights Movements led by Gandhian Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., in the 

United States. And the current cases are the ones which developed in the Arab Spring of the 2010’s 

in Egypt and in Libya on the southern coast of the Mediterranean. The protesters and the fighters 

in the Arab Spring by and large, knowing the futility of using force against the brutal force of the 

state, used the viable Gandhian means and methods of resistance. They worked, which amply 

shows the relevance of Gandhian means and methods to resist the common evil for the common 

good. 
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FOOD AS A MEANS FOR SPIRITUALITY – GANDHIJI’S PERSPECTIVE 

 

 
Dr.K.Rethidevi 

   Professor and Head, Department of Sociology  
 Mother Teresa Women’s University, Kodaikanal 

 
Introduction 

 Gandhiji was actually born into a prosperous family and had a very privileged upbringing, 

which included a prestigious education in England. Though born into wealth, he ultimately gave it 

all away and through the course of his life managed to let go of material trappings. He followed a 

life of simplicity. Gandhi’s life offers us many key lessons — he practiced simplicity and 

minimalism in all areas of his life and he left behind a huge legacy of how to live a life of simplicity. 

When Gandhi died, he had less than ten possessions including a watch, spectacles, sandals and 

eating bowl. He was a man of non-possession and didn’t even possess a house. 

Gandhiji’s Tips for Simple Life 

 Accumulate Little 

Gandhi believed in possessing little except the clothes he wore and some utensils for cooking 

and eating. He used to give away or auction any gift that was ever given to him. 

 Eat Simple Food 

Gandhi never had a problem with being overweight. He followed a strict vegetarian diet and 

frequently cooked his own simple food which was locally produced. He ate this simple food 

from a small bowl, a reminder to eat moderately, and at the same time he ate mindfully, often 

accompanied by prayers. 

 Dress Simply 

Gandhi wore simple clothes that conveyed his message. According to Gandhiji though it may 

not be practical to weave your own clothes and make your own clothes, you can simplify your 

life by dressing for comfort, not to impress. 

 Lead a Simple, Stress-free life 

Gandhi never got stressed. He meditated daily and spent hours in reflection and prayer. 

Though he was a world leader and idolised by millions, he continued to lead a simple life with 

few distractions and commitments. He would even interrupt his political meetings to go off and 

play with children. Despite all his needs being taken care off, Gandhi still insisted on doing his 

own simple things. He advocated self-sufficiency and simple work. 

 Let your Life be your Message 

Though he was a prolific writer and powerful speaker, in private Gandhi spoke very quietly 

and only when necessary. He was also very punchy and concise in his writing. He preferred to 

let his life do the talking for him.By living a simple life, Gandhi was able to devote his life to his 

chosen higher purpose. He was totally focussed on his commitment to his people and the world 
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Gandhiji’s View about Religion and Spirituality 

 Gandhiji had studied and deeply introspected on various religious philosophies right from his 

days in England. This was done both at individual as well as comparative levels. His resulting 

deference was that by whatever name and in whichever faith God is identified, He can ultimately be 

felt as an abstract silent force so capable that it can, it does run the entire universe. At His 

insistence, the cosmos exists and functions. That is the simplest and most convincing reason why 

God is inexplicably identified as a sublime or supreme entity above all, the Founder Chairman of 

the cosmos. This whole universe was nothing but an infinitely expandable manifestation of truth. 

There is no need whatsoever even to distinguish between truth and untruth except in the tiniest, 

most miniscule part of the universe, the earth. It is only here that untruth lives, in the minds and 

hearts of humans. The rest of the universe is just a vast expanse of unbroken, unblemished truth. 

 According to Gandhiji God is truth and love, God is ethics and morality. God is fearlessness, 

God is the source of light and life. It is from this unwavering conviction that Gandhiji ultimately 

formed his short definition of God; that God is truth. Truth is everlasting and it is the ultimate 

reality, and so is God. God cannot be seen or felt, and so is the case with truth. Yet, both exist in the 

upper echelons of our awareness. Hence, both coexist as counter sides of a coin. So, one is another, 

another is one. 

 Gandhiji’s continuous comparative studies of religious beliefs related to God led to 

advancement of this theory to the next level; that is, truth is God. Much as Gandhiji realised that 

God is truth, he was also convinced that truth is love Gandhiji realised that the atheists, who object 

to the notion of God, nevertheless could not be opposed to truth. Hence, he reversed the definition 

to Truth is God. Gandhiji justified this change by giving an example. He knew one Mr. Charles 

Bradlaugh who was a known atheist. Gandhiji reasoned, if he called Mr. Bradlaugh God-fearing he 

would have strong objection to it. But if he called him truth fearing, he would gladly accept it. 

Hence, Truth is God replaced God is Truth. 

This truth, as understood by Gandhiji is not just truth in its physical embodiment like 

speech or action, but also in its subtle form, as thought. Such truth is indestructible and immortal. It 

is the very manifestation of what we know as God. For him, truth is God and he worship the 

religion of truth and started getting fleeting glimpses of this pure and pristine truth on the distant 

horizons. This universe is nothing but truth, truth is all encompassing. This conviction within him 

started growing every day and his entire life is nothing but his experiments with truth. 

 
Spirituality and Diet 

 Gandhiji was a spiritual being first. Other things were only the by products of his spirituality. 

This spirituality in turn guided all his work in politics, rural development and non-violence. He 

realized from an early age the importance of a great body and mind. His experiments on food, 

brahmacharya and fasting came from this belief. He also followed the age old yogic tradition. 

According to Gandhi a spiritual person becomes less interested in hoarding things and this was the 

basis of Gandhi’s sustainability. He believed in simple living and high thinking with little energy 

and very few needs he produced a very high quality of thoughts. 

 Plain living which helps in cutting down your wants and being self reliant. Accordingly, 

increasing consumer appetite is likened to animal appetite which goes the end of earth in search of 

their, satisfaction. Thus a distinction is to be made between ‘Standard of Living’ and ‘Standard of 
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Life’, where the former merely states the material and physical standard of food, cloth and housing. 

On the other hand higher standard of life could be attained only if, along with material 

advancement, there was a serious attempt to imbibe cultural and spiritual values and qualities. 

 
Gandhiji’s Views on Diet 

 Whilst it is true that man cannot live without air and water, the thing that nourishes the body 

is food. Hence the saying food is life. We should eat to live and work, Ghandhiji felt earnestly as in 

all other aspects, Gandhiji used a minimalistic approach to diet intake too. He propagated that we 

should consider food as energy, even a medicine that is required to keep our body healthy and fit 

for work. Hence, we should take only that which is required in minimum quantity. We should not 

eat to appease our taste buds. 

 
Types of Food 

Food can be divided into three categories. 

 Vegetarianism – It includes grains, pulses, edible roots, tubers leaves, fruits, both fresh and 

Dry, dry fruits includes nuts like almonds, Pistachiol walnut etc., 

 Non Vegetrianism (or) flesh Food – It include fowl and fish 

 Mixed/Eggitarianism – It is a middle path between vegetarianism and non vegetarianism. 

 Mahatma Gandhi did not look at food as something that just satisfied hunger. For him, it was 

an essential part that shaped human consciousness. He tested and experimented with a number of 

diets to find the perfect one 

 Gandhiji was inculcated to vegetarianism at an early stage, before leaving for England for Law 

study. His mother Putlibai had administered an oath to Gandhiji not to touch meat. However, he did 

not hold firm ideological or moral ethical beliefs on the subject at that time. His attachment with 

vegetarianism started with his reading of the book A Plea for vegetarianism by Henry Salt. Later, he 

undertook various dietary experiments, which helped him concretise his views on diet and its 

purpose in life.  

 Unknown to many, Mahatma Gandhi believed in following a strict dietary regiment. He 

preferred foods like brown rice, goat’s milk, cereals and veggies. He believed fresh seasonal fruits 

and vegetables should be eaten raw and preferred jaggery over sugar. Though he was against 

taking milk, he started taking goats milk due to his health condition and realized that milk should 

be added with vegetarian food as it is the only animal protein which are needed for tissue building 

and tissue repair 

 He equated milk with meat and hence considered it as non vegetarian item. Though he did not 

considered eggs as non vegetarian, he was opposed to consuming eggs, since they are unborn 

babies, and eating them would amount to killing a baby in the womb. Even poultry eggs, which are 

sterilised and cant produced chick were against Gandhiji’s ethics mainly because of the genetic 

alteration that was required to produce sterilized eggs which was against the natural law. 

 Cereals are used as a staple diet, wheat may well be described as the king among the cereals. 

From the point of view of health, if we can get wheat, rice and other cereals become unnecessary. If 

wheat is not available rice has to be resorted to. The cereals should be properly cleansed, ground 

on a grinding stone, and the resulting flour used as it is. Sieving of the flour should be avoided. 
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 After the starch supplying cereals next comes the protein supplying pulses – beans, lentils etc., 

Pulses are generally considered to be difficult to digest and are eaten in a much smaller quantity 

than cereals. Vegetables and fruits should come third on our list. Among fresh vegetables, a fare 

amount of leafy vegetables must be taken everyday. Gandhiji do not include potatoes, sweet 

potatoes, saran etc, which supply starch mainly, among vegetables. Certain varieties such as 

cucumber, tomatoes, mustard and cress and other tender leaves need not be cooked. They should 

be washed properly and eaten in raw in small quantities.  

 As for fruits, our daily diet should include available fruits of the season, e.g. mangoes, grapes 

etc., should all be used in that season. The best time for taking fruits is in early morning. A 

Breakfast of fruits and milk should give full satisfaction. Those who take an early lunch may have a 

breakfast of fruits only. Banana is a good fruit. But as it is very rich in starch, it takes the place of 

bread. Milk and banana make a perfect meal. Though every one cannot afford to buy fruits, in any 

case it is good to take two sour limes a day. The juice should be squeezed and taken with 

vegetables or in water, cold or hot. All these weights are of raw stuff. I have not put down the 

amount of salt. It should be added afterwards according to taste. 

 Certain amount of fat is also necessary. This can be had in the form of ghee or oil. Among oils, 

sweet oil, coconut oil, and a ground nut oil should be given preference. Oil must be fresh. If 

available , it is better to use hand-pressed oil. As in the case of fats, a certain amount of sugar is also 

necessary. Although sweet fruits supply plenty of sugar, there is no harm in taking one to one and 

half ounces of sugar, brown or white in a day. 

 Drinks were a part of Gandhiji’s broader perception of diet. He was against tea and coffee 

which temporarily stimulated the reflexes. Also intoxicating drinks and substances are considered 

not only harmful to the body but a social malice too.  

  He favoured nourishing and nonviolent drinks like juices and squashes, From a spiritual 

perspective also, Gandhiji considered flesh food, mixed diet and intoxicating drinks abhorrent, 

because they acted as deterrents to man’s inner purification and spiritual evolution. 

 Taste is acquired , not born with us. All the delicacies of the world cannot equal the relish, 

whereas one who is not hungry will refuse the best of sweet meals. Now let us consider how often 

and how much should one eat. Food should be taken as a matter of duty- even as a medicine- to 

sustain the body, never for the satisfaction of the palate. Thus, pleasurable feeling comes from 

satisfaction of real hunger. Therefore, we can say that relish is dependent upon hunger and not 

outside it. Because of our wrong habits and artificial way of living, very few people know what 

their system requires. Our parents who bring us into this world do not, as a rule, cultivate self- 

control. Their habits and their way of living influence the children to a certain extent. The mother’s 

food during pregnancy is bound to affect the child. After that during childhood, the mother 

pampers the child with all sorts of tasty foods. She gives the child a little bit out of whether she 

herself may be eating and the child’s digestive system gets a wrong training from its infancy. Habits 

once formed are difficult to shed. There are very few who succeed in getting rid of them. But when 

the realization comes to man that he is his own bodyguard, and his body has been dedicated to 

service, he desires to learn law of keeping his body in a fit condition and tries hard to follow them. 
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Gandhiji’s Favorite Food 

 Gandhiji’s experiment with food started when he was in England and some of the food liked by 

Gandhiji are 

1. Rice and Dal 

An integral part of Gandhiji’s food consisted of carbohydrate rich and protein rich dal. It is the 

staple diet of all Indians and Gandhi was no exception 

2. Chapati 

Gandhi favoured chapattis and it was a vital for his meal. Being a Gujarati, he grew up eating 

Chapatis, a habit he continued his whole life. 

3. Yogurt 

Yogurt, or curd as it is commonly called in India, is soothing for the stomach and good for 

digestion. Bapu often included curd in his meal. 

4. Brinjal 

A Portion of plain boiled brinjals 

5. Radish, Beetroot 

Gandhiji strongly believed in pure and ‘Sattvik’ food. He was against eating food that caused the 

temper to rise. He liked his vegetable boiled, without any additional additives like salt and oil. 

Boiled radish and beetroot were among the common vegetables he ate. 

6. Lauki, Pumkin 

Lauki is a type of guard that is known for its numerous nutritional aspects, It is no wonder that 

Gandhi liked it. As and when pumpkins were ‘in season’, Gandhiji had this fruit boiled before 

consuming it. 

7. Peda 

Thick, soft, milk peda is a favourite dessert in Gujarat. The only peda Gandhi would eat were 

those sweets made strictly from the milk procured from local cows. 

8. Juices and Squash 

Gandhi not only practiced but also encouraged his supporters to turn away from liquor and 

embrace nonviolent drinks such as juices and squash. For a man who was often on a fast, fruit 

juices were an instant source of energy. 

Finally to conclude any seeker of spiritual advancement should use vegetarian food as a means 

and not an end; this is what Gandhiji felt earnestly. He reasoned that while one may abhor meat, 

tea and coffee, he may still be impure at heart, thus defeating the fundamental motive of 

purification of heart and soul through such diet. On the other hand, a meat eater can be pious and 

pure, and hence be nearer to awakening and enlightenment than the pretentious practitioner of 

pure diet. The essence, according to Gandhiji, was to actively pursue inner purification , and use the 

right dietary habits as a means to this end. Food, as such , should not be for healthy body alone but 

for pure heart and soul too. 
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Abstract 

 Children are the future of a nation. They are an integral part of a nation’s development. Basic needs such as 
food, shelter, clothing and education are everyone’s right. When one of the basic needs or all of them are denied 
to anybody, it is the denial of human rights, justice and freedom. The street children are the victims of the denial 
of basic needs of human life. There are street children in both Under Developed and Developed countries. This 
paper examines their day to day struggle, survival and the various complexities they face by force of social, 
economical and cultural features of the community they come from. It has also highlighted the role of 
Government in alleviating the struggles of street children and suggests recommendations for their well-being 
and emancipation.  

 
Introduction 

 The phenomenon of children running away from home and living on the street is a global 

challenge to governments, and society in general. Nongovernmental organisations have also 

responded to it by making meaningful interventions but the basic factors of poverty, abuse, 

violence, conflicts and war behind this highly disturbing trend remain virtually unaddressed. , 

According to United Nations, the World population of street children (3-18 age groups) was 150 

million on 2001. Approximately 40 percent of the children are homeless and the rest work on the 

streets to support their families. By 2010, the number has reached to around 200-300 million, but 

it is south Asia that has the world’s largest concentration of street children, with India the highest 

proportion of it. Some of the prevalent causes are poverty, abusive family milieu and broken 

homes. It varies from country to country. In India half of the street children belong to the Dalit 

community and other Scheduled Castes, and the Scheduled Tribes. According to the 1994 

estimates, Mumbai has over 125,000 street children. India 0.034percent of the central fund spent 

on child protection. 

 Definition of Street Children by UNICEF: “A street child as any girl or boy for whom the 

street has become his or her habitual abode and/or source of livelihood; and who is inadequately 

protected, supervised, or directed by responsible adults”. 

 It is estimated that more than 4, 00,000 street children exist in India. It is difficult to count the 

number of street children because of their floating nature. They come to live on the streets because 

of their family conflict and they care for themselves. They do sometimes band together for security 

and they are often exploited by employers and the police.  However, because of the children’s 

complex experience and difficulties Mark W.Lusk, has developed the street children into four 

categories and they are  

 Children who work on the street but return to their families at night 

 Children who work on the street but whose family ties are dwindling 

 Children who live and work with their families on the street 

 Children who work and live on their own on the street 
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 There are 18 million children work on the streets of India. It is estimated that only 5-20 

percent of them are truly homeless and disconnected from their families. The street children of 

India have unique vulnerabilities. “The children of the future do not belong to their parents alone; 

they are the concern of every one of us; they are literally the hope of the world”-Meininger. 

 
Reasons for Living in the Street 
 They left home because of family problems and fights with family, poverty at home, death of a 

parent, alcoholism of father, and strained relationship with step-parents, parent separation, abuse 

and family violence. The street children usually come from female-headed households. Most 

children who leave home to live on the streets come from slums or low cost housing, both which is 

areas of high illiteracy, drug use and unemployment. Children sometimes find that their living 

conditions and physical and mental health is better in the streets than at home. It reveals the poor 

conditions of their homes rather than good conditions in the street. The streets are child friendly. 

The children move around often because of the fear that their relatives will find them and force 

them to return home. Homelessness is largely an urban phenomenon and children are homeless 

and living on the streets in every region of the world. Failing economies and falling currencies in 

parts of Asia force the poorest families onto the street, often leaving children abandoned and 

homeless. In several areas of the world, disabled children are commonly abandoned, particularly in 

developing countries. In addition refugee children of armed conflict areas, children separated from 

their families for long periods of time, and AIDs orphans, repeatedly find nowhere to go but the 

streets. 

 
Relationship and Coping of the Street Children 

 The street children do not have the support structures that other children normally have such 

as psychological and monetary support. The children in the street adopt strategies to cope with the 

harsh realities of their lives. These strategies include developing a tough exterior and strong 

independence to hide their vulnerability. They live in survival mode, constantly having to be aware 

of their surroundings and fight for their safety. It will lead children to engage in behaviours that 

children in families typically do not, such as creating new identity, using aggression frequently and 

valuing relationships based on what can be gained from them. Most of them adopt positive coping 

mechanisms to deal with the stress, some choose mal-adaptive strategies such as drinking alcohol, 

using drugs and visiting prostitutes. The reason behind is their frustration concerning living on the 

street or conflict in their family which caused them to leave home. Many form groups with other 

street children to protect themselves and they have a leader and bring safety to most. Sometimes, 

younger children are used by the leader to steal or do other illegal activities. 

 
The Effects of Street and Homeless Life 

 Homelessness and street life have extremely detrimental effects on children. Their unstable 

lifestyles, lack of medical care, and inadequate living conditions increase young people’s 

susceptibility to chronic illness such as respiratory or ear infections, gastrointestinal disorders, and 

sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV/AIDS. They face additional vulnerability because of 

lack of access to nutritious food, sanitation, and medical care. Many are dependent on leftovers 

from small restaurants or hotels, food stalls or garbage bins. Lack of sanitation in bathing, toilets 

and water also contributes to poor health. They also lack rest room facility. They use the water 
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from the restaurants or using pipes and water tapes. They lack access to medical care and only few 

receive help from Government Hospitals for their sickness and injury. A study conducted in 2002 

on the street children in Kolkata found that six in every 544 street children from age five to 

fourteen are HIV positive. Many children do not have winter clothing, leaving them more 

vulnerable to illness during winter. 

 
Abuse of Children in the Street 

 Child abuse is the physical or psychological mistreatment of a child by his or her parents 

(including Adoptive Parents), guardians or other adults. There are many types and degrees of 

abuse, the one thing they have common is the failure to look after a child’s long term interest. 

About 5, 00,000 children are forced into commercial sex trade every year and most of them are 

infected and affected by HIV/AIDS. Children living on the streets are vulnerable to victimization, 

exploitation and the abuse of their civil and economic rights. 

 Sexual Abuse: This includes sexual, physical and emotional abuse. The degree of the abuse 

when in the child’s life it occurred and its duration have varying levels of impact on the child. 

Sometimes children hide that they have been abused and may not reveal it until later. Children are 

affected differently by various types of abuses and may cause emotional and behavioural problems 

that require the help of counselling and flexible parenting techniques to help the child heal.  

 Children frequently exposed to abuse and extortion in India. They do not have the social status 

and the protection by the elderly people. They are being physically threatened and intimidated by 

adults. It causes misery of living in the streets. Abuse by the Indian Police is often reported by the 

street children. Many have reported that police will beat them in order to coerce them into giving 

them a cut for working in certain areas. The police arrest street children under the Vagrancy Act, 

and, having no formal way to appeal their arrest. The children must bribe or work at the police 

station until their debt has been paid. 

 Under a Govt. Sponsored Program called Operation Beggar, Street children in Bombay were 

rounded up and given into what was essentially indebted servitude. ‘Many factors contribute to the 

police abuse of Street children, including the police perceptions of the children, widespread 

corruption, a culture of police violence, the inadequacy and non –implementation of legal 

safeguards, and the level of impunity that police enjoy. The Juvenile Justice Act which applies to all 

the states and the Union Territories in India except Jammu and Kashmir, prohibits detaining 

neglected or delinquent juveniles in police lock-ups, it is rarely enforced. The study conducted in 

Jaipur City in 2009 reveals the various types of abuses as given below: 

 General abuse and neglect 

 Health abuse 

 Verbal abuse  

 Physical abuse  

 Psychological abuse  

 Sexual abuse 

 Verbal and Psychological abuse were reported the most. The older Children and children with 

higher incomes were abused more than younger ones with low income. 

 
Role of Government in Helping Street Children 

 The Coordination Committee for Vulnerable Children worked to give identity cards to children 

working on the streets in order to help protect them from police violence. In1990s because of the 

pressure from the non-governmental organisations (NGO’S) the Indian Government created the 
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Scheme for Assistance to Street Children which launched in February1993. The Indian Council of 

Child Welfare has included street children in their programs and in the 8th Five year Plan a scheme 

for street children in 6 metropolitan cities was set in place. The Ministry of Labour has also 

included street children in their livelihood training programs. However, their illiteracy and the 

ignorance about the availability of these schemes prevent them from availing these benefits to 

improve their living conditions. Article 27 of the Government on the Rights of the Child (CRC) 

asserts that “States parties recognize the right of every child to a standard of living adequate for 

the child’s physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development”. This article must be enforced 

strictly so that India does not have street children. 

 
Recommendations 
 The Human Rights Watch makes various legal suggestions for the protection of street children 

in their study of police abuse and killings of street children. These suggestions include the 

amendment of sections 53 and 54 of code of Criminal Procedures to make a medical examination 

necessary when a child is detained, endorsing the United Nations1984 Convention Against Torture 

and other forms of Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment and to amend the 

Juvenile Justice Act in order to make provisions for complaints and prosecutions for abuse. 

 Non Governmental Organisations have the ability to be more flexible than the Government; 

they are better able to meet the needs of street children in varied circumstances. The Assistance 

should be given to NGOs, which should be backed financially by the Government As for India a 

measly 0.034 percent of the central Government’s budget is spent on child’s protection 

 
Conclusion 
 In the technological era of 21st century, where the human beings across the globe are 

connected in a fraction of second through internet, cell phone, email and other electronic mediums, 

the issue of street children reveals the failure of social, political, economical and cultural 

mechanism of the human society. It is high time that every human being is concerned about the 

street children and do their very best to alleviate the street children from their struggle and 

provide them the basic needs and assist them to break the bondage of the social evil. It is the moral 

and ethical responsibility of every human being to be concerned and give love and care which are 

essential for these children to lead a happy and healthy life which is their birth right.  
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fhe;jpa ,yf;fpak; 

 
 

Kidth; jp.fkyp 

Nguhrphpah; - jiyth;> jkpopay; Jiw 

md;id njurh kfsph; gy;fiyf;fofk;> nfhilf;fhdy; 

 

Trend Gandhian Literature in Tamil Language (1920 - 2020) 

 fhe;jpabfSf;Fg;gpd; gjpd;%d;W Mz;Lfs; fopj;Jg; gpwe;J> mz;zYf;F ,Ugj;NjO 

Mz;LfSf;F Kd; kz; cyf tho;it Kbj;Jf;nfhz;l kfhftp ghujpahh; xU jPh;f;fjhprp. 

ahtUf;Fk; Nkhfd;jh]; fuk;re;j; fhe;jpahfj; njhpe;jtiu (1882 - 1921) tiu Mz;LfNs 

tho;e;j ghujp). 

 ‘tho;f eP vk;khd;> ,e;j 

  itaj;J ehl;by; vy;yhk; 

 jho;Tw;W tWik kpQ;rp 

  tpLjiy jtwpf; nfl;Lg; 

 gho;gl;L epd;wjhk; Xh; 

  ghuj Njrk; jd;id 

 tho;tpf;f te;j fhe;jp 

  kfhj;kh! eP tho;f tho;f! 

vd;W kfhj;khthff; fz;L tho;j;jpg; ghbdhh;. 

 mbik tho;T mfd;W ,e;ehl;lhh; 

  tpLjiy Mh;e;J nry;tk;> 

 Fbikapy; cah;T> fy;tp> QhdKk; 

  $b Xq;fpg; gbkpirj; jiyik 

 va;Jk;gbf;F xU #o;r;rp nra;jha;” 

 Gtpf;Fs;Ns Kjd;ik cw;wha; vd;W ghuj kf;fspd; mr;rj;ij mfw;wp> tpLjiy ngw;W 

kf;fs;> nry;tk;> Fbik> fy;tp> Qhdk; vy;yhk; ngw;W tho;tjw;F top nra;Ak; ghujg; 

NghUf;Ff; fhe;jpabfs; jiyik Vw;fg; NghtijAk;> Kbtpy;yhf; fPh;j;jpAld;. Gtpf;Fs; 

ngWtijAk; Kd; $l;bNa 1921,y; ghujp $Wfpwhh;. 

 ‘jd;Daph; NghNy jdf;F mopT vz;Zk; 

  gpwh; caph; jd;idAk; fzpj;jy; 

 kd;Daph; vy;yhk; flTspd; tbtk; 

  ,d;d nka; Qhdj; Jzptpid 

 kw;W Mq;F ,opgL Nghh;> nfhiy 

  jz;lk; gpd;dpNa fplf;Fk; murpay;  

 mjdpy; gpizj;jplj; Jzpe;jid 

  ngUkhd; vd;W fhe;jpabfs; fhl;Lk; ghijiag; Nghw;Wfpwhh;. 

 ngUk; nfhiy topahk; Nghh; top ,fo;e;jha; 

  mjdpYk; jpwd; nghJ cilj;jhk; 

 mUq;fiythzh;> nka;j;njhz;lh; jq;fs; 

  mwtop vd;W eP mwpe;jha; 

 neUq;fpa gad; Nru; xj;Jioahik 
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  newpapdhy; ,e;jpahtpw;F 

 tUk; fjp fz;L> gifj;njhopy; kwe;J 

  itafk; tho;f ey; mwj;Nj” 

vd;W fhe;jpabfs; topapy; nrd;why; itafk; thOk; tsUk; vd;w ek;gpf;ifia ntspg;gLj;Jk; 

ghujp> Njrg;gpjh fhe;jpapd; ‘tpjit kWkzk;” Fwpj;j fl;Liuiag; gbj;Jtpl;L mjpy; =khd; 

fhe;jp mth;fs; ghy;a tpthfk; nra;J mwpahr; rpWgpuhaj;jpNyNa ifk;ik mile;J> fd;dp 

fopahky; itjt;af; Nfhyj;jpy; tPl;by; milgl;Lf; fplf;Fk; ngz;fSf;F mtrpak; kWkzk; 

Ntz;Lk; vd;W vOjpapUg;gijr; Rl;bf;fhl;b> tpjit kWkzj;ijf; fhe;jpabfs; vy;yh 

tpjitg; ngz;bUf;Fk; ghpe;Jiuf;fhjijf; fz;bf;fpwhh;. 

 fj;jp ,d;wp uj;jk; ,d;wp Aj;jk; xd;W tUFJ; rj;jpaj;jpd; epj;jpaj;ij ek;Gk; ahUk; 

NrUtPh;! fhe;jp vd;Dk; rhe;j%h;j;jp jiyikapy; vd;W midtiuAk; mioj;jth; ehkf;fy; 

ftpQh; nt. ,uhkypq;fk; gps;is. 

 ‘fhe;jp vd;Dk; guNjrp> Rj;j rd;ahrp” vd;W ntz;fyf; Fuypy; Nf. gp. Re;juhk;ghs; 

Nkilapy; ghlj; njhlq;fpaJk; kf;fs; $l;lk; miyfly; vdj; jpuz;L tpLk;. ML uhl;Nl! 

vd;W njhlUk;NghJ> kFbf;Ff; fl;Lz;lJ Nghy; Mty; J}ug; ngw;W> jiyth;fspd; tpLjiyg; 

Nghul;lr; nrhw;nghopfisf; Nfl;f Maj;jkhfp tpLk;.  

 ‘nfhf;F gwf;FJ! nts;isf; nfhf;f gwf;FJ” vd;W Fwpg;ghy; nra;jp ciuf;Fk; kJuftp 

gh];fujhrpd; ghly;fs; Koq;Fk; ehlf Nkil epfo;Tfs; gl;b njhl;bfspy; cs;sth;fisAk; 

,e;jpa tpLjiyg; Nghhpy; fhe;jpabfsJ jiyikia Vw;Wg; gq;Nfw;fr; nra;jij ahuhy; 

kwj;jy; $Lk;? 

 1934Mk; Mz;by; jPz;lhik xopg;Gg; gpur;rhuj;ijNa Kf;fpa ,yf;fhff; nfhz;L> ,e;jpah 

KOf;fr; Rw;Wg;gazk; nra;jhh;. vl;L khj fhy mtuJ gazj;jpl;lj;jpy; njhlf;fj;jpNyNa 

,lk; ngw;wpUe;jJ jkpo;ehL. 23.02.1934 Kjy; 22.03.1934 tiu jkpo;ehL KOf;f tpy;tz;b> 

ehd;F rf;fu thfdk;> Giftz;b> eil vd vy;yh tpjq;fspYk; gazpj;jhh;. 112 jkpof 

Ch;fspy; Vwj;jho ,uz;L Nfhb kf;fs; fhe;jpia Nehpy; fhzTk;> mtuJ ciuiaf; Nfl;fTk;> 

mtUila gazj;jpd; Nehf;fj;ij czuTk; nra;jdh;. jPz;lhik xopag;ghLgLkhW fhe;jp 

jhd; nrd;w ,lq;fspy; vy;yhk; kf;fspk; kd;whbf; Nfl;Lf;nfhz;lhh;. mg;gazk; KOf;ff; 

fhe;jpAld; ,Ue;j ,UgJ Ngh;fspy; F[uhj;jpah; xd;gJ Ngh;> jkpoh;fs; Ith;> ngz;fs; %th; 

,e;J];jhdpah; ,Uth;. n[h;khdpah; xUth; Mth;. 

 fhe;jpabfspd; nfhs;ifNa ‘filaDf;Fk; filj;Njw;wk; jhd;” njd;dhg;gphpf;fhtpy; 

mth; jdJ Kjy; Nghuhl;lj;ij ghyRe;juj;jpw;fhfj;jhd; elj;jpdhh;. 

 mtuJ rk;guhd; rj;jpahf;fpufk; mfkjhghj; Miyj; njhopyhsh; Nguhl;lk;> Nflh; 

rj;jpahfpuk; tptrhaj; njhopyhsh; ed;ikf;fhd Nghuhl;lq;fshk;. 

 fyg;Gj; jpUkzj;ij Mjhpj;j fhe;jpabfs; ‘kzkf;fs; ,Uthpy; xUth; mJTk; Fwpg;ghf 

kzkfs; `hp[d tFg;igr; Nrh;e;jtuhf ,Ue;jhy; kl;Lk;jhd; fyg;Gj; jpUkzk; vd Vw;Wf; 

nfhs;Ntd;” vd;whh;. 

 jPq;F nra;ahJ ,Uj;jy;> Jd;gjijg; nghWj;jy;> gifthplKk; md;gha; ,Ue;jy;> 

jPr;nray;fspy; ntWg;Gf; fhl;Ljy;> mj;jPa nray;fisr; nra;Ak; kdpjhplj;jpy; ntWg;Gf; 

fhl;lhJ ,Uj;jy;. ,aw;ifNahL ,iae;J tho;jy; Mfpa nfhs;iffisf; fhe;jpak; vdyhk; 

vd;w jpU.tpf. tiuaWf;fpwhh;. 

 ‘J}a;ik> njhz;L> Kw;Nghf;F czh;T ,it fhe;jpak;” vd;W K.t. $Wthh;. 

 ‘gpwh; tho eP tho;” vd;gij caph;ehbahff; nfhz;l rhl;Nthjar; rKjhaNk fhe;jpar; 

rKjhak; MFk;. mjpy; jdp kdpjh; 11 tpujq;fisg; gpd;gw;wg;gl Ntz;Lk; vd;W fhe;jpabfs; 
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tFj;jhh;. mit> rj;jpak;> mfpk;ir> jpUlhik> ehtlf;fk;> mQ;rhik> cilikapd;ik> 

Gydlf;fk;> clYiog;G> jPz;lhik xopg;G> rka xw;Wik> RNjrpj; jd;ik vd;gdthk;. 

 rKjhaj;ij cUthf;ff; fhe;jpabfs; gjpndl;L epUkhdj; jpl;lq;fis mspj;jhh;. mit. 

1. rKjha xw;Wik 

2. jPz;lhik tpyf;F 

3. kJ tpyf;F 

4. jdpkdpjj; Jg;GuT 

5. Mjhuf; fy;tp 

6. rKjhaf; fy;tp 

7. nghJr; Rfhjuhk; 

8. ngz;bh; eyd; 

9. Mjpthrpfs; eyd; 

10. njhONeha; Jilg;G 

11. khzth; eyd; nghUshjhu Nkk;ghl;bw;Fhpad. 

12. fjh; 

13. fpuhkj; njhopy;fs; 

14. nghUshjhur; rkj;Jtk; 

15. tptrhapfs; eyd; 

16. njhopyhsh; eyd; murpay; Nkk;ghl;bw;Fhpad 

17. jha;nkhop 

18. ehl;Lg; nghJnkhop vd;gd. 

fhe;jp ,yf;fpathjpNah> vOj;jhsNuh my;yh;. Mdhy; jd; fUj;ijj; njhptpf;ff; 

vOJtJk;> NgRtJkhfNt ,Ue;jhh;. ,yf;fpak; Md;khtpd; ntspg;ghL. kf;fisg; Ghpe;J 

nfhz;L vOjg;gl Ntz;Lk;. ghkuUf;Fg; GhpAkhW ,Uj;jy; Ntz;Lk;. md;G> ,uf;fk;> 

ehl;Lg;gw;W> xw;Wik> r%fr; rPh;j;jpUj;jk;> ,iwAzh;T> ,d;dh nra;ahik vDk; Md;khitj; 

J}a;ikg;gLj;Jk; mwf;fUj;Jfis ,yf;fpak; nrhy;y Ntz;Lk; vd;gJ fhe;jpabfspd; fUj;J. 

fh.F. Ntq;flukzp> Ky;f;uh[; Mde;j;> Mh;.Nf. ehuhaz;> Nf. V. mg;gh];> uh[huht;> 

NtZrpl;lhy;> fkyh khh;f;fz;Nlah> ghghdp gl;lhr;rhh;ah> ml;bah `Pird;> kNdhfh; 

ky;Nfhq;fh;> rhkd; u`y; MfpNahh; fhe;jpag; Gjpd vOj;jhshh; Mth;. 

jkpopy; 1922,y; te;j rNgrd; my;yJ Rje;jpu ul;rd; Kjy; fhe;jpag; Gjpdk; MFk;. 

,UgJfspy; ,Ue;J fhe;jpag; Gjpdq;fs; vOjg;glyhapd. Kg;gJfspy; it.K.Nfhijehafpapd; 

‘]hukjp” jpahff;nfhb> fh.rp.Ntq;flukzpapd;> ‘Njrgf;jd; fe;jd”> ‘fy;fpapd; jpahfG+kp”> 

ehw;gJfsy; rq;fuuhkd; ‘kz;zhir”> Rj;jhde;j ghujapd;> ‘md;G epiyak”> rz;Kf 

Re;juj;jpd; ‘ehfk;khs;’> fy;fpapd; Ik;gJfspy; mfpyd; eh. ghh;j;jruhjp> n[frpw;gpad;> ,uh[k; 

fpU\;zd;> K.t.F. uh[NtY> ehuz. Jiuf;fz;zd;> ty;ypf; fz;zd;> uh.R. ey;yngUkhs; 

fhe;jpag; Gjpdq;fis vOjpAs;shh;.  

 1960-1970 f;Fk; ,ilg;gl;l fhy fl;lj;jpy; ‘fhe;jpa E}w;whz;by” epj;jpahde;jk;> 

vk;.v];.fypahz Re;juk;> eh.gh. ,e;jpuh ghh;j;jrhujp> ty;ypf;fz;zd;> e.rpjk;gu Rg;gpukzpak;> 

uh[k; fpU\;zd; fhe;jpag; Gjpdq;fis vOjpdhh;. vOgJfspy; fhe;jpaj;jpd; kPjhd 

ek;gpf;ifiaAk;> ek;gpf;ifapd;ikAk;> fhl;Lk; Gjpdq;fs; te;Js;sd. vz;gJf;Fk; 

njhz;Z}Wf;Fk; ,ilg;gl;l fhyj;jpy; fhe;jpak; Kidg;ghf ,lk; ngwtpy;iy. 

fhe;jpag; Gdy; rpw;Nwhilahff; FWfptpl;lNjh vd;W Njhd;Wk;gb kh.gh.FUrhkp> 

N[hjph;yjh fphp[h MfpNahuJ gilg;Gfspy; kl;Lk; ,lk;ngWtijf; fhz KbfpwJ. 
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‘vq;fs; Njrg; gpjhNt” 

cd;Dila glq;fs;  

Ch;tyk; Nghfpd;wd. 

eP Vd; jiy Fdpe;jgb 

eLj;njUtpy; epw;fpwha;? 

Gj;jpu Njrj;Jf;fhf eP 

Gyk;GtJ vd; fhjpy; tpOfpwJ! 

mikjp nfhYtpUf;Fk; 

cd; rpiyfisg; ghh;f;Fk; NghJ vy;yhk;  

ehd; mOJ tpLfpNwd;. 

fz;zPhpd; ntg;gj;jhy; vd; ftpij 

KOik ngwhkNy Kbe;J tpLfpwJ. 

vd;W Njrg;gpjhTf;Fj; njUg;ghlfdpd; mQ;ryp> ftpijia Nkj;jh vOJfpwhh;. 

 ,d;iwa #oypy; fhe;jpak; gw;wpj; jpwdha;T nra;Ak; fijfs;> fl;Liufs;> ‘fhe;jpa 

,yf;fpaj;ijf; fhe;jpa jpwdha;T ,yf;fpakhfj; jUk; epiy cs;sJ’. Vw;wk;> ,wf;fk;> Njf;fk;> 

jpy;gk;> kdpj tho;tpy; vg;gb ntF ,ay;ghf epfo;fpd;wdNth> mJNghyf; fhe;jpa 

,yf;fpaq;fspYk;> fhe;jpaj;jpYk; fhz KbfpwJ. 

 nfhj;jkq;fyk; Rg;G> ‘fhe;jpkfhd; fij” vd;w ftpij E}ypy;> 

 ‘gQ;irfshd ,e;ehl;Lkf;fs; 

 neQ;rpy; ,Ue;J ,io E}w;fpwtd; 

 njhQ;r kdrpy; Jiz nfhLj;Jj;  

 Jd;gq;fs; jPuNt ghh;f;fpwtd”; 

vd;W fhe;jpf;F mQ;ryp nra;fpwhh;. Mq;fpNyah; GFj;jpa Nghyp tho;TKiw mfd;W> fhe;jpa 

fhl;ba J}a RNjrpa tho;TKiw tu Ntz;Lk; vd;gij> 

 ‘#l;L Nfhl;L> G+l;R NghLk; 

  njhy;iy ePq;fpj; njhiyaZk; 

 jhl;L G+l;L ePq;fp ey;yj; 

  jkpo;g; gapU ntisaZk; ! 

 tPl;Lf;Fs;Ns nrUg;Gg; Nghl;L 

  tPjp Mf;Fk; tof;fk;Ngha; 

 tPL thryhfp ehL tpjuizah 

  fhe;jp top thoZk;” 

vd;W mthTfpwhh;. 

 ftpNahfp Rj;jhde;j ghujpahh; ‘ghuj kfh fhtpak ;” E}ypy; fhe;jpabfisg; ghuj khjhtpd; 

mUe;ljtg; Gjy;tdhfg; ghtpj;Jj; jkpo;f; fhg;gpak; nra;jdh;. 

 kzpf;nfhb> fpuhk Copad; cs;spl;l gj;J ,jo;fs; fhe;jpaf; ftpijfis ntspapl;ld.  

 fhe;jpaf; ftpQh; ehkf;fy; nt. ,uhkypq;fk; gps;isapd;> fhe;jpaf; ftpijfs;> fhe;jpa 

rfhg;jj;ijAk;> fhe;jpapd; jiyikiaAk; rpj;jhpf;fpd;wd. 

 fhe;jpabfs; gps;ijj;jkpo;> fhe;j;jp rjfk;> fhe;jp etuj;jpd kzpkhiy> ,e;jpa tpLjiyf; 

fhg;gpak; vd;W ,Ugj;NjO jkpo; kuGf;ftpij E}y;fs; fhe;jp guzp ghLk; jkpo; E}y;fshFk;. 

 ‘fhe;jp Njrk;” vd;W fhe;jpar; rpWfijfs; ,UE}w;Wf;Fk; Nky; te;Js;sd. 

 ‘fhe;jpaz;zy;” ‘fhe;jpabfSk; kdpj tho;f;ifAk” vd;W fhe;jpaf; fUj;Jf;fis 

vLj;Jiuf;Fk; fl;Liu ,yf;fpa E}y;fs; E}w;W ,Ugj;NjO te;Js;sd. ‘mf;fpdpf; FQ;R” 

Nghd;w fhe;jpaf; ftpij ehlfq;fs; te;Js;sd. 
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 u.tp. Mirj;jk;gp Nghd;Nwhh; vOjpa fhe;jpa tpkhprdj; jpwdha;T E}y;fs; cs;sd. 

 jpahf g+kp> kFlgjp> Gd;dif vd;W fhe;jpaj; jpiug;glq;fs; jdpj;jr; rpwg;gpd. 

 fhe;jpabfs; filg;gpbj;j rj;jpaKk;> mfpk;irAk;> ,e;jpa kf;fis ntFthff; fth;e;jd. 

jkpof kf;fspd; cs;sq;fspy; Mokhfr; RtLfisg; gjpj;jd. 

1. jPq;F nra;ahJ ,Uj;jy; 

2. Jd;gj;ijg; nghWj;jy; 

3. gifthplKk; md;gha; ,Uj;jy; 

4. jPr;nray;fspy; ntWg;G fhl;Ljy; 

5. Mdhy;> mj;jPa nray;fisr; nra;Ak; kdpjh;fsplj;jpy; ntWg;G fhl;lhjpUj;jy; 

6. ,aw;ifNahL ,iae;J tho;jy; 

Mfpa nfhs;iffisf; fhe;jpak; vd;W jpU.tp.f. tiuaWf;fpwhh;. 

 fhe;jpabfs; Fwpf;Nfhshff; nfhz;l J}a;ik> njhz;L> Kw;Nghf;F czh;T 

Mfpatw;wpypUe;J fhe;jpaf; nfhs;ifia ehk; mwpayhk; vd;W jkpo;g; Nguhrpah; fhe;jpa 

vOj;jhsh; K.tujuhrdhh; njhptpf;fpwhh;. 

 fhe;jpaj;ijg; gpd;ddpahfTk;> fUthfTk; nfhz;l Gjpdq;fs;> rpWfijfs;> N[hjph;yjh 

fphp[h vOjpAs;shh;. mtw;Ws; xU Gjpdk;> xU rpWfij ,q;F rhd;W fhl;lg;gl;Ls;sJ. 

 ‘Gjpa Afk; gpwf;fl;Lk;” vd;Dk; N[hjph;yjh fphp[htpd; Gjpdf; fijkhe;jh;fs; rhkpehjd;> 

gq;f[k;> rNfhjhp Kj;Jnyl;Rkp> Jh;f;fh MfpNahh; fhe;jpaj;ijg; Nghw;wpj; jk; tho;tpy; 

gpd;gw;Wgth;fshfg; gilf;fg;gl;Ls;sdh;. 

 ‘ngz;iz th;zpf;Fk;NghJ cq;fs; jhia epidj;Jf; nfhs;Sq;fs;. ghYzh;itj; 

J}z;Lk; tz;zNkh> nfhr;irahfNth xU nrhy; $l cq;fs; vOj;jpy; te;J tpohJ. 

vOj;jhsh;fs; jq;fs; vOJNfhy;fspd; %yk; ngUk; rhjidfisg; Ghpa KbAk;. rKjhaf; 

FiwghLfis ePf;Fk; jpirapYk;> mePjpfisf; fisAk; topapYk; cq;fs; vOJNfhy;fs; 

eful;Lk; vd;W vOj;jhsh;fisf; fhe;jpabfs; Nfl;Lf; nfhz;lhh; vd;W fhe;jpabfs; 1927Mk; 

Mz;L nrd;id te;jNghJ Mw;wpa nrhw;nghopT> ‘Gjpa Afk; gpwf;fl;Lk” vDk; N[hjph;yjh 

fphp[htpd; Gjpdj;jpy; jug;gl;Ls;sJ. 

 mtuJ> Jiz Nfl;Lg; Nghdts; rpWfijapy; tUk; ,yl;Rkp ,sk; tpjit. Rje;jpug; 

Nghuhl;lj;jpy; mtdJ fztd; ,we;J Nghfpwhd;. mtd; nja;tkhf kjpf;Fk; klhjpgjpaplk; 

nrd;W jdf;F xU Jiz Ntz;Lk; vdf; Nfl;fpwhs;. Klhjpgjp mdhijf; Foe;ij xd;iw 

mtsplk; xg;gilj;J mf;Foe;ijia tsh;f;FkhW $Wfpwhh;. mJNt mtsf;Fj; Jiz vd;W 

nrhy;yp mDg;gp tpLfpwhh;. ,yl;Rkp jiyia kopj;Jf; nfhz;L> tpjitf; Nfhyj;Jld; 

,Uf;Fk; yl;Rkpilaf; fhz tUk; mtsJ Njhop Nfhkjp> fhe;jpaf; nfhs;iffis mtsplk; 

$wp> mtUila kWtho;Tf;F topfhl;Lfpwhh;fs;. 

 ‘vq;fz;zh uFitg; gj;jp cdf;Fj; njhpahJ 

 mtDf;F ,g;g rj;jpakhf kfhj;kh fhe;jpjhd; 

 flTs;. mth; nrhy;wJjhd; Ntjthf;F. 

 mth; fpopr;r Nfhl;il mtd; jhz;l  

 khl;lhd;. Tpjitfisj; Njbg;gpbr;Rf;  

 fy;ahzk; gz;zpf;Fq;Nfhd;D mth;jhNd  

 nrhy;ypz;bUf;fhh;”  

vd;W Nfhkjp jdJ mz;zd; fhe;jpaf; nfhs;iffspy; gw;Wilatd; vd;gijr; nrhy;yp 

mz;zDld; mtUf;F kWkzk; nra;J itf;fpwhd;. rq;fuklj; jiytiur; rhb> fhe;jpaf; 

fUj;J Nghw;wg;gl;Ls;sJ. ,f;fij mtuJ Neh;Kfk; vDk; ,Ugj;jhW rpWfijfspd; 

njhFg;GE}ypy; ,lk; ngw;Ws;sJ. 
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Introduction 

 A village industry is the one that is located within a rural area, where the Fixed Capital 

Investment per Artisan does not exceed rupees one hundred and thousand. The Fixed Capital 

Investment can be changed by the Central Government of India whenever it so requires. 

 Gandhiji, the Father of the Nation rightly said that the village industries will utilize the 

resources readily available locally, provide employment to the local people who can easily pick up 

the skills they need to be employed in the respective village industry, prevent the export of raw 

materials and add to the national wealth. The Swadeshi Movement encourages and revives home 

industries. India which has the huge human capital will be able to address the unemployment of 

the nation. The village industries will harness all the energy that at present runs to waste. Gandhiji 

encouraged only those who suffer from unemployment and penury to take some of these 

industries and improve their economic and social status. The idea behind the village industries 

scheme is that we should look to the villages for the supply of our daily needs and that, when we 

find that some needs are not met, we should see whether with a little trouble and organization, 

they cannot be profitably supplied by the villagers. In estimating the profit, we should think of the 

villager, not of ourselves. He says that things will improve, if we will interest ourselves in the 

supplier of our needs and insist on his doing better and take the trouble of helping to do better. 

 
The Importance of Village Industries 

 The village industries are constructive programme. The big industries can never overtake the 

unemployed millions. Their aim is to make money for the few owners, and not interested in finding 

employment for the youth in whose hands the future of the nation lies.  

 The organizers of Khadi and other village industries do not affect the big industries. They may 

hope to bring a ray of light into the dark dungeons, miscalled cottages of the villagers. They are 

designed to well utilize the leisure hours of the idle millions. 

 In this there is no war against the misuse and abuse of machinery, but the use of it is detriment 

to the millions Dead machinery must not be pitted against the millions of living machines 

represented by the villagers scattered in seven hundred thousand villages of India. 

 The present use of machinery tends more and more to concentrate wealth in the hands of a 

few. Gandhi says that if the village perishes, India will perish too. There will be no more India. The 

revival of the village is possible only when it is no more exploited. 

 Industrialization on a mass scale will lead to passive or active exploitation of the villagers as 

the problems of competition and marketing come in. Therefore, we have to concentrate on the 

village being self-contained, manufacturing mainly for use. Provided this character of the village 

industry is maintained, there would be no objection to villagers using even the modern machines 
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and tools that they can make and can afford to use. Only they should not be used as a means of 

exploitation of others. In a country like ours, teeming with millions of unemployed, something is 

needed to keep their hands and feet engaged in order, so that they may earn an honest living. It is 

for them that khadi and cottage industries are needed. These little things add substantially to the 

income of the poor villagers.  

 The conception underlying both the NaiTalim and the village Industries programme, including 

khaddar, is the concern for the dignity and status of the village unit as against the big cities and of 

the individual against the machine. The concern was further augmented by the fact that India lives 

not in a handful of her big cities but in her seven hundred thousand villages.  

 
Causes of Decline of Village Industries 

 In spite of the plenty of foodstuffs India produces, we import wheat from outside and eat the 

super fine flour from Australia. We will not use our hand- ground flour, and the poor villager also 

foolishly copies us. We thus turn wealth into waste, nectar into poison. Mill ground flour is vitamin 

less but poison. We pay for less nutritious things and purchase ill health in the bargain. 

 The same is the case with rice ,gur and oil. We will eat rice, polished of its substance, and eat 

less nutritious sugar and pay more for it than more nutritious gur. We have suffered the village 

oilman to be driven to extinction and we eat adulterated oils. We idolize the cow but kill her by 

slow degrees. We eat honey and kill the honey bee, with the result that honey is such a rare 

commodity today that it is only available to those who must have it from the physician as a vehicle 

for the drugs he prescribes. If we took the trouble of learning scientific and harmless bee- keeping, 

we should get it cheaper and our children would get out of it all the carbohydrates they need. In out 

dietetics, we prefer bone- white sugar to rich brown gurand pale white bread to rich brown bran–

bread. 

 We bathe with unclean water we foul our tanks and rivers with fifth and use that water for 

drinking and bath. Sanitation and hygiene are the elementary principles for the good health but we 

have not yet developed the most economic methods of disposal of our evacuations and we turn out 

open healthy spaces in to breeding grounds of disease. We have ignored our body labour to the 

detriment of our brains, and thus the life is made to be content with the irrational ways of diet and 

living.  

 There is a difference between hand made goods and those made by power driven machinery. 

Little flour mills are outing the chakki, oil mills the village ghani, rice mills the village dhenki, sugar 

mills the village pans, etc. The displacement of village labour is impoverishing the villagers and 

enriching the moneyed man. If the process continues the villagers will be destroyed without any 

further effort. No Chengis Khan could devise a more ingenious or more profitable method of 

destroying these villages. The cultivation has ceased to be profitable. For some crops, the villagers 

do not get even the cost of seed.  

 
Dangers of Mechanization 

 Mechanization is good when the hands are few for the work intended to be accomplished. It is 

an evil when there are more hands than required for the work. Every mill is maintenance to the 

villagers. Every mill hand does the work of at least ten laborers doing the same work in their 

villages. The spinning and weaving mills have deprived the villagers of a substantial means of 
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livelihood. Mills have displaced thousands of workers; the cheapest mill cloth is dearer, than the 

dearest khadi woven in the villages. Coal is not dear for the coal miner who can use it there and 

then nor is khadi dear for villager who manufacture his own khadi. If the cloths manufactured in 

mills, the village hands are displaced; rice mills and flour mills not only displace thousands of poor 

women workers, but damage the health of the whole population in the bargain. It is time medical 

men and others combined to instruct the people about the danger of using of white flour and 

polished rice. 

 All India Village Industries Association must encourage the existing industries and to revive, 

where it is possible and desirable, the dying or dead industries of villages according to the village 

methods i.e. the villagers working in their own cottages as may have done from time immemorial. 

These simple methods can be improved as they have been in hand ginning hand carding, hand 

spinning and hand weaving. The economics and civilization of a country where the pressure of 

population on land is greatest are, and must be different from those of a country where the 

pressure is least. America may have need of machinery, India may not need it at all where there are 

millions of units of idle labour, it is no use of thinking labour saving devices. The reason of our 

poverty is the extinction of our industries and our consequent unemployment. Village uplift is 

impossible, unless we solve the pressing economic distress. Therefore, to induce the villagers to 

utilize their idle hours is in itself a solid uplift work.  

 
Rehabilitation of Village Industries 

 What is needed is protection of the village crafts and the workers behind them form the 

crushing competition of the power driven machinery, whether it is worked in India or in foreign 

lands. We should investigate the possibility of keeping in existence the village wheat, the village 

crusher and the village pounder and by advertising their products, discovering their qualities, 

ascertaining the condition of the workers and the number displaced by the power driven 

machinery and discovering the methods of improving them. We should restrict our purchases to 

the articles which village manufactures. We should evoke the artistic talent of the villager. We have 

root out untouchability and feel one with all, no matter to what community or religion they may 

belong, we must go back to the villages and treat them as our pattern, instead of putting city life 

before them for imitation. We should give importance to handmade paper instead of mill made, use 

village reed, whenever possible, instead of fountain pen or the penholder, ink made in the villages 

instead of big factories. Village economy cannot be complete without the essential village 

industries such as hand grinding, hand pounding, soap making, paper making, match making, 

tanning, oil pressing etc. All should make it a point of honour to use only village articles whenever 

and wherever available. There is no doubt that most of our wants can be supplied from our 

villages. When we have become village minded we will not want imitations of the West or machine 

made products, but we will develop a true national taste in keeping with the vision of a new India 

in which pauperism, starvation and idleness will be unknown. 
 

Difficulties in the Way 
 There are two difficulties, one is whether it is possible to sell handmade articles as cheaply as 

machine made ones. The second is that out of the articles that have been enumerated in the scheme 

there is hardly any except khadi which can become universal. The villagers should develop such a 
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high degree of skill that articles prepared by them should command a ready market outside. When 

our villagers are fully developed there will be no dearth in them of men with a high degree of skill 

and artistic talent. There will be village poets, village artists, village architects, linguists and 

research workers. Today the villages are dung heaps. Tomorrow they will be like tiny gardens of 

Eden where highly intelligent folk whom no one can deceive or exploit. The reconstruction of the 

villages should not be organized on a temporary but permanent basis. Craft and education have 

been separated from each other. Craft, art, health and education should all be integrated into one 

scheme. NaiTalim is a beautiful blend of all the four and covers the whole education of the 

individual from the time of conception to the moment of death. Each person can examine all the 

articles of food, clothing and other things that he uses from day to day and replace foreign makes 

or city makes, by those produced by the villagers in their homes or fields with the simple 

inexpensive tools they can easily handle and mend. This replacement will be itself, an education of 

great value and a solid beginning. 

 
Spinning Wheel – The Life Giving Sun 
 The revival of hand spinning and hand weaving will make the largest contribution to the 

economic and moral regeneration of India. The millions must have a simple industry to supplement 

agriculture. Spinning was the cottage industry, they must be enabled to reintroduce spinning in 

their homes, and every village must repossess its own weaver. Spinning supplies the readiest 

occupation to those who have leisure and are in want of a few coppers. It is easily learn, it requires 

no capital and it is the most potent instrument of securing co-operation among the people. 

 
Tanning 
 It is estimated that rupees nine crores worth of raw hide is annually exported from India and 

that much of its returned to her in the shape of manufactured articles. This means not only a 

material but also an intellectual, drain. We miss the training we should receive in tanning and 

preparing the innumerable articles of leather we need for daily use. Training requires a great 

technical skill. 

 
Dairying 

 Criminal negligence is the only cause of the miserable condition of our cattle. Instead of being 

model dairy farms and great profitable national institutions, they are merely depots for receiving 

decrepit cattle, while professing the religion of cow protection; we have enslaved the cow and her 

progeny and have become slaves ourselves. An ideal goshala would supply the city of its domicile 

with cheap and whole some milk from cattle of its own keeping and cheap and lasting foot wear not 

out of slaughtered hide but of the hide of dead cattle. 

 
Gur and Khandsari 

 Tadyis made out of khajuri juice. Fresh khajuri juice is not an intoxicant. It is known as nira in 

Hindustani and many people have been cured of their constipation as a result of drinking nira. 

Khajuri is a variety of palm tree. Several varieties of palm grow in our country. All of them yield 

drinkable juice. The poor will be able to get good jaggary for very little money. One may generalize 

that all foodstuffs are richer if taken it their natural state as far as possible. 
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Other Village Industries 

 Compost manure: The excreta of animals and human beings mixed with refuse can be turned 

into golden manure, itself a valuable commodity. It increases the productivity of the soil which 

receives it. Preparation of this manure is itself a village industry. This organic manure enriches, 

never impoverishes the soil. The daily waste, judiciously composited returns to the soil in the form 

of golden manure causing a saving of millions of rupees and increasing manifold, the total yield of 

grains and pulses. 

 
Handmade Paper 

 The Handmade paper could be supplied at the same cost as the mill made article. It has a charm 

of its own. 

 
Machine Oil and Ghani Oil 

 There is a decline in the village ghani. The cause is the inability of the oilman to command a 

regular supply of seeds. The oil has no money to store the seeds, much less to buy them in the 

cities. Machine oil is cheaper than the ghani oil. 

 
Bee Keeping 

 Bee Keeping in another village industry which can make honey a common article of food to the 

villagers especially to the malnourished children and there is no reason why it has to remain as an 

uncommon article. It will provide good income and employment opportunities to those who can 

afford to start bee-keeping village industry.  

 
Hand - Pounding of Rice 

 Hand-pounding Rice village industry will provide employment to the ladies of the villages and 

also provide rice with rich nutrients which is economical and hygienic. Starving millions will get 

some sustenance from the unpolished rice instead of pure starch which the polished rice provides. 

 
Khadi and Village Industries Commission 

 Khadi was launched in 1920 as a political weapon in the Swadeshi Movement of Mahatma 

Gandhi. The Government of India has taken the Swedesi Movement ideologies seriously and has 

given due importance to the suggestions of Gandhiji and established the Khadi and Village 

Industries Commission. The Commission has understood the relevance and importance of village 

industries which are labour intensive that can address the employment issues of the nation.  

 The Khadi and Village Industries commission (KVIC) is a statutory body formed by the 

Government of India, under the act of parliament, Khadi and Village Industries Commission Act of 

1956. It is an apex organization under the ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, with 

regard to Khadi and Village Industries within India, which seeks to “plan, promote facilitate, 

organize and assist in the establishment and development of khadi and village industries in the 

rural areas in coordination with other agencies engaged in rural development wherever necessary. 

The Ministry receives funds from the Government of India, and routes these to the Khadi and 

Village Industries Commission for the implementation of programs and schemes related to Khadi 

and Village Industries.  
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 The Khadi and Village Industries Commission then uses these funds to implement its programs 

either directly or through its state offices, by directly funding Khadi and Village institutions and co-

operatives, or directly through Khadi and Village Industries Boards, which are statutory bodies 

formed by the state governments within India, set up for the purpose of promoting Khadi and 

Village Industries in their respective states. The Khadi and Village Industries Boards, in turn, fund 

Khadi and village Institutions/Co-operatives/Entrepreneurs.  

 AT present the development programmes of the commission are executed through, 5600 

registered institutions, 30,138 Cooperative societies and about9485000 people.  

 
Objective of the Commission 

1. Social objective-providing employment in rural areas 

2. Economic objective - Providing suitable articles 

Wider objective - Creating self-reliance amongst people and building up a strong rural 

community spirit 

 
Conclusion 

 The common characteristic found in both khadi and village industries is that they are labour 

intensive in nature. In the wake of industrialization, and the mechanization of almost all processes, 

khadi and village industries are suited like no other to labor surplus country like India. It requires 

little or no capital to set up, thereby making them an economically viable option for the rural poor. 

This is an important point with reference to India in view of its stark income, regional and 

rural/urban inequalities.  
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Abstract  
 The nature of empowerment renders it difficult to define. On the one hand, it is often referred to as a goal for 
many development programmes. On the other land, it can be also be conceived as a process that people undergo, 
which eventually leads to changes. There are some other definitions which explains empowerment as a process 
to change the distribution of power both in interpersonal relation and in institutions throughout society or a 
process of acquiring, providing, bestowing the resources and the means for enabling the access to a control over 
such means and resources. The present study aims to find out the Self-help Groups and Women Empowerment 
with Reference to Tirunelveli District. A samples of 150 samples selected randomly were studied. A questionnaire 
method of survey was used to find out the Self-help Groups and Women Empowerment. The data were collected 
by using questionnaire as an instrument. Primary data were collected by conducting direct structured interview 
using questionnaire. All the respondents were asked the same questions in the same fashion and they were 
informed the purpose of study. Percentage analysis and Chi-square analysis were applied to test the hypotheses. 
The findings and observations are the result and outcome of the interpretations made during the study of 
analysis. The result found that the there is a high association found out between Education and Reason for 
formation of Self Help Groups.  
Keywords: SHGs, Women Empowerment and demographic variables  

 
Introduction 

 Empowerment needs to be looked from a broader perspective—as a concept of providing 

livelihood and as a process of eliminating human poverty. A livelihood comprises the capabilities, 

assets, and activities required for a means of livelihood is sustainable when it can cope with and 

recover from stresses and shocks and maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets both now and 

in the future, while not undermining the natural resources base. 

 Five types of assets (capital) can be identified—natural, physical, financial, human and social—

that people can draw on selectively to pursue desired livelihood outcome, human capital reflects 

the health, skills, knowledge, and education of the population. Social capital broadly corresponds to 

the cultural resources in society that facilitate collective action. Livelihood analysis takes a holistic 

approach that encompasses non—market as well as market activities, especially those 

conventionally viewed as household or domestic work. These activities are often neglected or 

marginalized in conventional approaches.  

 Poverty involves much more than the restrictions imposed by lack of income. It also entails 

lack of basic capabilities to lead full, creative lives—as when people suffer from poor health, are 

excluded from participating in the decisions that affect their communities or have no right to guide 

the course of their lives such deprivation distinguish human poverty from income poverty. India 

ranks 53 among the 94 countries ranked for Human Poverty Index, and this is 9 places above its 

own status in terms of Economic Poverty Index. The department of women and child Development, 

Ministry of Human Resources Development, Government of India, had initiated a new programme 

called Indira Mahila Yojana (IMY) in August 1995. Indira Mahila Yojana integrated components of 

several sectoral programmes and facilitated  
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 The self Help Group concept is common in the context of both rural and urban development. In 

the rural agriculture scenario, it is often considered as a group of farmers coming together to 

achieve any specific objective, which will lead to a better livelihood condition and a higher income. 

It serves as an effective mechanism for mobilizing and organizing farmers and villagers to achieve 

development objective of overall uplift of the rural society, a micro level strategy must operate in a 

block of continuous villages and their resources base that constitutes a satisfactory unit for the 

purpose of integrated development and planning. 

 SHGs cannot be formed and strengthened overnight. The activities have to be undertaken in a 

systematic and sequential manner. The SHGs form the focal point of all the micro level activities. 

Systematic facilitation is needed at each and every step in the formation of a sustainable SHG. The 

group activities will build up the groups’ confidence creating a synergic effect, which will in turn 

result in their overall development. To develop SHGs in a sustainable manner, three phases, viz., 

group formation, strengthening and self helping have to be worked out. 

 
Review of Literature  

 Punitha M. (2009) conducted a study on the constraints and problems faced by the women 

entrepreneurs in the union territory of Pondicherry, based on primary data collected from a 

random sample of 120 respondents comprising of 42 rural and 78 urban women. The family 

background of the respondents clearly showed that most of the rural and urban entrepreneurs 

belonged to backward castes and came under the nuclear family system. Educational status 

revealed that the urban entrepreneurs started their business at the earlier age group (20-29) years 

which showed that they under went training imparted through various government schemes and 

programmes aimed at eliminating rural poverty. Suggesting that the training opportunity plays an 

important role in the promotion of rural micro enterprises. 

 Pattanaik. B.K (2010) Presented his views in the paper on “Women welfare and social 

Development”, Women are the vital human infrastructure and their empowerment, economic, 

educational, social and political would hasten the pace of social development. Investing in women’s 

“capabilities” and “opportunities” is the surest way to contribute to economic growth and overall 

development.  

 Rangi, P.S. (2012) examined the characteristics of women entrepreneurs and the factors that 

motivate then to start a business. About 30 respondents were randomly selected during their 

training in entrepreneurial skills at Hyderabad in 1995. The studies revealed that majority of them 

were in the age group of 21-30 years and were prompted by the desire to do some thing 

independently. Among the other factors that motivated the trainees to start new enterprises were. 

(i) The desire to keep themselves busy (ii) To supplement family income (iii) To gain business and 

technical knowledge and (iv) To earn money etc., 

 Reddy G.N. and Others (2013): made an in – depth study on organizations working for 

empowering women. The title of the study on was "Bottom - up Struggles of Women's 

organizations: A Comparative study Empowering Rural Women", and it was conducted on Self 

Employed Women's Association (SEWA), Ahmedabad Working Women's Forum (WWF), Chennai 

and SAMAKYA, Hyderabad. As part of the study 300 respondents were covered. The study found 

that the intervention of voluntary organization in the area of public participation was quite 

effective. The authors concluded that the efforts of NGOs have been directed towards mitigating 

poverty and powerlessness among the rural women. More and more such efforts of building – up 
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from below through a package of programmes directed towards economic, socio-cultural 

emancipation through awareness building and raising confidence among rural women is 

imperative. 

 Linda Mayoux (2013): made in-depth study on Women's empowerment and micro-finance 

programmes: strategies for increasing impact. In her studies she found out Funding for micro–

finance programmes aimed at large numbers of women is set to increase dramatically under CGAP 

sponsored initiatives. Literature prepared for the Micro credit summit, donor statements on credit, 

and NGO funding proposals all present an attractive vision of increasing numbers of expanding, 

financially self- sustainable micro- finance programmes reaching masses of women borrower, 

making a significant contribution to the alleviation of global poverty, and initiating an 'upward 

virtuous spiral' of women's economic, social, and political empowerment. Such programmes, would 

become independent of donor funding within a given time – frame and avoid the politically 

sensitive issues of resource – redistribution and feminist mobilization. 

 Kumaran KP (2014): attempted a case study on several Self Help Group's in Tamil Nadu. The 

study titled "Case studies on Self Help Groups" was conducted to study the role of non – 

governmental organization in promoting socio –economic development of the poor through SHG s 

and also study the structure and functioning of the rural poor. As the poor do not form such group 

on their own, based on their command problem, it is the outside agencies like government and non 

– government organizations that promote such groups. As the role of NGOs in promoting such 

groups is limited due to several known factors. It is suggested that promote such groups among the 

poor. The study further found that the repayment of group \ bank loan among the SHG Members is 

very high. But the amount received through these sources was not able to meet the credit 

requirements. Although several measures have been taken by the government to link the SHG s 

with financial institutions, the numbers of such groups are relatively few. There fore, the study 

suggests that it is necessary to link the SHG s with banks and other financial institutions by further 

streamlining the procedure. Thus, the study highlights the importance of government agencies to 

apply them selves keenly to promote the development avenues through SHG s. The collective 

nature of the SHG s has once again proved to be the strongest point of SHGs. 

 
Objectives of the Study 

 To find out the socio-economic background of self-help group members in Tirunelveli District. 

 To assess the level of empowerment of Self Help Group members. 

 
Method of Study 

 The study is diagnostic and explorative in nature as it makes an attempt to understand the 

process, facilities and impact of on development of beneficiaries through self help groups. 

 
Sampling  

 Size of the sample is decided keeping in mind the statistical indices to be calculated for the 

study and the sub-samples to be calculated for the study and the sub-samples to be obtained within 

the total sample. So hundred fifty self-help groups members were selected randomly Totally 150 

members were selected for the study. 
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Limitations of the Study  

 The study has been confined to Tirunelveli District, Tamil Nadu due to time constraints. Only 

few samples have been studied. It is not a comparative study so, the results of the study cannot be 

generalised to all self-help groups in all over India. 

 
Analysis and Interpretation  

 
Table 1 Education Wise Distribution of the Respondents Changes in  

Personal Financial Position 

S. No Education 
Changes in Personal Financial Position 

Total Better 
 Improvement 

Moderate  
Improvement 

No Idea 

1 Illiterate 18 (12.0%) 4 (2.7%) 3 (2.0%) 25 (16.7%) 
2 Primary 25 (16.7%) 5 (3.3%) 3 (2.0%) 33 (22.0%) 
3 Pre- secondary 38 (25.3%) 20 (13.3%) 1 (0.6%) 59 (39.3%) 
4 Higher Education 28 (18.7%) 5 (3.3%) _ 33 (22.0%) 

Total 109 (72.7%) 34 (22.7%) 7 (4.7%) 150 (100%) 
 
 X2 calculated value  13.61 

 DF    6 

 Table value at 0.05%  0.0343 

 The table 1 portrays data of Education Wise Respondents Views on Changes in Personal 

Financial Position. It could be noted that out of the total 150 respondents, 72.7 (109) percent of 

them state that their personal income status has improved better in consequences of Self Help 

Groups. It is seen 22.7 (34) percent of them state that their personal income has shown Moderate 

Improvement after join in SHG and 4.7 (7) percent of the respondents views on their personal 

income status that there is no change in their income. The computed chi-square value is 13.61, 

which is significant than its table value at 0.05% level. Hence, it is concluded from the table value 

0.0343, that there is association between Education and Changes in their Personal Financial 

Position of the Respondents. It could be seen clearly from the above discussion Self Help Group 

women members have better improved in their Personal Financial Position after join in Self Help 

Groups. 

 
Table 2 Education Wise Distribution of the Respondents Views on Reasons for Self Help 

Group Formation 

S. 
No 

Education 

Reasons for Self Help Group Formation 

Total 
To save 
Money 

Regularly 

To meet Regularly and 
Income Generationfor 

members 

To Take part 
in Internal 

lending 

For all 
purposes 

1 Illiterate 14 (9.3%) 2 (1.3%) 9 (6.0%) 0 (0%) 25 (16.7%) 
2 Primary 17 (11.3%) 10 (6.7%) 6 (4.0%) 0(0%)  33 (22.0%) 
3 Pre secondary 35 (23.3%) 16 (10.7%) 5(3.3%)  3(2.0%)  59(39.3%)  

4 
Higher 
Education 

8 (5.3%) 20 (13.3%) 2(1.3%)  3(2.0%) 33(22.0%)  

Total 74 (49.3%) 48 (32.0%) 22(14.7%)  6 (4.0%) 150(100%) 
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X2 Calculated value 34.95 
Degrees of Freedom 9 
X2 Table value at 0.01 0.0001 

 
 A study of data in the table 2, indicates the respondent’s Reasons for join in Self Help Groups 

examines the following facts. It could be seen that out of the total 150 respondents, 49.3 (74) 

percent of them join in SHGs with the motive of saving regularly. This motive is seen mainly among 

the pre secondary level educated women 23.3 (35) percent. 32 (48) percent of them join in the 

SHGs with the intention of meeting regularly and discuss about possible ways of income generation 

to group members. 14.7 (22) percent of the respondents became member of SHGs with a view to 

take part in internal group lending and availing themselves of its advantages. Only 4 (6) percent of 

them cite on various reasons for joining members of SHGs. Such as, to save regularly, to meet 

regularly, discuss possible ways of income generation for members and to take part in internal 

lending and availing of its benefits. The computed chi-square value is 34.95, which is significant 

than its table value at 0.01 levels. It is inferred from the X2 value there is a high association found 

out between Education and Reason for formation of Self Help Groups. It could be seen clearly from 

the above discussion that SHGs members give first priority to save money regularly followed by 

multiple reasons. 

 
Summary and Conclusions 

 Decision-making is the ultimate level of empowerment and equality. It signifies that women 

have started taking control of their lives and situations through attending group meetings, public 

functions, involvement in income generating activities, join in SHGs. They gain confidence from an 

increase in their relative financial independence and security. It could be seen clearly from the 

above discussion that SHGs members give first priority to save money regularly followed by 

multiple reasons. It could be seen clearly from the above discussion Self Help Group women 

members have better improved in their Personal Financial Position after join in Self Help Groups. 
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Abstract 

 Violence against women is partly a result if gender relations that assumes men to be superior to women. 
Given the subordinate status of women, much of gender violence is considered normal and enjoys social sanction. 
Manifestations of violence include physical aggression, such as blows of varying intensity, burns, attempted 
hanging, sexual abuse and rape, sychological violence through insults, humiliation, coercion, blackmail, 
economic or emotional threats, and control over speech and actions. In extreme, but not unknown cases, death is 
the result. Crime is present in various forms in India. It includes drug trafficking, gun running, money laundering, 
extortion, murder for hire, fraud, human-trafficking, poaching and prostitution. Many criminal operations 
engage in black marketeering, political violence, religiously motivated violence, terrorism, and abduction. Other 
crimes are homicide, robbery, assault etc. Property crimes include burglary, theft, motor vehicle theft, and arson. 
Corruption is a significant problem Cyber crime. Violence and crime should be ended by the awareness and 
knowledge of tackle the problems which are managed by technologically and physiologically. Finally it will be 
avoided by School Awareness and Prevention, the work place people and timing also maintained, public awareness 
to tackle problems. 

 
Violence against Women 

Dowry 

 In 1961, the Government of India passed the Dowry Prohibition Act, making the dowry 

demands in wedding arrangements illegal. However, many cases of dowry-related domestic 

violence, suicides and murders have been reported. In the 1980s, numerous such cases were 

reported. However, recent reports show that the number of these crimes have reduced drastically.  

In 1985, the Dowry Prohibition (maintenance of lists of presents to the bride and bridegroom) 

rules were framed. According to these rules, a signed list of presents given at the time of the 

marriage to the bride and the bridegroom should be maintained. The list should contain a brief 

description of each present, its approximate value, the name of whoever has given the present and 

his/her relationship to the person. A 1997 report claimed that at least 5,000 women die each year 

because of dowry deaths, and at least a dozen die each day in kitchen fires' thought to be 

intentional. The term for this is "bride burning" and is criticized within India itself. Amongst the 

urban educated, such dowry abuse has reduced dramatically. 

 
Eve Teasing 

 Eve teasing is a euphemism used for sexual harassment or molestation of women by men. 

Many activists blame the rising incidents of sexual harassment against women on the influence of 

"Western culture".  
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 In 1987, The Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act was passed to prohibit 

indecent representation of women through advertisements or in publications, writings, paintings, 

figures or in any other manner. 

 In 1997, in a landmark judgement, the Supreme Court of India took a strong stand against 

sexual harassment of women in the workplace. The Court also laid down detailed guidelines for 

prevention and redressal of grievances. The National Commission for Women subsequently 

elaborated these guidelines into a Code of Conduct for employers.  

 
Domestic Violence 

 The incidents of domestic violence are higher among the lower Socio-Economic Classes (SECs). 

There are various instances of an inebriated husband beating up the wife often leading to severe 

injuries. Domestic violence is also seen in the form of physical abuse. The Protection of Women 

from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 came into force on October 26, 2006. 

 
Drug Trafficking 

 Drug trafficking affects the country in many ways. 

 Drug abuse: Cultivation of illicit narcotic substances and drug trafficking affects the health of 

the individuals and destroy the economic structure of the family and society.  

 Organized crime: Drug trafficking results in growth of organized crime which affects social 

security. Organised crime connects drug trafficking with corruption and money laundering.  

 Political instability: Drug trafficking also aggravates the political instability in North-

West and North-East India. 

 A survey conducted in 2003-2004 by Narcotics Control Bureau found that India has at least 

four million drug addicts. The most common drugs used in India. 

 
Violence against Child 

Female infanticides and sex selective abortions 

 India has a highly masculine sex ratio, the chief reason being that many women die before 

reaching adulthood. Tribal societies in India have a less masculine sex ratio than all other caste 

groups. This, in spite of the fact that tribal communities have far lower levels of income, literacy 

and health facilities. It is therefore suggested by many experts, that the highly masculine sex ratio 

in India can be attributed to female infanticides and sex-selective abortions. All medical tests that 

can be used to determine the sex of the child have been banned in India, due to incidents of these 

tests being used to get rid of unwanted female children before birth.  Female infanticide (killing of 

girl infants) is still prevalent in some rural areas. The abuse of the dowry tradition has been one of 

the main reasons for sex-selective abortions and female infanticides in India. 

 
Child Sexual Abuse  

 Sexual abuse is defined as “all sexually oriented conduct, commentary or gestures, intentional 

and repeated, not desired or accepted freely by their object, for whom it is an imposition, a 

humiliation or attack on their dignity”. (Diaz, 1996) (Adriana Gomez, 1996). The term abuse 

includes physical as well as non-physical acts. There is enough evidence to suggest that it often 

receives wider familial sanction. It is institutionalized in various forms, ranging from long hours of 
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labor, often within and outside the home, denial of food, neglect of ailments and verbal abuse to 

physical violence by the husband and sometimes other family members.  

 Far more difficult to acknowledge are problems caused by the narrow definition of sexuality as 

a means of perpetuating control over their minds and bodies in a conjugal relationship. (Fourth 

World Conference on Women, Beijing, 1995).  Legally child sexual abuse is interpreted as ‘rape’ of a 

child who is below 16 years of age and rape as defined in Indian Penal Code is penetration without 

her consent. However, in Indian law has interpreted and defined rape as penile-vaginal 

penetration. This definition is inadequate as in most of the child sexual abuse cases, Sakshi has 

worked with, and there has been no sexual penetration (Sakshi is an NGO working in Delhi). 

  Child sexual abuse is the physical or mental violation of a child with sexual intent. Thus Narang, 

1998 defines child sexual abuse as follows:  

• An adult exposing his/her genitals to a child or persuading the child to do the same.  

• Adult touching a child’s genitals or making the child touch the adult’s genitalia  

• An adult involving a child in pornography which includes exposing a child to pornographic 

material.  

• An adult having oral, vaginal or anal intercourse with a child  

• Any verbal or other sexual suggestion made to a child by an adult. 

• An adult persuading children to engage in sexual activity (Narang, 1998: 20) 

 
Child Marriage 

 Child marriage has been traditionally prevalent in India and continues to this day. Young girls 

live with their parents until they reach puberty. In the past, the child widows were condemned to a 

life of great agony, shaving heads, living in isolation, and shunned by the society. Although child 

marriage was outlawed in 1860, it is still a common practice.  According to UNICEF’s “State of the 

World’s Children-2009” report, 47% of India's women aged 20–24 were married before the legal 

age of 18, with 56% in rural areas.[16] The report also showed that 40% of the world's child 

marriages occur in India. 

 
Violence against Widows  

 Closely linked with Sati and harassment of widows, is the custom of child marriage producing 

number of child widows, but not child widowers. Widow remarriage is not common and not 

sanctioned by society, however men were allowed to remarry. Sati idealised as sitting on the 

funeral pyre of the deceased husband; and those widows who did not go through this had to make 

themselves physically unattractive and absent from public functions. Widows are called 

inauspicious and are avoided, whenever possible (Lopataz, 1987: 13). Sati according to Giri (1999),  

was recommended after 500 AD in the dharmashastras and spread across the country around 

1000 AD. There are three kinds of widows. One is a young girl with no children, a woman who 

becomes a widow after some years of marital span and has children. The third is case of a  woman 

who is widow of 50 years and above of age (Ahuja, 1996: 84). 

 
Methods to Prevent by Self  

 Awareness: Your first line of defense. Most people think of kicks to the groin and blocking 

punches when they hear the term “self-defense.” However, true self-defense begins long before any 
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actual physical contact. The first, and probably most important, component in self-defense is 

awareness: awareness of yourself, your surroundings, and your potential attacker’s likely 

strategies. 

 The criminal’s primary strategy is to use the advantage of surprise. Studies have shown that 

criminals are adept at choosing targets who appear to be unaware of what is going on around 

them. By being aware of your surroundings and by projecting a “force presence,” many altercations 

which are commonplace on the street can be avoided. 

 Use your sixth sense: “Sixth sense.” “Gut instinct.” Whatever you call it, your intuition is a 

powerful subconscious insight into situations and people. All of us, especially women, have this gift, 

but very few of us pay attention to it. Learn to trust this power and use it to your full 

advantage. Avoid a person or a situation which does not “feel” safe–you’re probably right. 

 Self-defense training: It is important to evaluate the goals and practical usefulness of a 

women’s self-defense program before signing up.  

 
Here are two tips 

 Avoid martial arts studios unless you specifically wish to train in the traditional martial arts 

techniques and are prepared for a long-term commitment. Many women’s self-defense 

programs teach watered-down martial arts techniques that are complex and unrealistic under 

the stress of an actual attack; 

 The self-defense program should include simulated assaults, with a fully padded instructor in 

realistic rape and attack scenarios, to allow you to practice what you’ve learned. 

 Escape: Always your best option. What if the unthinkable happens? You are suddenly 

confronted by a predator who demands that you go with him–be it in a car, or into an alley, or a 

building. It would seem prudent to obey, but you must never leave the primary crime scene. You 

are far more likely to be killed or seriously injured if you go with the predator than if you run away 

(even if he promises not to hurt you). Run away, yell for help, throw a rock through a store or car 

window–do whatever you can to attract attention. And if the criminal is after your purse or other 

material items, throw them one way while you run the other. 

 Your right to fight: Unfortunately, no matter how diligently we practice awareness and 

avoidance techniques, we may find ourselves in a physical confrontation. Whether or not you have 

self-defence training, and no matter what your age or physical condition, it is important to 

understand that you can and should defend yourself physically. You have both the moral and legal 

right to do so, even if the attacker is only threatening you and hasn’t struck first. Many women 

worry that they will anger the attacker and get hurt worse if they defend themselves, but statistics 

clearly show that your odds of survival are far greater if you do fight back. Aim for the eyes first 

and the groin second. Remember, though, to use the element of surprise to your advantage–strike 

quickly, and mean business. You may only get one chance. 

 Pepper spray: Pros and cons. Pepper spray, like other self-defiance aids, can be a useful tool. 

However, it is important to understand that there can be significant drawbacks to its use. For 

example, did you know that it doesn’t work on everyone? Surprisingly, 15-20% of people will not 

be incapacitated even by a full-face spray. Also, if you’re carrying it in your purse, you will only 

waste time and alert the attacker to your intentions whiles you fumble for it. Never depend on any 
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self-defense tool or weapon to stop an attacker. Trust your body and your wits, which you can 

always depend on in the event of an attack. 

 Home invasions: A crime on the rise. The primary way to prevent a home invasion is simply 

to never, ever open your door unless you either are certain you know who’s on the other side or 

can verify that they have a legitimate reason for being there (dressing up as a repair person or even 

police officer is one trick criminals use). In the event that an intruder breaks in while you’re home, 

you should have a safe room in your house to which you can retreat. Such a room should be 

equipped with a strong door, deadbolt lock, phone (preferably cell phone), and a can of pepper 

spray or fire extinguisher. 

 Avoiding a car-jacking: Lock all doors and keep windows up when driving. Most car-jackings 

take place when vehicles are stopped at intersections. The criminals approach at a 45-degree angle 

(in the blind spot), and either pull you out of the driver’s seat or jump in the passenger’s seat. 

 A travel tip: Violent crimes against women happen in the best and worst hotels around the 

world. Predators may play the part of a hotel employee, push their way through an open or 

unlocked door, or obtain a pass key to the room. As with home safety, never open your door unless 

you are certain the person on the other side is legitimate, and always carry a door wedge with you 

when you travel. A wedge is often stronger than the door it secures. 

 Safety in cyberspace: Although the Internet is educational and entertaining, it can also be full 

of danger if one isn’t careful. When communicating on-line, use a nickname and always keep 

personal information such as home address and phone number confidential. Instruct family 

members to do the same. Keep current on security issues, frauds, viruses, etc. by periodically 

referring to “The Police Notebook” Internet Safety Page. 

 
How Technology is being used to Perpetrate Violence against Women – and to Fight it the 

Facts 

 The World Health Organization states that women are disproportionately the victims of 

violence worldwide. 

 The UN estimates that 95% of aggressive behavior, harassment, abusive language and 

denigrating images in online spaces are aimed at women and come from partners or former 

male partners. 

 Both men and women are affected by cyber stalking, but a survey in India found that victims 

aged between 18-32 were predominantly female. 

 Research in Argentina shows that a woman's mobile phone is one of the first items to be 

destroyed by a violent partner. 

 Information and communications technologies (ICTs) like the internet and mobile phones are a 

double-edged sword – they can be used by abusers to deepen their control and by survivors of 

violence to connect to help and by women's rights defenders to inform, denounce and 

strategies to end violence. 

 
What Makes ICT Handy for Abusers?  

ICTs have a number of characteristics that make them ideal for perpetuating crime: 

 Action from a distance Identification of and ability to take action against the harasser becomes 

much more difficult. 

http://www.ou.edu/oupd/inetmenu.htm
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 Ease of production and propagation Anyone with a cell phone can now take and upload images 

and videos nowadays and the images can be replicated thousands of times at no cost.  

 Automation Some technologies specialize in documenting and informing exactly where 

someone is via the technologies they use. 

 In most cases, people do not know what to do to protect themselves against such violations 

Telecommunications companies, internet service users' privacy, security and safety. And 

governments need to ensure laws and policies respond to these new forms of violence against 

women. 

 
How Women are “Taking Back the Tech” to End Violence 

 Women’s rights activists use the internet, mobile phones and other technologies to strengthen 

their campaigns and advocacy, expand their networks, and prevent violations and support healing 

of survivors. Particularly social networking tools and mobile phones are making it possible for 

women's rights groups to reach constituencies that they didn't before. As well as traditional 

telephone hot-lines and assistance, research has uncovered other strategies used by women and 

assistance groups. Using ICTs for prevention. Two SIM cards, double the safety. 

 
Conclusion 

School Awareness and Prevention 

 Studies of school-age children show that some are exhibiting increasing anxiety, apathy, 

impulsiveness, quick tempers, and disobedience, which are indicators of troubled emotional lives. 

Added to Justice Department reports that violent juvenile crime is on the rise, these reports 

present a disturbing picture: children are learning violent, disruptive behaviors. Many of these 

youngsters show a lack of feelings for others. Their attitudes about male-female relationships are 

shaped by what they see, hear, and experience. 

 
The Workplace 

 Domestic violence results in absenteeism, increased health care costs, higher turnover, and 

lower productivity in the workplace, at a cost to private employers in the United States estimated 

at $5 billion a year. No one has calculated the cost to public sector employers. 

 
Public Awareness 

 The Family Violence Prevention Fund, founded 15 years ago in San Francisco, is a national 

nonprofit organization that focuses on domestic violence education, advocacy, prevention, and 

public policy reform. The fund has developed prevention strategies in the fields of justice, public 

education, family preservation, child welfare, and health. It functions as a national clearinghouse 

for health issues relating to violence against women and children. Working with PCADV, the Fund 

has developed the National Health Initiative to improve the hospital response to battered women 

and abused children. 
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Gandhiji Views on Natural Resources 

 "Nature has enough to satisfy every one's needs, but not to satisfy anybody's greed"- 

Gandhiji-became one line ethic to modern environmentalism. 

 
Mahatma Gandhi - An Environmentalist 

 Mahatma Gandhi loved our nature very much and knew the importance of environment. So he 

always said to the people of India that should not destroy the nature for their greed. He wrote 

many times about it. Gandhiji spoke in his prayer and other meetings about the environment. 

Mahatma Gandhi never used the word environment protection however what he said and did make 

him an environmentalist. Although during his time environmental problems were not recognized 

as such however with his amazing foresight and insight he predicted that things are moving in the 

wrong direction. As early as in 1909 in his book ‘Hind Swaraj’ he cautioned mankind against 

unrestricted industrialism and materialism. He did not want India to follow the west in this regard 

and warned that if India, with its vast population, tried to imitate the west than the resources of the 

earth will not be enough. He argued even in 1909 that industrialization and machines have an 

adverse effect on the health of people. Although he was not opposed to machines as such; he 

definitely opposed the large scale use of machinery. He criticized people for polluting the rivers 

and other water bodies. He criticized mills and factories for polluting the air with smoke and noise. 

Gandhiji advocated in place of industrialism and consumerism was a simple life based on physical 

labour. He implored people to live simply so that others may simply live. So the rich must not only 

restrict their wants but must also treat their wealth as ‘trust’ for poor and use it for the welfare of 

poor. This can be done only if people can distinguish between their real needs and artificial wants 

and control the later.  

 
Nature is nurture 

 Science and technology play pivotal role in changing human destiny. However, over- 

exploitation of natural resources for the purpose of development leads to serious environmental 

problems. Natural resources are raw material for any countries growth and development. For 

development of our country we are unethically plundering natural resources. It is true that a 

science that does not respect nature's needs and a development which does not respect people's 

needs threatens human survival.  

  Resources are materials that can be used to satisfy human needs. Resource is a natural and 

human wealth, which we use to fulfil our needs. In other words existence of human life, its growth 

and development on this earth is dependent on the availability of resources. Every natural 

resources in one way or other is useful for human life, however, its proper utilization is entirely 

depend upon development of appropriate technologies. 
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 The word ‘resources’ is made up of two words i.e., ‘Re’+’source’ i.e. ‘Re’ means long lasting or 

again and where as ‘source’ means device. It means a natural resource, which can be used for a 

longer period again and again e.g. availability of wind and solar light in nature, whereas vegetation 

in nature can be grown again and again. From above it is now clear that resource is a substance or 

element available in nature and which is capable of fulfilling human needs. Resources are present 

on this both as visible as well as invisible form visible resources include water, land, minerals, 

vegetation etc. human life, health, demand, knowledge, social balance and economic development 

are important invisible resources. 

 Everything that comes from nature has some utility for man but its utilization is possible on the 

availability of appropriate technology. Any material which can be transformed in a way that it 

becomes more valuable and useful can be termed a resource. In other words it is possible to obtain 

valuable items from any resource. Thus land, water, minerals, forests, wild life as well as human 

beings are resources provided that an appropriate technology is available to transform that into 

more valuable goods.  

 Optimum utilisation of natural resources is essential for our development. But due to 

population explosion and industrialisation the natural resources especially fuel resources are 

exploited more, results in pollution. About 60% of diseases are caused by environmental pollution. 

Also change the world climate. Hence, we should follow the Gandhiji’s words to protect our mother 

nature. 

 
Gandhiji speech on Clean Air and Water 

 In Indian opinion dated 1.2.1913, Gandhiji pointed out, in future, one has to pay a price even to 

get pure air. "We have seen something of the structure of the body and have learnt that it requires 

three kinds of nourishment: air, water and food. Of these, air is the most essential. Consequently, 

Nature has provided it to such extent that we can have it at no cost. But modern civilization has put 

a price even on air. In these times, one has to go off to distant places to take the air, and this costs 

money. In Bombay itself, if one can live on Malabar Hill, the air is much better. But one must have 

money to do this. It would not, therefore, be quite true to say in modem times that 'air is free'. 

"Whether air is free or has to be paid for, we cannot carry on without it for a moment"—Gandhiji-  

Yes, Gandhiji words are true. Now-a-days many pure air commercial centres are available to get 

pure air for respiration because of the air is polluted by air pollutants due to over utilization of 

fossil fuels. Hence, these centres are emerging.  

 On, 1st January, 1918, in a speech at Ahmedabad meeting, Gandhiji stressed the importance of 

purity of air, water and food. "Air, water and grains are the three chief kinds of food. Air is free to 

all, but, if it is polluted, it harms our health. Doctors say that bad air is more harmful than bad 

water. Inhalation of bad air is harmful by itself and this is the reason we [sometimes] need change 

of air. Next comes water. We are generally very careless about it. If we were to be sufficiently 

careful about air, water and food, the plague would never make its appearance among us." "I have 

seen thousands of men and women dirtying the banks of the Ganga at Hardwar. Pilgrims defecate 

at the very spot where people sit, wash their faces, etc., in the Ganga and then again fill their pots at 

the very same spot. I have come across pilgrims defiling lakes in the same manner at places of 

pilgrimage. In doing this we destroy the dharma of compassion and disregard our duty to society. 

"Such recklessness leads to pollution of air and water and as a results cholera, typhoid and other 
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infectious diseases. Gandhiji emphasized the importance of pure air and pointed out the gifts 

bestowed by nature to mankind. "The atmospheric air around us is not always pure, neither is it 

the same in every country. The choice of the country does not always lie in our hands but the 

choice of a suitable house in a suitable locality does rest with us to some extent. The general rule 

should be to live in locality which is not too congested and insist upon the house being well-lighted 

and well-ventilated. Nature has provided us with sufficient reserve of vitality. But for that, man 

would have long ago disappeared from the face of the earth because of his own mistakes and 

transgressions of the rules of health."We must see that the air that we breathe in is fresh. It is good 

to cultivate the habit of sleeping in the open under the stars." * 

 In a speech at prayer meeting on 24-3-1946 at Uruli Kanchan, Gandhiji suggested to sleep in 

the open to get fresh air: "The most essential of these is air. Man can live without food for several 

weeks, without water for some time, but without air he cannot live for more than a few minutes. 

God has, therefore made air universally available. Shortages of food or water there may be at times 

but of air never. Inspite of it we foolishly deprive ourselves of God's blessings of fresh and pure air 

by sleeping within doors with doors and windows shut. One may Shut doors and windows, if he is 

afraid of thieves at night. But should one shut oneself up?. To get fresh air, one must sleep in the 

open. But it is no good sleeping in the open only to breathe dust and dirt-Iaden air. The place where 

you sleep must be free from both”. 

 "Anyone who fouls the air by spitting about carelessly, throwing refuse and rubbish or 

otherwise dirtying the ground, sins against man and nature." At a prayer meeting on 21.4.1946, 

Gandhiji told how " water is harmful to our health: "Will any of you care to bathe or wash your 

clothes in gutter water? Yet many of the small tanks where people bathe and wash and even drink 

from are no cleaner than the gutter. Nature is lenient. It often does not punish us for our sins 

immediately. Thus we can go on breathing impure air and drinking impure water over long periods 

without any dramatic ill effects. But there is not the slightest doubt that such a thing lowers the 

vitality and makes one fall an easy prey to disease." Gandhiji wrote a letter to foreign naturopath 

on 28th May,1947, affirmed his strong faith in nature cure, that is healing by air, water, earth and 

light: "You will be pleased to know that I became a confirmed convert to nature cure when I read 

Kuhne's New Science of Healing and Just's Return to Nature over forty years ago. I must, confess 

that I have not been able fully to follow the meaning of. 'return to nature' not because of want of 

will but because of my ignorance. I am now trying to evolve a system of nature cure suited to the 

millions of India's poor I try to confine myself to the propagation of such cure as is derivable from 

the use of earth, water, light, air and the great void. This naturally leads man to know that the 

sovereign cure of all ills is the recitation from the heart of the name of God whom some millions 

here know by the name of Rama and the other millions by the name of Allah. Such recitation from 

the heart carries with it the obligation to recognize and follow the laws which nature has ordained 

for man. This train of reasoning leads one to the conclusion that prevention is better than cure. 

Therefore, one is irresistibly driven to inculcating the laws of hygiene, i.e., of cleanliness of the 

mind, of the body and of one's surroundings."  

 
Gandhiji and Ecology 

 The green thoughts of Gandhi give us a new vision to harmonise nature with the needs of 

people. Gandhiji ideas relating to Satyagraha based on truth and non- violence, simple life style, 
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and development reveal how sustainable development is possible without doing any harm to 

nature and our fellow beings. But the Gulf war and some other wars are ruined the natural 

resources especially oil resources and degrade the environment. Gandhiji’s ahimsa princible didn’t 

harm even the non-living environment. His ideas were expressed in terms of two fundamental 

laws: Cosmic law and the Law of Species. Cosmic Law views the entire universe as a single entity. 

He believed that "the universe was structured and informed by the cosmic spirit, that all men, all 

life and indeed all creation were one. Over exploitation and utilisation of fossil fuel also responsible 

for the ruining of air environment consequently caused the acid rain, smog, ozone depletion, global 

warming and climate change. Currently, there is a need to develop alternative sources of energy so 

that dwindling reserves of crude oil and other fossil fuels may be conserved thereby we can restore 

the ecology.  

 
Gandhiji and Indian Environmental Movements 

 Many people considered the Indian Environmental Movements like Chipko movement, 

Narmada Bachao Andolan (NBA) etc. as the living example of Gandhian Environmentalism and they 

consider Gandhi as a "man with deep ecological view of life, a view much too deep even for deep 

ecology. The key agenda of the Chipko movement was that carrying forward the "vision of Gandhi's 

mobilization for a new society, where neither man nor nature is exploited and destroyed, which 

was the civilizational response to a threat to human survival." All these together made Gandhi an 

exponent of Indian environmentalism.  

 The modern environmental movement was, of course, still several decades distant from being 

inaugurated in Gandhi's time, but it is indubitably certain that Gandhi at least cannot be 

constrained or exculpated by that conventional and tedious yardstick with which so much 

scholarship sadly contents itself: namely, that he was a man of his times, and that an environmental 

sensibility was not yet positioned to intervene significantly in the shaping of society. Gandhi was an 

ardent exponent of vegetarianism, nature cure, and what are today termed 'alternative' systems of 

medicine well before these acquired the assemblance of acceptability in the West; he was a 

dedicated practitioner of recycling before the idea had crept into the lexicon of the liberal 

consciousness, some of the contours of modern thought; and he was, needless to say, an advocate 

of non-violent resistance long before uses for such forms of resistance were found in the United 

States, South Africa, and elsewhere. No one suspects that Gandhi was merely a man of his times: so 

it is not unlikely that Gandhi could have been an environmentalist and more, anticipating in this 

respect as in many others modern social and political movements. Indeed, the general consensus of 

Indian environmentalists appears to be that Gandhi inspired and even perhaps, in a manner of 

speaking, fathered the Indian environmental movement. The impress of Gandhian thinking is to be 

felt in the life and works of many of India's most well-known environmental activists. It was 

Gandhi's own disciples, Mirabehn and Saralabehn, who came to exercise an incalculable influence 

on Chandi Prasad Bhatt, Vimla and Sunderlal Bahuguna, and others who have been at the helm of 

the Chipko agitation, a movement to ensure, in the words of women activists, that Himalayan 

forests continue to bear "soil, water and pure air" for present and future generations. Similarly, 

Baba Amte and Medha Patkar, the most well-known figures associated with the more recent 

Narmada Bachao Andolan, a movement aimed at preventing the construction of one of the world's 

largest dam projects and the consequent dislocation and uprooting of the lives of upwards of 

100,000 rural and tribal people, have been equally generous in acknowledging that their 

inspiration has come in great part from Gandhi. The spirit of Gandhi has undoubtedly moved 
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Indian environmentalists. We are borrowing the energy resources of our future generation. So we 

have to handover to the next generation at least as it been handed over to us. Over population and 

Industrialization are main responsible for higher energy demand, as well as make pollution 

problems. Hence, it is necessary to develop the renewable energy sources. An alternative fuel must 

be technically feasible, economically competitive, environmentally acceptable and readily 

available. To fulfil the Gandhian vision, the optimum usage of natural resources is need of hour. 
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Abstract 
 Women’s right and their struggle for equal status in the society encompasses the understanding of their 
need for the decision making in every field whether it is relating to their education, career, marriage or 
procreation. Taking decision in their life and in reproductive role is an asset for the women to achieve the goal of 
overall rights and empowerment. Reproductive and sexual health were declared as fundamental rights to 
individuals, couples and families all over the world, by the International Conference on Population and 
Development (ICPD). The ability of women to control their own fertility is an essential criterion to enjoy all other 
rights and lays down the foundation for the equality between men and women. Reproductive rights include 
various human rights that have been recognized under different international instruments. India is also a 
signatory country to the International Conference on Population and Development, 1994, and has determined to 
establish standards in family planning services including the right to reproductive autonomy and collective 
gender equality. In their ‘Program of action’ (1994) they called for reproductive health to be reached for all by 
the year of 2015. The ICPD included in their program of action, that infertility is a basic issue of reproductive 
health care. Infertility issue was gaining importance in recent years as the number of issues related to 
childlessness is creeping up. Even then this topic was not given due importance because of sociocultural reasons. 
The present paper is an attempt to present the views of childless women towards reproductive health, the recent 
treatment procedures and the technological interventions. The respondents view the latest technology as a boon 
for their health status because of which they can establish their right in their marital relationship and in the 
family thereby in the society.  

 
 Women’s right and their struggle for equal status in the society encompasses the 

understanding of their need for the decision making in every field whether it is relating to their 

education, career, marriage or procreation. Taking decision in their life and in reproductive role is 

an asset for the women to achieve the goal of overall rights and empowerment. Reproductive and 

sexual health was declared as fundamental rights to individuals, couples and families all over the 

world, by the International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD). The ability of 

women to control their own fertility is an essential criterion to enjoy all other rights and lays down 

the foundation for the equality between men and women. Reproductive rights include various 

human rights that have been recognized under different international instruments. India is also a 

signatory country to the International Conference on Population and Development, 1994, and has 

determined to establish standards in family planning services including the right to reproductive 

autonomy and collective gender equality (Sushma Sharma 2015). In their ‘Program of action’ 

(1994) they called for reproductive health to be reached for all by the year of 2015. As stated in 

Paragraph 7.3 of the ICPD Programme of Action: 

 [R]eproductive rights embrace certain human rights that are already recognized in national 

laws, international human rights documents and other consensus documents. These rights rest on 

the recognition of the basic right of all couples and individuals to decide freely and responsibly the 

number, spacing and timing of their children and to have the information and means to do so, and 

the right to attain the highest standard of sexual and reproductive health. It also includes their 
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right to make decisions concerning reproduction free of discrimination, coercion and violence, as 

expressed in human rights documents. 

 
Twelve Human Rights Key to Reproductive Rights 

1. The Right to Life 

2. The Right to Liberty and Security of Person 

3. The Right to Health, including Sexual and Reproductive Health 

4. The Right to Decide the Number and Spacing of Children 

5. The Right to Consent to Marriage and to Equality in Marriage 

6. The Right to Privacy 

7. The Right to Equality and Non-Discrimination 

8. The Right to be Free from Practices that Harm Women and Girls 

9. The Right to Not be Subjected to Torture or Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or 

Punishment 

10. The Right to be Free from Sexual and Gender-Based Violence 

11. The Right to Access Sexual and Reproductive Health Education and Family Planning 

Information 

12. The Right to Enjoy the Benefits of Scientific Progress 

 The ICPD included in their program of action, that infertility is a basic issue of reproductive 

health care (Henny Bos 2005). Infertility issue is gaining importance in recent years as the number 

of issues related to childlessness is creeping up. Even then this topic was not given due importance 

because of sociocultural reasons. The present paper is an attempt to present the views of childless 

women towards reproductive health, the recent treatment procedures and the technological 

interventions. The respondents of the study are women who were undergoing treatment for 

childlessness for more than five years and have adopted at least one of the latest Assisted 

Reproductive Technologies for the treatment. The area under study is Madurai District. The 

respondents were selected using purposive sampling and who are willing to respond to the issue 

as it was relatively a sensitive issue which may hurt the emotional state mind of the respondents.  

 Thus collected information regarding infertility are presented as follows. The names of the 

respondents were changed for the research purpose. Most of the respondents are middle-aged 

women who are being married for more than ten years.  

 
Case 1  

 Sankari is a 42 year old BA graduate married 15 years ago. She was married into a big family 

where there were four brothers. She was married to the last son. All her co-sisters were having 

children and it is quite interesting that her elder co-sister’s daughter got married last year. She and 

her husband started the treatment for more than ten years. They have tried all the Assisted 

Reproductive Technology and she had adopted almost all the latest techniques. Sankari worried 

that for the treatment reason they had not only spent money but also their health. She is now an 

arthritis patient who is having severe problem with her motor skills. Presently her feeling is that 

she is in the situation that she cannot bear a child of her own and she too cannot adopt a child 

because her health condition she cannot take care of that baby too. Recently both husband and wife 

lost hope in the treatment and started making themselves healthy to face the future.  
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Inference 

 Child and motherhood are important factors in the life of a married female, where to have a child 

is considered as the duty and responsibility of marital relationship. For the want of child and to 

achieve a motherhood status latest technological advent ART support the couple but the probability 

of success makes the couple suffer. The childless woman’s reproductive right is quite different from 

normal woman. 

 
Case 2 

 Jaishree and her husband are childless couple who does not have good economic status had 

spent more money for their treatment for past 15 years. The couple needs a child as a “sign” for 

their married life. The couple went for the treatment and found that both are having minor 

problems and which can be rectified. They developed hope and went for treatment. When the time 

passes the hope started shattering. Jaishree kept herself aloof from the family, relatives and friends 

because of the responses she received from them and the failures in the treatment. She stated that 

she even avoided watching TV serials where the importance of motherhood’s was portrayed, which 

stressed her mentally. She engages herself by taking tuitions for nearby children at her home 

without any fees. In the process of their treatment the couple tried with the help of donor but 

failed. They feel that their life satisfaction would be only fulfilled by a “child”. So, now they plan for 

surrogacy. Even though their economical status is low they spent money for treatment by pledging 

her jewels it shows their interest to get a child. Jaishree’s whole heartedly accept for the plan of 

surrogacy. But a ray of bleak can be felt in her face. Though she does not express herself fully, form 

insecurity was found in her gesture. She was forced to a situation to sustain her fundamental rights 

in the family and thereby in the community.  

 

Inference 

 A woman with problems in the reproductive system is having a chance thinking of survival of the 

fittest rather than thinking of their rights and privileges then, where the question of reproductive 

rights.  

 

Case 3 

 Mr. Ravi and Mrs. Rani are seeking treatment for past 10 years, where both the partners having 

the problem. Initially after marriage they lived in a joint family with in-laws, they started noticing 

the change in the family members’ behaviour like verbally harassing – can be both showing 

concern or not allowing to handle the newly born babies, physically also Rani was expected to 

shoulder the entire family’s workload. Sometimes the financial pressure was provided to Ravi 

stating they do not have commitments. They started their treatment after 3 years of unsuccessful 

natural attempts to become pregnant and they stepped out of the family too. Rani’s experiences in 

the joint family frighten her to face neighbours and community. Hence she is not participating in 

any family functions and celebrations also. They found it very frustrating when people asked them 

the reason for their childlessness. They did not consider adoption because their family was against 

it and also it’s not possible to convince them. Owing to this, they continued to undergo ART 

treatment. They are hopefully taking this treatment and since Rani got married at her early 

twenties she was in her mid thirties hence they are eagerly waiting for a new arrival in their family.  
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Inference  

 Assisted reproductive Technology is a boon as it creates a chance for the seekers to overcome 

their minor problems and end up in happiness. The familial situation and the reaction of the 

immediate society make the newly married couples to seek ART support. ART is seen as a godsend by 

the couples who are having problem of infertility.  

 

Case 4 

 Manimala was married to Sankar at the age of 22 years. At present she is 32years, her husband 

is a daily wage earner and they belong to a lower middle class cadre. The couple started seeking 

treatment after three years of marriage. Initially they visited gynecologist and later as per doctor’s 

guidance they visited fertility centre. Both husband and wife do not have any specific issue related 

to childlessness. But till now they do not have child. Manimala is a daughter of an agricultural 

coolie and she has three younger sisters. Hence she cannot expect financial support from the 

parental family. But the in-laws want her to get the monetary support from her parents as they feel 

for treatment their son was spending a lot and hence he was not able to enjoy the life. She feels 

guilty because of this and even her husband is being influenced by her in-laws regarding financial 

commitment. Apart from this her husband did not cooperate for the treatment from his side. This 

particular state of her makes to feel very low in her self-esteem. This case clearly shows that the 

women face economic and psychological problems due to the childlessness.  
 

Inference  

 When the women have problem with their reproductive system or when their husbands’ have it, 

the women have to carry the cross. The women’s cross includes social, psychological and economical 

aspects. Women in such situations do not realize the significance of their basic rights and 

reproductive rights.  
 

Case 5 

 This is a peculiar case where husband of Ramya is having the problem and they are taking 

treatment for past seven years after identifying the problem. Ramya married an IT professional 

whose native is Madurai and working in Bangalore. After marriage she started her nuclear family 

at Bangalore. Everything went on smoothly in the earlier stage but when the months become years 

they started seeking treatment and found out that her husband is having problem. Though the 

problem is with the male partner the society looks the woman as infertile. She faces the problems 

such as not able to attend any family functions, celebrations, auspicious occasions, neighbour talk 

etc. Ramya is tortured to accompany her husband during his treatment, so that the society does not 

suspect the male for the childlessness. He is not ready to reveal that the problem is with him. For 

the treatment purpose she was kept aloof from the family in Madurai so that the confidentiality 

maintained.  

 
Inference 

 Childlessness as a problem viewed as a women issue women by the society. Even the problem is 

not with the women, the childlessness is feminized. The right of the potential women is not only 

curtailed but also not revealed for the husband’s sake. 
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Case 6 

 Banu was 35 years old village female whose economic status is very low. She is undergoing 

treatment for past 5 years with the financial support of her own brother who is working in abroad. 

Banu lost her parents at the very young age and they were raised by their grandma and at present 

she is no more. Both Banu and her brother are so loving that her brother with caring commitment 

spending money for her sister’s treatment. She does not receive any support from her husband 

who is working for a low income in a plastic company and also from her mother-in-law because 

they felt the problem will be only with female. Her brother yet not gets married for sister’s 

treatment to be gets success. Support of the sibling develops hope within her and confidently 

undergoing the treatment.  

 
Inference  

 Apart from the parental support siblings helping hand make the women strong in proving their 

motherhood. In the process of socialization women are expected to expect support from anyone of the 

male member in the family for their survival. The basic gender stereotypical socialization in the 

childlessness issue has to be yet explored.  

 
Case 7 

 Anee is a 30 year old woman who got married at the age of 25. She is little plump for which she 

was teased by her husband quite often. Later she was blamed by her husband only because of her 

over weight they do not have child. Actually Anee is undergoing treatment both for infertility and 

obesity but she expressed the hardest part in the treatment procedure. Every time when she 

undergoes ART method she feels very uncomfortable, inconvenient and painful. She finds it very 

expensive too. The inconvenience she used to feel because of the male technicians and nurses 

accompanied during treatment process. She felt that sometimes the nurses used to behave in a 

rude manner that they had done sin. It is quite pathetic the embryologist for Anee was a male 

which made her all the more uncomfortable. Apart from this convincing her husband for treatment 

was a hard task where he keeps on blaming her for the eating practice and overweight for their 

present situation. She was so embarrassed that this blaming was done by him in front of her 

friends, relatives and family members. She eagerly awaits that her situation will change and she 

will have a child of her own which will safeguard her from the blames and hardship.  

 
Inference 
 Woman being the child bearer the community has constructed an image that the woman only has 

to be responsible for childlessness. If woman possesses a known aspect which can be blamed for 

infertility, then hurting her for that is casually done by the immediate society without taking into 

consideration the feeling of the woman. Here the women have to feel shy, wary and diffident for their 

status for which they cannot be made responsible. 

 
Conclusion  

 Latest technology in the field of reproductive health is considered as a boon for the women’s 

health. Issues related to fertility initiate the need for new technological interventions. Usually 

technologies that works on reproduction are either inhibit conception or facilitate conception. 

The techniques that inhibit conception are the different types of contraceptives. The techniques 
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that assist procreation have come to be known as new reproductive technologies (NRT), assisted 

reproductive technologies (ART) or even artificial reproductive technologies. Procreative 

technologies raise several moral and ethical issues. The social stigma and the pressure in the 

society for childlessness push the couples or women to adapt ARTs. The patriarchal social 

structure considers that the femininity is complete with motherhood. ARTs reinforce biological 

motherhood within the context of marriage, which is a patriarchal value. These types of the 

expectation force the women to undergo the procreative technologies. These technologies are 

considered as means to overcome their hindrance because of which they can establish their right in 

their marital relationship and in the family thereby in the society.  

 But within the medical spectrum still the safety of the different techniques is questionable. The 

enquiry related to the application of different techniques which may lead to dehumanizes women's 

bodies, which are seen as incubators, living laboratories, vessels, etc.  

 ART treatment is considered boon by the women who are having childlessness as a problem. 

All individuals have reproductive rights, which are grounded in a constellation of fundamental 

human rights guarantees. Most technological options in the area of reproduction are heralded as 

adding to the range of 'choices' for women. The notion of rights has tremendous polemical power, 

it includes ideas like 'choice', 'control over our bodies', women's body', women's right, etc but they 

directly or indirectly detriment the status of women. The above cases concluded the fact that 

childless women lack control over many aspects around their life. The claim for 'reproductive 

rights' is a limited demand, which reinforces the view that all reproductive activity is the special, 

biologically destined province of women (Lingam, Lakshmi 1998). Reproductive rights of the 

women who are childless are debatable. The latest technological advents in this field though 

considered as beneficial have created so many hardships physically, socially and psychologically. 

The risk, women facing because of childlessness confronts with the rights of the women in general 

and reproductive rights in particular.  
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Abstract 
 Violence affects the lives of millions of women worldwide, in all socioeconomic and educational classes. It 
affects cultural and religious barriers, impeding the right of women to participate fully in society. Violence 
against women takes a dismaying variety of forms, from domestic abuse rape to child marriages and female 
circumstance. Violence against women and girls includes physical, sexual, psychological, and economic abuse. It 
is often known as “gender-based” violence because it evolves in part from women’s subordinate status in society. 
Gender-based violence and all forms of sexual harassment and exploitation are incompatible with the dignity of 
human spirit. The issue of violence against women is an issue that transcends all borders and religion. Women’s 
are violated and exploited in all walks of life by their male counterparts. The women of violence and abuse are 
not just statistics; they are people with names, families, their husbands, family members, friends and the society 
at large abuse their rights. On the one hand she stands on threshold of social, economic and political 
empowerment, and on the other, she finds herself at the receiving end, a soft targets of violence. Violence is 
endemic in every sphere of her life from birth to death - the shadow of fear, of the known and unknown, haunts 
her every single day. 

 
Introduction 

 Gender-based violence and all forms of sexual harassment and exploitation are incompatible 

with the dignity of the human spirit. The world is in awe witnessing the continued unbridled 

oppression of women and the slow progress that is made in the endeavour and provision for the 

production of women. 

 
Global and National Scenario 

 Women do not have security to life and liberty. She is a victim of violence, sexual harassment, 

rape and psychological torture all over the world. Around the world at least one woman in every 

three has beaten, coerced into sex, or otherwise abused in her lifetime. Most often the abuser is a 

member of her own family. 

 According to United Nations Department of Public Information, in United States, a woman is 

beaten every 18 minutes. Indeed, domestic violence is the leading causes of injury among women 

of reproductive age in the United States.  

 In India nearly 10 million girls are born every year and they are biologically strong than boy. 

But then, about 25% die before their 15th birth day because of female feticide, female infanticide, 

malnutrition, under-nourishment, and sex bias in health care and maternal mortality, victims of 

rape and molestation. 

 The International Center for Research on Women (ICRW) released the result of their study on 

domestic violence in India during a dissemination conference held in Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh. The 

study, funded by USAID, covered interviews of nearly 10,000women in Bhopal, Chennai New Delhi, 

Nagpur, Trivandam, Vellore and Luck now. 
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 According to the study, 45 %of women reported at least incident of physical or psychological 

violence in their lifetimes. More than 50% of pregnant women experienced severe violent physical 

injuries. Of the nearly 10,000 women who were interviewed for this study, only 62-a dismal 2%-

had courage to seek police assistance. Out of these, only 16 received amelioration as a result of 

police intervention. Alcoholism was directly related to domestic violence. At least 40% admitted 

that their husbands came from semi- alcoholic families. 

 Among the women surveyed, 82%reported that their husbands’ infidelity was a major reason 

for quarrels and 70%reported that their husbands hit them because they suspected them of being 

unfaithful. ICRW, spanning seven Indian cities and covering both rural and urban population 

reveals that 45% of women surveyed had been subjected to at least one incident of physical or 

psychological violence in their life time. While 26%had experienced moderate to severe form of 

physical abuse and slapping was not included in the survey.  

 The finding of survey, which appeared in the Times of India, reported that more than 54% of 

the surveyed women, who reported injuries, had regular employment. And in spite of the suffering 

only 2% of the victims report the matter to the police. Out of the total 10,000 victims surveyed, 62 

women reported the matter, and only 16 got relief. While most of the women, 95% of the surveyed-

chose not to opt out of marriage. The fear of being abandoned or marooned on the shores of the 

unknown, burdened with responsibilities, is perhaps greater than the threat of physical torture. So 

she keeps quite, burying her pains in her bosom…shedding a quietly tear now and then. 

 
Rape 

 Rape is the most brutal form of aggression against women and shakes the foundation of life of 

the victim. It is violation of a female’s integrity and dignity as a person. It is referred to as robbing a 

women of chastity; dishonoring her. Rape can occur anywhere, even in the family, where it can take 

the form of marital rape or incest. It occurs in the community, where women can fall prey to any 

abuser. It also occurs in situations of armed conflict and in refugee camps. Rape, a most heinous 

crime committed against womanhood, accounts for about 13-14 % share of crimes. Of all crimes 

mentioned in the Indian Penal Code, rape is the dehumanizing. While certain mitigating 

circumstance may be there to justify murder, rape cannot be justified. Rape is the only crime where 

the victim is also suspected to have colluded with the crime. 

 
Sexual Abuse 

 According to Desousa, “abuse encompasses physical attack, emotional, verbal sexual and 

economic abuse” Keen and van der sandt opine that “sexual abuse is another method the man uses 

to assert his power over his partner. The women are raped or indirectly assaulted and this often 

occurs after a physical beating. Sexual harassment includes such un welcome sexually determined 

behavior as physical contact and advances, a demand or request for sexual favours, sexually 

coloured remarks, showing pornography and any other unwelcomed physical, verbal or non-verbal 

conduct of sexual nature. Sexual harassment is not only on the increase, it is also assuming new 

and subtler forms everyday. Women suffer sexual harassment in the form of eve-teasing, body 

touching, vulgar remarks and humiliation. Sexual abuse has kept women in a constant state of 

exasperation and humiliation and restricts heir freedom. 
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Kidnaping 

 Kidnapping is an every day problem in our society. It is shocking to see from the newspaper 

reports that countless girls and women are kidnapped for economic reasons or pushing them into 

the den of prostitution. Many girls who are kidnapped are raped and sent to harems. There occurs 

numerous deaths due to rape, suicides after rape and social pressures. Many girls become mentally 

deranged or developed psychological disabilities after being kidnapped, molested or raped. Many 

are murdered after being kidnapped for fear of being prosecuted or punished. The problem has 

been aggravated by slow legislative functions, silent women victims, social attitude towards the 

victims and lack community support for the victimized women 

 
Prostitution 

 Prostitution is an affront to human dignity, a devaluation of women because it dements that 

women become dehumanized, cheaply available objects to appease male lust. Most women, who 

fall prey to this social evil, do so as innocent victim. Many women’s are forced into prostitution 

either by their parents, husbands or boyfriends-or as a result of the difficult economic and social 

conditions in witch they find themselves. Every day, 200 girls and women enter into prostitution in 

India. It is estimated that 200 girls and women in India are either inducted into or enter the trade 

each day.  

 
Eve -Teasing 

 Eve-teasing is an act of terror which violates a woman’s body and self respect. According to 

indu prakash sing, has been defined as “when a man by words either spoken or by sings and or by 

visible representation or by gesture does any act in public placeor sign, recites or utters any 

indecent words or songs or ballad in any public place to the annoyance of any women. Eve-teasing 

and ragging women are a serious menace in our society. It occurs mostly around women’s colleges, 

hostels, schools, in bus stands, cinema theaters and when women commute in buses or train. 

Recently in Tamil Nadu, an ordinance was issued that whoever commits or participates in eve- 

teasing in any place of Tamil Nadu shall be punished with imprisonment for a term of one year. But 

the violence still continues… 

 
Some Guidelinces for The Victims of Violence 

 victims of any violence, in the first place, need to develop a fighting spirit and the 

determination to get justice. 

 Not to destroy/ eliminate/ cover any evidences in the scene/ on the person.  

 Inform immediately family members about the violence and seek their support. 

 Approach any NGO/women’s movement for support, guidance and advice. 

 Report to the police giving a first hand factual information. 

 Cooperate with the police/ judicial officers in the enquiry proceedings. 

 Co operates with NGOs to get support from media agencies. 

 
Efforts Need to be Taken to 

 Eliminate all forms of discrimination against women by mass scale awareness rendering equal 

opportunities to all women. Eliminate negative cultural attitudes and practice against women. 
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 Empower women through education.  

 Promote women’s awareness and participation in the process of social, economic and political 

life. 

 Create awareness in the family and society of their crucial role to safeguard the interest/rights 

of women. 

 Increase skill development and training for women. Product and promote the human rights of 

women as an integral part of universal human rights. 

 
Conclution 

 Women who are victims of violence should approach voluntary organization, women’s 

organization and law enforcing authorities, who are only too willing to lent supportive hands to 

expose the offenders and evil doers in society. 
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Introduction 

“Teach yourself peace. Pass it on.” – Alice Walker 

“What’s done to children, they will do to society.” – Karl Menninger 

 Peace education as the process of promoting the knowledge, skills, attitudes and values needed 

to bring about behaviour changes that will enable children, youth and adults to prevent conflict 

and violence, both overt and structural; to resolve conflict peacefully; and to create the conditions 

conducive to peace, whether at an intrapersonal, interpersonal, intergroup, national or 

international level. It is an essential component of quality basic education. 

 The aims of peace education as they appear in programmes around the world are then 

summarized, followed by a brief survey of the types of approaches that have been used in a variety 

of educational environments. A number of ‘windows of opportunity’ for peace education are 

described. A rationale for the use of interactive, learner centered methods in peace education is 

presented, along with elements of effective peace education programmes selected from current 

research.  

 
The Need for Peace Education 

 “If we are to reach real peace in this world, if we are to declare war on war, we must begin with 

the children.” Gandhi “Think about what kind of world you want to live and work in. What do you 

need to know to build that world? Demand that your teachers teach you that.” MariaMontessori 

“Just as we teach literacy and numeracy today, we must teach students to learn to think critically; 

respect diversity; understand global, cultural and economic interdependence; analyze media, 

examine the nature of violence and learn ways for us all to live more peacefully.”  

 Teaching peace is about helping students to find their voices, to listen to themselves and to 

each other, to trust themselves and to learn more about themselves. Teaching peace is a privilege, 

having the opportunity to facilitate intense discussions, to practice listening skills, to hear people 

with opposing views and be able to listen with an open heart. Teaching peace is about the process 

of facilitating a fair and balanced discussion, ensuring that all voices are heard and respected. 

Certainly some of the topics covered in a class on nonviolence will be controversial because they 

are by and large not reported in the mainstream media, and they challenge the conventional way 

we look at the world. 

  
Teach for Peace! 

 Teaching for peace aims to change an existing paradigm—acceptance of war as a method of 

solving international problems—to a new paradigm—one in which human rights, social justice, 

sustainable development, and creative diplomacy are promoted as effective paths to national and 
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international security. It is a long-term process, yielding a harvest that is often unseen. There are 

links to websites as well as lesson ideas and materials for teaching for peace. We will also find 

websites useful for learning about other cultures, starting with the United States and China, 

countries whose futures are intertwined. These efforts are designed to help teachers encourage 

students to think, care, and act. Please keep visiting this site, to see new projects and postings. And 

please, in your daily words and actions, teach for peace.  

 
What is Teaching for Peace?  

 Peace education complies with numerous content standards, and is applicable to all ages of 

students. Teaching for peace takes a leap of imagination. Peace education helps children see 

themselves as integral parts of one human family and as capable actors for positive social change 

on a local and global stage. It is a long-term process, yielding a harvest that is often unseen. Seen or 

unseen, we must sow the seeds today for a harvest of peace. 

 
How can we Teach for Peace? 

 The websites and slide shows have created are designed to help teachers implement peace-

education strategies in their classrooms on an everyday basis, both within existing curricula and in 

addition to it. Ideas for history and literature instruction as well as social skills training and peace 

research projects are available. Students and parents will also find useful information for their 

peace pursuits. Numerous links are provided on the TEACH PEACE website. My views on peace 

education's three imperatives—teaching kids to think, care, and act—are presented in the Unseen 

Harvest slide show. Community action projects are explained in the CAP slide show. Cultural 

understanding is promoted in the Life in the USA and China Today websites, and others to come.  

 
For Teachers 

 Teachers can teach peace by integrating the values, facts and methods of peace and global 

education into the curriculum. Many teachers are already doing so, for instance: In elementary 

grades children learn to cooperate and share through games and role-playing. They recognize their 

responsibilities for making their classroom a peaceful place, and begin to handle positively their 

own conflicts. In middle school teachers introduce global education and concepts of peace from 

other cultures. Students learn to work cooperatively, to research and analyze media, to track the 

political and social trends of a global economy in the light of some national objectives. Secondary 

school students examine some realities of global interdependence, eg environment, economics, 

law.  

 
For Parents and Others 

 Peace education is a good description for the skills, values develop in our children: 

responsibility and cooperation, critical thinking, tolerance, emotional and social understanding, 

curiosity. Here are some ideas to help it happen where you live: 

 Talk with your child and your child’s teachers about what peace education is and where she/he 

can find resources and support. 

 Join your school council. Start a discussion about peace education.  
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 Talk about peace and global education with your school board trustee, attend board meetings 

and ask questions.  

 Find out what’s happening at your nearest university and faculty of education.  

 Write, phone or email the Ministry of Education to ask its views on peace education and what it 

is doing to fulfill its commitment under the UN to promote peace education. Support local 

teachers, even after your kids have graduated.  

 
Different Approaches 

Improving the School Environment 

 Peace education is most effective when the skills of peace and conflict resolution are learned 

actively and are modeled by the school environment in which they are taught (Baldo and Furniss, 

1998). This creates a consistency between the messages of the curriculum and the school setting, 

between the overt and the ‘hidden’ curriculum. Interventions on the level of the school 

environment tend to address how children’s rights are either upheld or denied in school, discipline 

methods, how the classroom and school day is organized, and how decisions are made. Training of 

teachers and administrators is critical to enabling teachers to examine these issues from the 

perspective of peace education.  

 
Curriculum Development 

 A number of countries have developed peace education curricula, usually consisting of 

activities around themes such as communication, cooperation, and problem solving. Sport and 

physical education have also been used in Rwandan schools as a vehicle for developing skills and 

attitudes of peace. Operation Lifeline Sudan has developed activity kits for schools that build 

cooperation and respect for differences through sports, art and science projects. Community 

service that is facilitated by the school is another feature of some programmes. 

 
Outside of Schools 

 Workshops, training programmes, and activities for out-of school youth have been created, 

along with initiatives that focus on the media, publications for youth, and community-based arts 

programmes. Taken together, such approaches demonstrate that learning takes place in many 

different contexts, all of which can promote messages of peace. 

 Librarians have been recruited to receive training on education for development, and how to 

use library activities such as storytelling and discussions to promote tolerance and understanding.  

 Media Training is one way to influence media producers to reduce violence and to increase 

peaceful content of radio and television programmes for children. 

 UNICEF programmes also employ other channels of communication in order to reach children, 

youth and adults who may not be served by the training, workshops and programmes in schools or 

out-of-school.  

 Magazines for Young People with a focus on peace themes have been used successfully in Sri 

Lanka. 

 Travelling Theatre, Liberia (1993) has used art, drama, song and dance in the Kukatonon 

programme, enabling young people to express themselves and serve as community educators.  
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 Puppetry is an ideal medium for discussing sensitive issues. Puppets draw viewers into the 

drama without causing them to feel threatened by the actions in the drama. The ‘Kids on the Block’ 

puppet troupe includes racially diverse puppets and disabled puppets to allow children to develop 

sensitivity and understanding towards others. ‘Kids on the Block’ performs in the United States and 

25 other countries. 

 Animation is another medium that can make complex concepts about peace and conflict 

readily accessible to a range of audiences. The National Film Board of Canada has successfully used 

animated cartoon films on topics such as dealing with differences and peaceful problem-solving. 

 Peace Campaigns can take many forms, and can be a powerful way to create a broad base of 

support for peaceful social change.  

 Contests and Exhibitions can build awareness of peace and conflict issues.  

 
Conclusion 

 Peace education is a movement to humanize education, to integrate meaningful learning 

experiences, foster communication and personal reflection, self-actualization and realization of 

talents and gifts and how they can be used to make the world a better place. It treats students as 

active participants in their learning and challenges them to look at their participation in the world 

as something connected to their daily learning experience. It promotes an interconnected view of 

the world and gives students tangible skills in conflict resolution and managing everyday problems 

they encounter.  
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Abstract 

 Human actions directly or indirectly influence the environment unfavorably. Domestic sewage and run off 
from agricultural fields, overloaded with pesticides and fertilizers, pollute water bodies. Effluents from tanneries 
contain many harmful chemicals and emit foul smell. The wastewater produced by a tannery has a quite acid pH 
and high chloride content. The present study was to determine the physico-chemical qualities and the microbial 
content of water contaminated with effluents being discharged on a daily basis by tanneries in Dindigul Districts, 
TamilNadu. The physicochemical parameters were higher than the BIS limit in the untreated tannery effluent. 
The microbial analysis showed the presence of Bacillus sp. and Streptococcus sp. rich in effluent. After a 28-day 
experimental period, the water hyacinth cultured tannery had reduced 8.9% of BOD, 9.2% of COD, 45.5% of 
nitrate, 37.8% of phosphorous and 7.5% of faecal coliform. The pH value also dropped from 8.6 to 7.8 while the 
initial pungent odour of the raw sewage was no more noticeable. However colour grade and turbidity increased 
by 34.6% and 27.4% respectively. The final effluent was found to be suitable for non-drinking purposes like crop 
irrigation and keeping aquatic animals. In the course of nutrient removal, harvested water hyacinth plants and 
sludge which settled at the bottom of the plastic pool were generated as byproducts. This plant might provide an 
efficient, economical and ecological alternative to accelerate the removal and degradation of agro-industrial 
wastewater.  
 

Introduction 
 Industrial effluents which discharged from the textile and tannery contain a higher amount of 

heavy metals (Malarkodi et al. 2007). Unlike several other pollutants, heavy metals are difficult to 

remove from the environment (Ren et al., 2009). Heavy metals are recognized to be powerful 

inhibitors of biodegradation activities (Deeb and Altalhi, 2009). Each heavy metal has unique 

biofunctions or biotoxicities. The industrial effluent released directly or indirectly into natural 

water resources, without proper treatment, causes a major threat to the atmosphere (Deepali and 

Gangwar, 2010). Wastewater treatment is becoming more vital due to diminishing water 

resources, increasing wastewater disposal costs and stricter discharge regulations that have 

lowered permissible contaminant levels in waste streams. Phytoremediation is a promising 

technology that is rapidly effective and inexpensive cleanup method of hazardous waste sites 

contaminated with metals, hydrocarbons, pesticides, and chlorinated solvents (Xia et al., 2003). 

The use of plants to degrade contaminants is cost-effective and ecologically sound. The economic 

achievement of phytoremediation largely depends on photosynthetic activity and growth rate of 

plants. Water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes), due to its fast growth production has potential to 

cleanup various wastewaters. Several species of aquatic macrophytes such as water hyacinth 

(Eichhornia sp.), duckweeds (Lemna sp., Spirodella sp.), smallwater fern (Azolla sp.), and water 

lettuce (Pistia sp.) have been used for the removal of heavy metals from wastewater 

(Saha et al. 2015; ). It can absorb heavy metals, mineral nutrients and organic chemicals due to its 

rapid growth. This plant also has been widely used for the treatment of a variety of wastewaters. 

This plant might provide an efficient, economical and ecological alternative to accelerate the 

removal and degradation of agro-industrial wastewater. Therefore, the objective of this study was 

to determine the physico-chemical qualities and the microbial content of effluents water being 

discharged on a daily basis by tanneries. 
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Materials and Methods 
Physicochemical analysis of Tannery Effluent  
 Samples were taken from one of the tannery from Dindigul district area of TamilNadu,India. 

The samples were collected in sterile glass bottle (1.0 litre). All the samples were brought to the 

laboratory and stored s to the refrigerator at 4ºC temperature till the analyses were completed. All 

chemical analyses were done. The sampling procedure was as described in Indian standard 

methods of sampling and test for water used in industries, I.S.I. New Delhi, India. The physical and 

chemical characteristics analyzed for the effluents were colour, TDS, Electrical conductivity, pH, 

Total Alkalinity, Total hardness, Calcium, Magnesium, Iron, Ammonia, Nitrate, Chloride, Fluoride, 

Sulphate, Phosphate, BOD,COD and Chromium were performed. 

 
Plant Material  
 Eichornia crassipes plants were collected from fresh water pound at Karungal, Kannyakumari, 

that was not previously exposed to contaminated environment and the plant was used for tannery 

effluent treatment. 

 
Isolation and Identification of the Tannery Effluent Bacteria 
 Tannery effluent sample was collected from Dindigul. The samples were collected in sterile 

plastic container and transported to laboratory for bacteriological analysis. The bacterial isolates 

were screened on Nutrient Agar (NA) plates supplemented with 5mg/l concentration of each metal 

one time by the standard pour plate method. Plates were incubated at 37°C for 24h and colonies 

differing in morphological characteristics were selected and used for further studies. Selected 

tannery effluent isolates were grown on MacConkey agar (Himedia, India). The shape and colors of 

the colonies were examined under the microscope after Gram staining. Isolates were biochemically 

analyzed for the activities of Oxidase, Catalase, MR-VPtest, Urease test, Motility, Indole production 

and Citrate utilization. The tests were used to identify the isolates according to Bergey's Manual of 

Determinative Bacteriology. 

 
Results and Discussion 

 Tannery wastewater is characterized by the parameters like pH, chloride, biochemical oxygen 

demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), and Total dissolved solids (TDS), chromium and 

sulphides etc. Typical characteristics of tannery wastewater were given in Table 1. In general, 

tannery wastewaters are basic, have a dark brown colour and have a high content of organic 

substances that vary according to the chemicals used. Water hyacinth was found to grow 

exceptionally well in the dairy wastewater with chemical oxygen demand up to 1160 mgl/1 

(Trivedy et al., 2002), and improved the water quality of pulp and paper mill effluent greatly (Yedla 

et al., 2002). Water hyacinth was showed phytochemical property of the plant showed Phenol, 

Tannin, Terpenoids, and Glycosides, Reducing sugar and Phlobatanins respectively. 

 
Isolation and Identification of the Tannery Effluent Bacteria 

 A totally 2 isolates were isolated from tannery effluents namely Bacillus sp. and Streptococcus 

sp. respectively. Morphological and biochemical characterization studies were performed. Bacillus 

sp. showed gram positive, rod shaped, Methyl Red, citrate, catalase, urease revealed positive where 

as Streptococcus sp showed gram positive, MR, lactose,urease showed positive, whereas Indole, 

Voges-proskauer, Oxidase were negative.  
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Table 1 Physicochemical Parameters Before and After Treatment of  

Tannery Effluent with Eichhornia Crassipes 

S.No Parameters Units 
 

BIS 
Tannery 

Before treatment After treatment 
1 Colour - - Dark brown Yellowish 
2 Odour - - Objectionable Objectionable 
3 Turbidity NT U - 92 58 
4 TDS mg/L 500 mg/l 2100 5677 1895 
5 Electrical conductivity μs/cm, 2250 3761 2199 
6 pH - 6- 9 8.47 8.03 
7 Total Alkalinity mg/l 600 1850 540 
8 Total hardness mg/l - 12100 8200 
9 Calcium mg/l 200 480 160 

10 Magnesium mg/l 30-100 416 82 
11 Iron mg/l 3 3.03 2.39 
12 Ammonia mg/l 5 10.55 3.51 
13 Nitrate mg/l 100 172 103 
14 Chloride mg/l 1000 1750 750 
15 Fluoride mg/l 2.0 2.2 1.8 
16 Sulphate mg/l 1080 1201 1010 
17 Phosphate mg/l - 12.41 8.74 
18 BOD mg/l 30 134 26 
19 COD mg/l 250 875 193 
20 Chromium mg/l 2 3.5 1.6 

 
Conclusion  

 The evaluation of the tannery industry effluent was observed that effluent was dark brown, 

turbid, and an disgusting odour. The pH of the effluent was acidic. The physical parameters namely 

total hardness, total suspended and dissolved solids were at high level. The chemical parameters 

namely COD, BOD, carbonate, bicarbonate, calcium, magnesium, chloride, potassium, nitrite, sulfur, 

and chromium, is found to be much above the permissible limits prescribed by the Bureau of 

Indian Standards. After the treatment of water hyacinth cultured tannery had reduced above 

physicochemical parameters as well as faecal coliform. The present study suggests that the 

biotreated tannery water could be utilized for various non drinking purpose used. 
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Abstract 
 Gender paradigms of irrigation development as well as managementpolicy plausibly address the women’s 
participation and representation in Pani Panchayats from an equity perspective. Further it largely excludes 
them from the mainstream of water management due to various reasons in different context. More specifically in 
case of Odisha, although Pani Panchayats Act guaranteed one-third of reservation for women in Pani Panchayat, 
evidences gathered from fieldwork in Jajpur canal irrigation system repudiate common assumptions and policy 
projections with regard to participation and representation of women in Pani Panchayats in Odisha. Land 
bounded irrigation policy exaggerated discrimination in agricultural land ownership into gender inequality in 
membership of Pani Panchayats and ensuing male domination in Participatory irrigation management (PIM) 
despite feminization of agriculture in rural Odisha. In this scenario this paper attempts at examining the factors 
impeding women’s participation and representation as well as examining the strategies for gender 
mainstreaming in PIM. 
Keywords: Women, Legislation, Pani Panchayat, Odisha 

 
Introduction 

 As a major reform in Indian irrigation sector, PIM (Participatory Irrigation Management) 

emerged a decentralised approach towards agricultural renovation which directly involves all the 

interest group as the primary stakeholder in the process of management of irrigation.Because the 

essence of PIM could be clearly implicit by the word ‘Userism’ used by World Bank because it is 

management of the users, by the users and for the users (ADB, 2008). But decentralization in water 

governance redresses the issue of women’s historical exclusion from accessing water and making 

decisions regarding its management. Therefore most of the policy documents on ‘Water’ reveal a 

gender concern in Water Resource Management are primarily in terms of women’s needs as well 

as their problems and further suggests women as the primary managers of water. Therefore, 

during last few decades, there has been an overwhelming emphasis on enhancing women’s 

Involvement in the water sector from mere ‘users’ (beneficiaries) to ‘managers’ (actors), with their 

increased choice and voice in the water resources management processes. Bringing women to 

mainstreams of water management, National water policy 2002 included women as a part of 

participatory water resource management however the 11th five year plan (2007-2012) specifies 

women’s decisive role in water management. There are rich experiences of PIM in national and 

international sphere and even across the states; it has been found that women have little voice in 

water governance and planning, which indicates predominantly it is the ‘Right over agricultural 

land and water’ excludes women from active participation in irrigation management.Although the 

irrigation legislation creates institutionally a collective space especially for women, factually their 
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equity and inclusivity towards development remains as a matter of concern. Subsequently, in one 

hand the increasing recognition of inclusion of gender paves the way for a broader movement of 

mainstreaming gender in agriculture and rural development; on the other, with accomplishing a 

greater priority on policy agendas, still there is a considerable gap between positive policy 

intentions and the conversion of these intentions into concrete action. 

 
Review of Literature 

 An enormous number of empirical literatures emphasize on the women’s crucial participation 

in decentralised irrigation associations and at the same way the loopholes of their participation 

and representation in those institutions. 

 
Participatory Irrigation Management and Women: From A Development Perspective 
 Reviewing the issues related to women and water in an institutional sphere along with policy 

aspect, Krishnaraj (2011) attempts to understand it in a multidimensional manner such as from 

understanding the process of decentralization through a historical delineation of colonial practices 

and ideology to the effect of commodification of water on women, which is mainly reflected 

through the work of Margaret Zwarteveen, Kathleen O’Reilly, Deepa Joshi and SeemaKulkarni 

and all. Moreover recognizing gender as a critical usage in irrigation management (Van Koppen 

and Hussain, 2007) found that, there is a difference between female/dual farming system and 

male farming system. They emphasize that the use of water for both productive and domestic 

purpose must be recognized and developed in an integrated way for both the gender rather 

categorically excluding women from agriculture as well as irrigation policies. So they suggest for 

changes in policy intervention where women should have voice against the one blanket policy 

which would fit for all situation. Reviewing irrigation systems in South Asia, (Zwarteveen & 

Meinzen Dick, 2001) elucidates that women’s access to water does not means women have rights 

to water. In South Asia, 40% women are extensively involved in irrigating agriculture as managers 

or labourers but rarely occupy key decision-making positions within the institutions which 

determine how water will be used (Kulkarni, 2011). Further (Upadhyay, 2006) viewed that 

women’s participation in irrigation institution is much lower in contrary to their high involvement 

in irrigated agriculture. 

 
Objectives 

 In this scenario, this paper attempts to examine the factors impeding women’s participation 

and representation in Pani Panchayat as well as explore the strategies of gender mainstreaming in 

PIM. 

 
Methodology 

 The present paper is based on the primary data collected from three Pani Panchayats under 

Jajpur canal irrigation system in Coastal Odisha. Both the qualitative and quantitative methods 

have chosen as the tools of data collection. Based on the multi-phase sampling one hundred and 

ninety (190) sample respondents have chosen for this study.Analysis has been done through using 

both the qualitative and quantitative measurement; in a quantitative manner some simple 

statistics in SPSS has been used for the household survey data whereas few in-depth interviews are 

taken into account for case studies. 
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Analysis and Interpretation 

 This section is divided into two parts such as Macro perspective on various acts and rules on 

Pani Panchayats in Odisha and secondly,the experience of the harsh ground reality of women’s 

participation in Pani Panchayat in Odisha. 

 
Macro-Perspective 

 In case of Odisha, from the year 1994 onwards the process of PIM has been working through 

WUAs (Water User Association) which is later renamed as ‘Pani Panchayat’ in 2000. It has been 

initiated and endorsed in the state for nearly two decades which is considered as a prime policy 

reforms aims to ensure optimum utilization of water by farmers for improving agricultural 

production, and to involve farmer’s organizations in the management and maintenance of the 

irrigation system to ensure dependable supply and distribution of water (Odisha Annual Report, 

2010-2011). 

 
Several Rules and Acts on Pani Panchayat: A Glimpse on Participatory Irrigation 

Management in Odisha 

 The Orissa Pani Panchayat Act, 2002, is an Act to provide for farmers’ participation in the 

management of irrigation systems and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. 

According to this act, Farmers are the main stakeholders, who are also known as ‘water user’ under 

that particular Pani Panchayat and every Pani Panchayat shall consist of all the water users who 

are land holders in that area constituted within a specified hydraulic boundary of a major, medium, 

minor (flow and lift-both surface and ground water) and creek irrigation projects funded by 

Government.Besides stakeholdership, representation in PP is a matter of concern; therefore in sub-

section (2-a) of Orissa Pani Panchayat Act 2002, it has clearly mentioned that “As nearly as may be 

but not less than one-third of the total number of seats in the Executive Committee of every Pani 

Panchayat shall be reserved for women and allotted by rotation to different chaksin a Pani 

Panchayat. 

 Though Odisha has promulgated the Orissa Pani Panchayat Act, 2002 and Orissa Pani 

Panchayat Rules, 2003 to provide a legal framework for such participation but still its passive in 

nature; because the legal and management regimes for farmers where never owned by them and 

the laws were made for them not by or even through them and this despite the fact that they are at 

the centre of giving it operative effect (Upadhyay, 2006:2). Furthermore the land bounded 

irrigation institutions as well decentralised water policy has not really redefined rights, which 

would make it more inclusive of various other hitherto deprived stakeholders rather it eliminates 

what little possibility women would have had in accession of irrigation water and also in 

participating on decision-making processes in the water governance (Kulkarni, 2007). 

 But the stakeholdership has been changed by the formation of Orissa Pani Panchayat 

(Amendment) Act, 2008; where it has been found that stakeholdership is structuring in an 

inclusive way. It has been configured that there is no differentiation in their structural membership 

based on land ownership, caste, class or gender but only on the basis of use of water for livelihood 

purpose in that particular hydraulic sphere.  
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A Ground Reality 

 The stakeholdership found or the membership of women in Pani Panchayat has been found 

very unsatisfactory in terms of awareness about membership in Pani Panchayat, representation in 

Pani Panchayat, knowledge about the Chak Leaders/Executive Members (i.e. President of PP, 

Secretary of PP or Treasurer), decision-making processes and so on. Among of the total 

respondents, higher percentages (58.42) of respondents are unaware that whether they are the 

member of PP or not, whereas only 22.11% apparently know about their membership while 19.47 

% are completely ignorant about their membership in Pani Panchayat [Figure-1]. More particularly 

60.6% of women don’t know whether they are the member of PP or not, while 24.2% don’t have 

any knowledge regarding membership in PP. Only 15.2% people have some idea regarding their 

membership though don’t have any complete knowledge at all (Table-1). 

 
Figure-1: Respondent’s Membership in PP/WUAs 

Apart from their structural membership, the 

functional participation of stakeholders valued a lot for 

achieving the goal of successful PIM as well as 

maintaining equity among the stakeholders. Women 

(21.2%) are very much ignorant regarding the Chak 

leader and executive bodies of Pani Panchayat than male 

respondents (35%) [Table-2]. Though very few have 

some knowledge regarding the PP meetings but very negligible percentage of women knows about 

PP election but never took part in PP election processes or contesting in PP election. 

 
Table 1 Cross Tabulation on Women’s awareness regarding their Membership in PP 

Gender of the 
Respondents 

Member in Pani Panchayat/WUA 
Total Member of 

PP 
Non-

Member 
Unaware about 

Membership in PP 
Male 23.6% 18.5% 58.0% 100.0% 
Female 15.2% 24.2% 60.6% 100.0% 

 22.1% 19.5% 58.4% 100.0% 
 

Table 2 Cross Tabulation on Women’s awareness regarding PP Executives 

Gender of the 
Respondents 

Respondent’s Awareness about PP Executives 
Total 

Aware Unaware 
Male 35.0% 65.0% 100.0% 
Female 21.2% 78.8% 100.0% 

 32.6% 67.4% 100.0% 
 Ownership of land and more specifically ownership ofirrigated agricultural land has found as a 

major constraint in membership in Pani Panchayats. Moreover gender stereotypes, domestic work 

pressure, poor socio-economic condition have the greaterimpact on women’s participation and 

representation in Pani Panchayat. Though concomitantly, water policy and institutional reforms in 

irrigation development have accorded prominence to gender concerns considering the primacy of 

agricultural pursuits as rural women’s livelihood but the conventional exploration on irrigation 

efficiency model which implies informally used irrigation water for micro-enterprises which 

further excludes women from irrigation usage. 
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Conclusion  

 PIM as land-bound irrigation infrastructure policy confined its membership and water right for 

those who have land. Therefore the benefit of this new water governance scheme (PIM) is much 

more skewed towards poor and women especially because their position in land holding is very 

low and besides that rural women are the most backward category who have less social and 

political power to secure their water use rights and often considered as marginalized at the cost of 

their water needs. In a homogenous way rural women are considered as backward gender; even 

among this backward category the destitute, dalits, widows and single women are known as the 

most deprived section in participating in Pani Panchayat.  

 In case of Odisha, it has been found that although Pani Panchayats Act guaranteed one-third of 

reservation for women in Pani Panchayat, evidences gathered from fieldwork in Jajpur canal 

irrigation system repudiate common assumptions and policy projections with regard to 

participation and representation of women in Pani Panchayats in Odisha. Land bounded irrigation 

policy exaggerated discrimination in agricultural land ownership into gender inequality in 

membership of Pani Panchayats and ensuing male domination in Participatory irrigation 

management despite feminization of agriculture in rural Odisha. 

 
Suggestion for Policy Insinuation 

 Gender Mainstreaming: The water policy and legislation should address to the Practical issues 

regarding land and water rights and the concrete user right of women instead of their 

concocted attendance. 

 PIM policy should be interpretthe loopholes of decentralisation which must be based on micro 

management and localised form of development. 
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Introduction 

 Peace education may be defined as the process of acquiring the values, the knowledge and 

developing the attitudes, skills, and behaviors to live in harmony with oneself, with others, and with 

the natural environment. There is thus no shortage of official statements on the importance of 

peace education. There are numerous United Nations declarations or instruments which confirm 

the importance of peace education. There has also been a recent meshing of peace education and 

human rights education. 

 Peace education is a series of "teaching encounters" that draw from people: 

1. Their desire for peace 

2. Nonviolent alternatives for managing conflict, and  

3. Skills for critical analysis of structural arrangements that produce and legitimate injustice and 

inequality.  

 
Peace Education 

 Peace education is thought of as "encouraging a commitment to peace as a settled disposition 

and enhancing the confidence of the individual as an individual agent of peace; as informing the 

student on the consequences of war and social injustice; as informing the student on the value of 

peaceful and just social structures and working to uphold or develop such social structures; as 

encouraging the student to love the world and to imagine a peaceful future; and as caring for the 

student and encouraging the student to care for others". 

 Since the early decades of the 20th century, “peace education” programs around the world 

have represented a spectrum of focal themes, including anti-nuclearism, international 

understanding, environmental responsibility, communication skills, non-violence, conflict 

resolution techniques, democracy, human rights awareness, tolerance of diversity, coexistence and 

gender equality, among others. 

 Some have also addressed spiritual dimensions of inner harmony, or synthesized a number of 

the foregoing issues into programs on world citizenship. While academic discourse on the subject 

has increasingly recognized the need for a broader, more holistic approach to peace education, a 

review of field-based projects reveals that three variations of peace education are most common: 

conflict resolution training, democracy education, and human rights education. New approaches 

are emerging and calling into question some of theoretical foundations of the models just 

mentioned. The most significant of these new approaches focuses on peace education as a process 

of worldview transformation. 
 

Peace Education as Conflict Resolution Training 

 “Conflict is very natural and normal, but you can’t go through your entire life beating 

everybody up—you have to learn different ways to resolve conflict”. In general, approaches of this 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_rights_education
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type aim to “alter beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors…from negative to positive attitudes toward 

conflict as a basis for preventing violence”.  

 Peace education programs centered on conflict resolution typically focus on the social-

behavioral symptoms of conflict, training individuals to resolve inter-personal disputes through 

techniques of negotiation and (peer) mediation. Learning to manage anger, “fight- fair” and 

improve communication through skills such as listening, turn-taking, identifying needs, and 

separating facts from emotions, constitute the main elements of these programs. Participants are 

also encouraged to take responsibility for their actions and to brainstorm together on 

compromises. 

 
“Peace Education” as Democracy Education 

 Peace education programs centered on democracy education typically focus on the political 

processes associated with conflict, and postulate that with an increase in democratic participation 

the likelihood of societies resolving conflict through violence and war decreases. At the same time, 

“a democratic society needs the commitment of citizens who accept the inevitability of conflict as 

well as the necessity for tolerance”. Thus programs of this kind attempt to foster a conflict-positive 

orientation in the community by training students to view conflict as a platform for creativity and 

growth. 

 Approaches of this type train participants in the skills of critical thinking, debate and coalition-

building, and promote the values of freedom of speech, individuality, tolerance of diversity, 

compromise and conscientious objection. Their aim is to produce “responsible citizens” who will 

hold their governments accountable to the standards of peace, primarily through adversarial 

processes. Activities are structured to have students “assume the role of the citizen that chooses, 

makes decisions, takes positions, argues positions and respects the opinions of others”: skills that a 

multi-party democracy are based upon. Based on the assumption that democracy decreases the 

likelihood of violence and war, it is assumed that these are the same skills necessary for creating a 

culture of peace. 

  
“Peace Education” as Human Rights Education 

 Peace education programs centered on raising awareness of human rights typically focus at the 

level of policies that humanity ought to adopt in order to move closer to a peaceful global 

community. The aim is to engender a commitment among participants to a vision of structural 

peace in which all individual members of the human race can exercise their personal freedoms and 

be legally protected from violence, oppression and indignity. 

 Approaches of this type familiarize participants with the international covenants and 

declarations of the United Nations system; train students to recognize violations of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights; and promote tolerance, solidarity, autonomy and self-affirmation at 

the individual and collective levels. Human rights education “faces continual elaboration, a 

significant theory-practice gap and frequent challenge as to its validity”. In one practitioner’s view: 

“Human rights education does not work in communities fraught with conflict unless it is part 

of a comprehensive approach… In fact, such education can be counterproductive and lead to 

greater conflict if people become aware of rights which are not realized. In this respect, 

human rights education can increase the potential for conflict" 
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 To prevent these outcomes, many such programs are now being combined with aspects of 

conflict resolution and democracy education schools of thought, along with training in non-violent 

action. 

 
"Peace Education" as Worldview Transformation 

 New approaches to peace education are starting from insights gleaned from psychology which 

recognize the developmental nature of human psychosocial dispositions. Essentially, while conflict-

promoting attitudes and behaviours are characteristic of earlier phases of human development, 

unity-promoting attitudes and behaviours emerge in later phases of healthy development. Peace 

education, focus on the healthy development and maturation of human consciousness through 

assisting people to examine and transform their worldviews. Worldviews are defined as the 

subconscious lens (acquired through cultural, family, historical, religious and societal influences) 

through which people perceive four key issues: 1) the nature of reality 2) human nature 3) the 

purpose of existence 4) the principles governing appropriate human relationships 

 
Peace Education in India: A Proposal  

 All over the world, a great deal of emphasis is currently being placed upon peace education, as 

the quest for peace necessitates extensive knowledge and unfailing assiduity. The widespread 

interest in preparing individuals for peace on earth makes us resort to the teaching-learning 

process. The inevitability of this emphasis upon education for peace has arisen not only from the 

need to educate the public opinion of the scourges of war, its prodigality or the danger of total 

annihilation etc, but also from the necessity to promote understanding, acceptance and friendship 

among all peoples and nations, and to strengthen respect for human rights and fundamental 

freedoms.  

 Learning to make a living is not the sole reason for getting education; there is another, equally 

important byproduct: learning to make a life, a life that is beneficial, useful and peaceful. After all, 

humans are social animals; their success in life is largely a matter of successful social relations. 

Quite evidently, student age is the crucially important period which enriches one’s personal life, 

nurtures social adjustments, fosters friendship and understanding and affects one’s whole life 

pattern. Seen from this perspective, one could very well understand the critical necessity of 

teaching students, youth and young leaders the art of living together, in mutual respect, justice, 

love and peace.  

 Peace education itself is as abstruse a notion as peace. Any attempt to define peace education 

in strict terms, or to typify a set of programs for the purpose of generalization would prove futile, 

as the most important features that characterize the notion of peace education are many and 

varied. The aims and objectives, the perspectives of the subject, the working methods and other 

theoretical and practical approaches are decisive variables.  

 In the case of India, although caste oppression, untouchability, gender discrimination and other 

cruelties existed (and continue to exist), the culture has been marked by acceptance, catholicity 

and an innate inclusiveness which refuses to be taken away by doctrinal divergences. All these 

factors have facilitated the commingling and constant cultural exchanges of tribes, races, religions 

and ethnic groups with grave doctrinal, philosophical and ideological differences.  Islam, which 

came to conquer, compromised and became indianized in the form of Sufism, and Islam influenced 
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Hindu reformation thoughts of the nineteenth century. Indian culture, characterized by a profound 

understanding of the nature of humans and their relations with other beings and the universe, is 

absorbing all the essentials in the Western scientific civilization, and the inherent Europeanism in 

it has made it possible to understand the Christian culture. 

 
Conclusion 

 Thus, Educating for Peace works with the school system to build a peaceful, just and 

sustainable world for our children. Peace education helps students to transform conflict in their 

own lives, understand and respect other cultures and ways of living, and treasure the Earth. 

Teachers of peace education should encourage their students to cooperate with each other, think 

critically, solve problems constructively, take part in responsible decision-making, communicate 

clearly, share their feelings and commitments openly. These skills and values are essential for 

survival in an increasingly interdependent world, where violence has become an instrument of 

policy, yet still breeds more violence. 
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Introduction 

“Religion is an inspiration, not an aspiration” 

 Religious pluralism is a loosely defined expression concerning acceptance of various religions, 

and is used in a number of related ways: As the name of the worldview according to which one's 

religion is not the sole and exclusive source of truth, and thus that at least some truths and true 

values exist in other religions.  

 Religious diversity is a constant feature of human societies. When the very existence and the 

understanding of this diversity become the subject of contestation, as has been the case in 

contemporary societies, one can speak of the challenges of religious pluralism.  

 
Religious Pluralism 

 Globalization has spawned more active transnational religious communities, creating a 

powerful force in world affairs. Religious Pluralism, Globalization and World Politics explores the 

patterns of cooperation and conflict that mark this new religious pluralism. Shifting religious 

identities have encouraged interreligious dialogue and greater political engagement around global 

challenges, including international development, conflict resolution, transitional justice, and 

bioethics. At the same time, interreligious competition has contributed to political conflict and 

running controversy over the meaning and scope of religious freedom. 

 
Conditions for the Existence of Religious Pluralism 

 Freedom of religion encompasses all religions acting within the law in a particular region, 

whether or not an individual religion accepts that other religions are legitimate or that freedom of 

religious choice and religious plurality in general are good things. Exclusivist religions teach that 

theirs is the only way to salvation and to religious truth, and some of them would even argue that it 

is necessary to suppress the falsehoods taught by other religions. 

 Many religious believers believe that religious pluralism should entail not competition but 

cooperation, and argue that societal and theological change is necessary to overcome religious 

differences between different religions, and denominational conflicts within the same religion. For 

most religious traditions, this attitude is essentially based on a non-literal view of one's religious 

traditions, hence allowing for respect to be engendered between different traditions on 

fundamental principles rather than more marginal issues. It is perhaps summarized as an attitude 

which rejects focus on immaterial differences, and instead gives respect to those beliefs held in 

common. Giving one religion or denomination special rights that are denied to others can weaken 

religious pluralism. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion
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The Challenges of Religious Pluralism 

 There are voices of faith in today’s world that sound a call of hate and intolerance. Sometimes 

they send whispers of fear mixed with blessings, and at other times they incite violence to the 

soundtrack of prayer. They feed on ignorance, conflict, and the silent compliance of the world 

community. But the people of faith call on love, compassion, and human solidarity. They believe in 

the promise of people from diverse backgrounds coming together to build a society based on equal 

dignity and mutual loyalty. They are religious pluralists. 

 Religious diversity is a constant feature of human societies. When the very existence and the 

understanding of this diversity become the subject of contestation, as has been the case in 

contemporary societies, we can speak of the challenges of religious pluralism. 

 Given the reality of religious conflict and violence, what can pro-democratic forces, both 

national and international, do to encourage the growth of this ideology? Three strategies present 

themselves: dialogue, participatory activities and the fostering of a national culture based on 

religious pluralism. 

 Religion has become a “language of power”, either serving as part of the power structure or 

legitimizing it. Such a role has long been part of the history of the relations between states and 

religions this undemocratic situation will end once religion leaves the sphere that uses the 

language of power and returns to its spiritual mission as a source of ethical and moral inspiration. 

Religion will then revert to the language of moral authority, which is the most substantial 

contribution religions make. Religions should stop defining themselves as part of the power 

structure; a position enjoyed only by the elite, and become part of the whole society. To make sure 

that this process continues, members of religions should create associations to manage different 

interests within the religious community. These could include associations for learning, gender 

education, and nature conservancy and so on. With these mediation processes, religion would no 

longer be primarily about the sharing of power with the state, but rather would focus on fulfilling 

social needs that directly affect the well-being of the people. This non-state approach to managing 

religious autonomy will in turn support and strengthen the democratization process. 

 
Religious Pluralism as a Challenge for Religion 

 In contemporary society, religious pluralism presents a range of complex challenges to 

religious groups and communities. In a plural situation, they are faced with the need to compete for 

social and communal capital, such as members, financial contributions, legitimacy, and political 

influence. Religious groups have to decide on the ways in which they want to approach and relate 

to members of other groups—whether they opt for dialogue, mission, confrontation or 

indifference. They have to find ways of addressing internal pluralism, democratic pressures, and 

individualism. They are also challenged by the presence of other religious ‘truths’. 

 
Religious Pluralism as a Challenge for Contemporary Society 

 Religious pluralism affects many sectors of society. Ranging from the challenge to individuals 

and families of religious intermarriage to the presumed threats that religious pluralism poses to 

national identities, religious diversity increasingly demands social responses. Areas of recent 

concern include: the growing need for governments to manage conflicting demands from religious 

and non-religious groups and communities; the necessity that the mass media understand diverse 
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religious viewpoints; issues in state education regarding religious themes; equal, but sensitive 

treatment of religious organizations by the law; the growing relevance of religious beliefs in 

professional training and the implications in the wider social sphere; the shifting roles which 

religious communities and outlooks play in the political realm. 

 
Conclusion 

 Religious pluralism is sometimes used as a synonym for interfaith dialogue. Interfaith dialogue 

refers to dialogue between members of different religions for the goal of reducing conflicts 

between their religions and to achieve agreed upon mutually desirable goals. Inter-religious 

dialogue is difficult if the partners adopt a position of particularism, i.e. if they only care about the 

concerns of their own group, but is favored by the opposite attitude of universalism, where care is 

taken for the concerns of others. Interfaith dialogue is easier if a religion's adherents have some 

form of inclusivism, the belief that people in other religions may also have a way to salvation, even 

though the fullness of salvation can be achieved only in one’s own religion. Conversely, believers 

with an exclusivist mindset will rather tend to proselytize followers of other religions, than seek an 

open-ended dialogue with them. 
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Introduction 

 Workplace diversity is reflected in the array of differences among people in an organization 

including gender, age, language, ethnicity, cultural background, sexual orientation, religious belief 

and family responsibilities. It is also reflected in other areas in which people are different, such as 

educational level, life experience, work experience, organizational function, socio-economic 

background, personality, cognitive style and marital status.  

 Workplace cultural diversity not only influences how people perceive themselves, but how 

they perceive others. Those perceptions affect their interactions. For a wide assortment of 

employees to function effectively as an organization, managers need to deal effectively with issues 

such as communication, adaptability and change. Thus, managing workplace cultural diversity 

involves recognising the value of individual differences and managing them in the workplace. 

 
Diversity Defined 

 Diversity is generally defined as acknowledging, understanding, accepting, valuing, and 

celebrating differences among people with respect to age, class, ethnicity, gender, physical and 

mental ability, race, sexual orientation, spiritual practice, and public assistance status (Esty, et al., 

1995). In a journal entitled The multicultural organization, by Taylor Cox, Jr., Cox talks about three 

organization types which focus on the development on cultural diversity. The three organization 

types are: the monolithic organization, the plural organization, and the multicultural organization.  

 
Monolithic Organization 

 In the monolithic organization, the amount of structural integration (the presence of persons 

from different cultural groups in a single organization) is very minimal.  

 
Plural Organization 

 The plural organization has a more heterogeneous membership than the monolithic 

organization and takes steps to be more inclusive of persons from cultural backgrounds that differ 

from the dominant group.  

 
Multicultural Organization 

 The multicultural organization not only contains many different cultural groups, but it values 

this diversity. 

 
Advantages of Workplace Cultural Diversity 

 Cultural diversity is beneficial to both the organization and the employees. Diversity provides 

organizations with the ability to compete in global markets (Fine, Marlene G, 1980). Recognizing 
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diversity in a corporation helps link the variety of talents within the organization. The act of 

recognizing diversity also allows for those employees with these talents to feel needed and have a 

sense of belonging, which in turn increases their commitment to the company and allows each of 

them to contribute in a unique way (De Pree, Max, 1989).  Diversity brings substantial potential 

benefits such as better decision making and improved problem solving, greater creativity and 

innovation, which leads to enhanced product development, and more successful marketing to 

different types of customers (Taylor, 1991). Diversity in the workplace can reduce lawsuits and 

increase marketing opportunities, recruitment, creativity, and business image (Esty, et al., 1995).  

 Scott Page’s (2007) mathematical modeling research of team work supports this view. He 

demonstrated that heterogeneous teams consistently out-performed homogeneous teams on a 

variety of tasks. Page points out that diversity in teamwork is not so simple in the messy real 

world. Too often the cultural differences create problems. The goal of today’s manager is to 

manage diversity to take full advantage of it. According to Josh Greenberg, When organizations 

actively assess their handling of workplace diversity issues, develop and implement diversity 

plans, multiple benefits are reported such as: 

 
Increased Adaptability 
 Organizations employing a diverse workforce can supply a greater variety of solutions to 

problems in service, sourcing, and allocation of resources. Employees from diverse backgrounds 

bring individual talents and experiences in suggesting ideas that are flexible in adapting to 

fluctuating markets and customer demands. 

 
Broader Service Range 
 A diverse collection of skills and experiences (e.g. languages, cultural understanding) allows a 

company to provide service to customers on a global basis. 

 
Variety of Viewpoints 
 A diverse workforce that feels comfortable communicating varying points of view provides a 

larger pool of ideas and experiences. The organization can draw from that pool to meet business 

strategy needs and the needs of customers more effectively. 
 

More Effective Execution 
 Companies that encourage workplace diversity inspire all of their employees to perform to 

their highest ability. Company-wide strategies can then be executed; resulting in higher 

productivity, profit, and return on investment. In an era when flexibility and creativity are keys to 

competitiveness, cultural diversity is critical for an organization's success. 
 

Challenges in Workplace Cultural Diversity 
 There are challenges in managing a culturally diverse work population. Managing cultural 

diversity is more than simply acknowledging differences in people. It involves recognizing the 

value of differences, combating discrimination, and promoting inclusiveness. Managers may also be 

challenged with losses in personnel and work productivity due to prejudice and discrimination and 

complaints and legal actions against the organization (Devoe, 1999). 

According to Leigh Goessl, mismanagement of diversity leads to many workplace challenges such 

as: 
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Discrimination 

 When diversity is not accepted in an organization, much of the time this is due to varying levels 

and kind of discrimination. Some types of discrimination which exist are gender, race, sexuality, 

religion, disability, economic class or cultural background. 

 
Stereotypes and preconceptions 

 When people assign an identity to an entire group, rather than judging each individual on their 

own merits, this presents challenges because these conceptions are typically inaccurate and are 

based off wrongful stereotypes. 

 
Harassment 

 Negative attitudes can arise which may lead to harassment of others who are different from the 

person(s) provoking this behavior. 

 
Exclusion 

 In order for diversity initiatives to be successful, you need to eliminate organizational tendency 

to exclude people for reasons which have nothing to do with the job. Studies have indicated that 

companies who do not invest in solid diversity policies are often plagued with problems such as: 

 
High turnover rate 

 This is costly because each time someone leaves the company, time and money have to be 

spent on recruiting potential new hires, interviews and subsequently, training new employees. 

 
Absenteeism 

 This is another problem which afflicts organizations who lack diversity initiatives; this ends up 

being expensive because morale goes down which results in less productivity due to low spirits 

and absenteeism. 

 
Lawsuits 

 When discrimination and harassment occur in the workplace, this opens up the organization to 

costly lawsuits which do not benefit anyone; not the victim, or the employee. 

 
Strategies for Managing Workplace Cultural Diversity 

 The key to managing a diverse workforce is increasing individual awareness of and sensitivity 

to differences of race, gender, social class, sexual orientation, physical ability, and age (Fine, 

Marlene G, 1980). Effective managers are aware that certain skills are necessary for creating a 

successful, diverse workforce. First, managers must understand discrimination and its 

consequences. Second, managers must recognize their own cultural biases and prejudices. 

Diversity is not about differences among groups, but rather about differences among individuals. 

Each individual is unique and does not represent or speak for a particular group. Finally, managers 

must be willing to change the organization if necessary (Koonce, 2001).  

 According to Roosevelt (2001), managing diversity is a comprehensive process for creating a 

work environment that includes everyone. There are several ways to go about creating the 

multicultural organization that performs extremely well. Cox mentions language training as a way 
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to promote a multicultural organization. In her article, Judi Brownell (2003) identifies three skills 

which help to develop effective communication in diverse organizational environments. These 

skills include self-monitoring, empathy, and strategic decision-making.  

 
Self-Monitoring 

 Self-monitoring refers to a communicator's awareness of how his or her behavior affects 

another person, and his or her willingness to modify this behavior based on knowledge of its 

impact.  

 
Empathy 

 Empathy enables the receiver to go beyond the literal meaning of a message and consider the 

communicator's feelings, values, assumptions, and needs.  

 
Strategic decision-making 

 Strategic decision-making implies that the communication sources and channels used to reach 

organization members, as well as the substance of the messages conveyed, are mindfully selected. 

 
Conclusion 

 Cultural diversity in the workplace will increase significantly in the coming years. 

Organizational success and competitiveness will depend on the ability to manage cultural diversity 

in the workplace effectively. Diversity management is very much a long-term process. It requires 

assessing the company's current culture and changing those parts of it that limit cultural diversity. 

It also requires recruiting new employees for the skills they can bring to the company rather than 

their cultural homogeneity. And it necessiates working with people in management to help them 

understand that cultural diversity is a business issue and that their own careers will benefit from 

enabling their employees to reach their full potential. 
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Introduction 

 "Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, more commonly known as ‘Mahatma’ (meaning ‘Great Soul’) 

was born in Porbandar, Gujarat, in North West India, on 2nd October 1869, into a Hindu Modh 

family. His father was the Chief Minister of Porbandar, and his mother’s religious devotion meant 

that his upbringing was infused with the Jain pacifist teachings of mutual tolerance, non-injury to 

living beings and vegetarianism. Born into a privileged caste, Gandhi was fortunate to receive a 

comprehensive education, but proved a mediocre student. In May 1883, aged 13, Gandhi was 

married to Kasturba Makhanji, a girl also aged 13, through the arrangement of their respective 

parents, as is customary in India. Following his entry into Samaldas College, at the University of 

Bombay, she bore him the first of four sons, in 1888. Gandhi was unhappy at college, following his 

parent’s wishes to take the bar, and when he was offered the opportunity of furthering his studies 

overseas, at University College London, aged 18, he accepted with alacrity, starting there in 

September 1888. 

 
Contribution of the Mahatma Gandhi to India and World 

 Mohan Das Karamchand Gandhi stands tall among the global figures of the modern era. He was 

a pioneer of the philosophy of non-violence that was complimented by his principle of Satyagraha 

or 'soul force'. This philosophy guided a long and courageous struggle against British rule that 

lasted several decades. During that struggle, Gandhi honed the philosophy of ‘non-cooperation’, 

which informed his many campaigns to win independence. For example, his actions under the ‘Quit 

India' movement included the withdrawal of work, boycotting of British educational and legal 

institutions, the non-payment of taxes, the relinquishing of British titles and the boycotting of 

British products such as textiles. The intensity of the British response to these actions inclusive of 

the incarceration of the leadership of the Indian Congress, the sentencing to death of several 

‘instigators’ and the massacre of unarmed demonstrators, underscored the immorality of colonial 

rule. By the conclusion of World War 11 in 1945, the British had lost the moral authority, the will, 

as well as the means to continue colonial rule, and India won independence in August 1947.Shortly 

thereafter in January 1948 Gandhi was assassinated. But in a strange turn of fate, his death helped 

to quell some of the country’s discord and allowed the political leadership to more easily pursue 

Gandhi’s passionate desire for a secular state, build upon the tenets of democracy and tolerance. 

 The struggle and victory for Indian independence resonated throughout the British Empire and 

shortly thereafter the Crown presided over the dismantling of its dominions in Pakistan, Ceylon, 

Libya, Gambia, the Sudan, and the Gold Coast. By the end of the 1960's the majority of the 

remaining colonies in Africa and the West Indies were also granted independence .After Gandhi's 

demise, the struggle for civil rights and the strategy of non-violence, inspired and energized 

marginalized populations all over the world, in countries as diverse as the United States, Brazil and 
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South Africa. Most notable among them was the struggle for equal rights led by Nobel Prize winner 

Dr. Martin Luther King. King and the Southern Leadership Christian Council changed the landscape 

of America when a decade’s long nonviolent struggle resulted in African Americans being given the 

right to vote, the right to attend the same schools as their white compatriots, and to enjoy all the 

rights granted under the Constitution. King is famously quoted as saying that while Christ provided 

the overall goals for the civil rights struggle, Gandhi provided the tactics. Later on, Nelson Mandela 

employed the core principles of non-violence in his early attempts to bring an end to South Africa's 

apartheid system. 

 Although it took close to half a century with Mandela himself spending twenty-seven of those 

years behind bars, the end of apartheid came in 1994, because members of the global community 

were unified in their belief that apartheid was an immoral, repugnant and unjust system that could 

no longer be tolerated. The peaceful transfer of power from all white rules, to democracy stands 

out as yet another example of Gandhi's philosophy in action. In many ways, Mandela’s oversight of 

apartheid’s demise brought Gandhi’s initial civil disobedience campaign in South Africa during the 

early part of the twentieth century, to a fitting conclusion. Other renowned proponents of non- 

violence include the Dalai-Lama of Tibet, Lech Walesa of Poland, Cesar Chavez, of the US, Aung San 

Suu Kyi of Burma and Desmond Tutu of South Africa. Today, sixty four years after his death, 

Gandhi's legacy is still relevant and resonates deeply with the challenges of a post-industrial, 

postmodern, globalized era where citizens of the world are more diverse but more connected than 

any other time in history. His philosophy of Satyagraha provides a lens to view, analyze and 

provide solutions for a variety of the world’s most intractable problems including the global 

financial crisis, the increasing diversity of the world's population, the crisis of leadership, and the 

marginalization of whole sub sections of society including the poor, young people and women. 

Gandhi's voice can be heard today as we try to negotiate our way out of the worst financial 

quagmire the world has seen since the Great Depression of 1939. The dominance of Keynesian 

economics which privileges the rule of market forces, has led to the impoverishment of large 

segments of the world's population, while transferring more and more of the world's assets to the 

rich. Today, the richest two percent of the world's adults own more than half of the world's wealth. 

Gandhi promoted an approach to economic policy that was based on the belief that wealth belongs 

to the society, and should be held in trust for the benefit of all. As such, economic policy is not 

about wealth creation but a tool to eradicate poverty, while promoting education and 

empowerment of the poor. Many noted economists including Robert Freidman, Andrew Sachs and 

S.K. Rao believe that the Gandhian approach to economic policy is the only solution to the on-going 

global financial crisis. Nations should not spend more than they earn, and people should not use 

more than they need, to ensure the planet is protected for future generations. The recent uprisings 

of marginalized groups all over the world also resonates with Gandhi's belief in the power of 

ordinary people coming together, sharing an idea to change an oppressive reality and achieving 

that purpose non- violently. The Arab spring, which began in 2010 and was led in large part, by 

young people using social media platforms, helped to remove oppressive regimes. This movement 

was informed in large part by nonviolent action. The same can be said for the massive 'Occupy' 

movement that gridlocked cities in North America and Europe during 2011 as ordinary people 

sought to redress the huge earnings and assets gap that separates the rich from the middle class 

and working poor. While both of these stories are still being written, we are reminded of the power 
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of ordinary citizens coming together to speak truth to power. In both instances, the groups were 

aided by the accessibility of communication technology, while all Gandhi had at his disposal was 

‘word of mouth’. However, it is true that Gandhi wished to create communication software that 

would facilitate the open and transparent sharing of ideas, and the promotion of dialogue between 

different groups, which were the defining features of the two movements cited. Most importantly, 

Gandhi taught us something about leadership as he always emphasized the role of personal 

responsibility in effecting change. Gandhi's personal life reflected his belief that 'we must be the 

change we seek in the world'. There was convergence between his public and private life, as he 

believed that every personal action was political. Gandhi lived a simple life, readily admitted to his 

failures and shortcomings, and kept his willingness to learn in the humble state of a student, 

always willing to grow from his own mistakes, and from the failures of those around him. This 

example of leading from in front with courage is the type of leadership that encourages real and 

lasting change. It is perhaps the type of leadership needed to arrest the volatility that defines the 

current socio-political and economic global crisis. Finally, his tolerance of diversity is as important 

today as it was sixty years ago because we live in an increasingly plural world where peaceful 

coexistence between groups is constantly being undermined and challenged. Gandhi believed that 

there was no clash of civilizations but only a pressing need for the celebration of diversity and 

mutual tolerance. This sentiment bears truth for every global citizen, as we all stand confident in 

our own identities, while acknowledging that we are constantly being re- shaped and re-invented 

by the presence of others. I end with the words of Gandhiji that were found written on the wall of 

his ashram in Ahmadabad: 

 ‘I do not want my house to be walled in on all sides and my windows to be stuffed. I want 

the cultures of all lands to be blown about my house as freely as possible. But I refuse to be 

blown off my feet by any.’ 

 
Constituting India into a Gandhian Republic 

 After our Independence India was constituted into a "secular, democratic republic." By the 42nd 

Constitutional amendment of 1975, India was further constituted into a sovereign, socialist secular 

democratic republic. But it is a matter of shame rather than fame that the thinking which was 

written in our preamble and the Constitution remains elusive till today. Mahatma Gandhi was once 

saying that "We should wipe away tears from every eye." We should be messengers of peace for 

our country and we should work and die for our country. Gandhiji's these ideas were constituted 

into a small idea and philosophy named "Gandhian Republic."Some of the objectives or approach of 

the Gandhian republic are listed below: - 

 
Fraternity 

 The administration of the state or nation should be decentralized and each district must have 

equal and every autonomy. 

 The elections at every step should be the sole responsibility of the Election Commission. The 

Vigilance should look after the legislative, executive and judiciary affairs. 

 The Election Commission, the Vigilance, the Legislative, the Executive and the Judiciary and a 

Free Press should be the pillars of the democracy. 
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 The economic policy should be in such a way that it should support the holistic development of 

the people of India and should be distributed equally among the society for its upliftment. 

 Mahatma Gandhi wanted to see India among the top countries of the world. After the 

Independence, Gandhi came out of the Indian National Congress (INC) and advised it to be social 

service organization working for the upliftment of the people. He even drafted a Constitution for 

the Lok Sevak Sangh. But the ever-hungry politicians were hungry for power in such a way that 

they did not pay heed to his advice and neglected it. Gandhiji dreamt of such an India where every 

category of people - the rich and the poor, the Brahmins and the Shurdras should live life together. 

There should be no discrimination in any sphere. 

 Every people of India should feel it as their country. He dreamt of an India where there should 

be no political instability, no gender contradiction, every woman could walk freely in the midnight, 

no business of intoxicating drugs and drinks etc. He was in a view of an India which would be the 

centre of attraction of each community on earth. 

 
Gandhi's Ideas on a Good Nation 

Gandhi wanted a stabilized nation. Some of his approach for a good India was as follows: 

Justice: Social, economic and political 

Liberty: of thought, expression, ideas and belief 

Equality: of status and opportunity and to promote among them all for truth. 

 Some of his ideas regarding these were: 

 Never hurt anyone. 

 Be kind to your enemy. 

 Do not tend to violence. 

 Never be angry on your opponent, rather accept his anger. 

 Be sympathetic on the sufferings of your opponent. 

 Thus, for making the dreamt India of Mahatma Gandhi, there is no need of any drasty change in 

the constitution, rather only few amendments need to be made in it. 

 
Conclusion 

 "There should be complete harmony in the thought, word and need of any human being and 

then only a country will function well." This is what Gandhi once wrote in his "Young India" which 

shows how he was cared for the holistic development of the nation. He gave the world the precious 

values of Ahimsa and Satyagraha. Gandhi was truly a fountainhead of inspiration in the country. He 

fought for freedom and liberty of individual. According to him, "the greatest freedom should be 

occupied by the fraternity and humility." In India, there should be no violence, discrimination, no 

instability - only then can be realised the true dreams of Mahatma Gandhi and a Gandhian nation 

full of values and virtues can be established.In the eyes of millions of his fellow Indians, Gandhi was 

the Mahatma (“Great Soul”). The unthinking adoration of the huge crowds that gathered to see him 

all along the route of his tours made them a severe ordeal; he could hardly work during the day or 

rest at night. “The woes of the Mahatmas,” he wrote, “are known only to the Mahatmas.” His fame 

spread worldwide during his lifetime and only increased after his death. The name Mahatma 

Gandhi is now one of the most universally recognized on earth. His birthday, 2nd October, is 

celebrated as a National Holiday in India every year. 
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Abstract 

 Health is the lifelong dynamic fusion of interacting physical, emotional, social, intellectual and spiritual 
strengths necessary to enjoy a productive and satisfying life. Health is the complete fitness of body, soundness of 
mind and wholeness of emotions which make possible the highest quality of effective living and of service. Good 
health means one can go to work every day to earn a living and to be able to achieve goals in life. Good health 
one to enjoy life. (Hellium, 2010). Disease is a state of discomfort in which the normal functions of the body is 
disturbed (Martin, 2008). Disease is a state of discomfort in which one is not able to work properly and not able 
to have a healthy mind. It leads to physical suffering, stress, depression, anxiety and emotional elements. 
Keywords: Health, stress free life, healthy mind, Health Rights 

 
Introduction  
 India has witnessed epidemics of several communicable diseases that spread from one person 

to other (Sechmscicour, 2008). Prevalence of non communicable disease and so called lifestyle 

disease has sprung in to the society recently. It has been estimated that in 2020 over 70 percent of 

the global burden of the disease will be caused by these lifestyle disorders. Non- communicable 

diseases include obesity, Cardiovascular disease, Diabetes Mellitus, Cancer, Chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disorder and mental illness. These are a threat to the economic recourses of the 

country. (Kenner, 2007)  

 According to the 2007 study in Annals of Internal Medicine. For starters, the bodies of men and 

women are of course not the same, so differences in physiology are almost certainly involved. In 

addition, research has suggested that, as a group, doctors treat men and women differently. That 

gap in care leads to poorer outcomes for women and can even be downright deadly. 

 Women with diabetes have it worse, on average, than men with diabetes. This shocking 

inequality was revealed in a 2007 study that found that, between 1971 and 2000, death rates fell 

for men with diabetes, while rates for women with the disease didn't budge. Plus, while men with 

diabetes live 7.5 years less on average than those who don't have the disease, among women the 

difference is even greater: 8.2 years. 

 In the general population, women live longer than men, largely because of their lower rates of 

heart disease. Yet, when women get diabetes, something happens that strips them of this 

advantage. "The risk for heart disease is six times higher for women with diabetes than those 

without," says Marianne Legato, MD, FACP, director of the Partnership for Gender-Specific 

Medicine at Columbia University.  

 Diabetes is a life-long metabolism disorder characterized by very high levels of glucose in the 

blood, prediabetes or borderline diabetes is the early stage in the development of type.(1) Diabetes 

mellitus (DM), commonly referred to as diabetes, is a group of metabolic diseases in which there 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metabolic_disease
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are high blood sugar levels over a prolonged period. Earlier it was called as a Richman’s Disease, 

where as now it is seen even among the slum dwellers. 

 Since DM is a major and life long disease / issue and its complications are in increasing 

progress in almost all the countries in the world. Necessary steps to control and or to prevent the 

DM has been followed in the first and second world countries that is developed and developing 

countries but the third world countries like our India or otherwise called as under developed 

countries stood on topper places and holding highest population on DM, the general public seems 

to be very unaware about the seriousness of the disease which is a chronic, life long and high risky 

issues and causes high volume of deaths.  

 The term Diabetes mellitus is derived from a Greek word which means to go through or a 

siphon and the word Mellitus is derived from a Latin word Me (honey) describes the sweet odour 

of the urine. Diabetes Mellitus is a silent disease and is now recognized as one of the fastest 

growing threat to public health in almost all countries of the World. It is also called the disease of 

prosperities. Prevention is better than cure and is less expensive “Over time, high blood sugar 

can seriously compromise every major organ system in the body, causing heart attacks, 

strokes, nerve damage, kidney failure, blindness, impotence and infections that can lead to 

amputations” (2)  

 
1. Scope of the Study 

 According to Indian press (2004) Hyderabad and Chennai are the diabetes capital of India. 

Hyderabad tops the metro politician cities in the prevalence of Diabetes (16.6%), Followed by 

Chennai (13.5%), Bangalore (12.4%), Kolkata (11.75%), New Delhi (11.6), and Mumbai (9.3%). 

The most important aspect of diabetes is the occurrence of complications that increase the cost of 

management. [Indian press (2004)] 

 Around 150 Million people suffer from diabetes in the World out of which above 35 million are 

Indians the highest in any country. Every fifth persons who suffer from diabetes in the world today 

is an Indian. 25 By 2030 Indian will have 79.4 Million diabetic projects the WHO (Word Health 

Organization) that’s more than twice the current number over 35 million cases. No wonder India is 

the Diabetic Capital of the World”. [Wikipedia] 

 
2. Types of DM 

 Diabetes is due to either the pancreas not producing enough insulin or the cells of the body not 

responding properly to the insulin produced. There are three major types of diabetes mellitus: 

 Type - 1 DM results from the pancreas's failure to produce enough insulin. This form was 

previously referred to as "insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus" (IDDM) or "juvenile diabetes". The 

cause is unknown. 

 Type 2 DM begins with insulin resistance, a condition in which cells fail to respond to insulin 

properly. As the disease progresses a lack of insulin may also develop. This form was previously 

referred to as "non insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus" (NIDDM) or "adult-onset diabetes". The 

most common cause is excessive body weight and not enough exercise. 

 Gestational Diabetes (GD) is the third main form and occurs when pregnant women without a 

previous history of diabetes develop high blood-sugar levels. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_blood_sugar
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3. Symptoms of DM 

 Symptoms of high blood sugar include frequent urination, increased thirst, and increased 

hunger. If left untreated, diabetes can cause many complications. When a person affected by DM, 

his/her pancreas doesn’t secrete insulin because of which conversion of glycogen is not possible in 

tissues but remains in blood. This is what causes DM. Acute complications can include diabetic 

ketoacidosis, nonketotic hyperosmolar coma, or death. Serious long-term complications include 

heart disease, stroke, chronic kidney failure, foot ulcers, and damage to the eyes.  

 
The Classic Symptoms of DM 

 The Classic Symptoms of untreated diabetes are weight loss, polyuria (increased urination), 

polydipsia (increased thirst), and polyphagia (increased hunger). Symptoms may develop rapidly 

(weeks or months) in type 1 DM, while they usually develop much more slowly and may be subtle 

or absent in type 2 DM. 

 The incidence of obesity (Body Mass Index greater than 30kg/m2) is increasing in both women 

and children and currently affects one in five. It predisposes to many health problems, including 

heart diseases, diabetes, high blood pressure and osteoarthritis. (3) 

 
Other Signs and Symptoms of DM 

Several Other Signs and Symptoms can mark the onset of diabetes although they are not 

specific to the disease. In addition to the known ones above, they include blurry vision, headache, 

fatigue, slow healing of cuts, and itchy skin. Prolonged high blood glucose can cause glucose 

absorption in the lens of the eye, which leads to changes in its shape, resulting in vision changes. A 

number of skin rashes that can occur in diabetes are collectively known as Diabetic Dermatomes 

(DD).  

Low blood sugar is common in persons with type 1 and type 2 DM. Most cases are mild and 

are not considered medical emergencies. Effects can range from feelings of unease, sweating, 

trembling, and increased appetite in mild cases to more serious issues such as confusion, changes 

in behavior such as aggressiveness, seizures, unconsciousness, and (rarely) permanent brain 

damage or death in severe cases. 

  Moderate hypoglycemia may easily be mistaken for drunkenness; rapid breathing and 

sweating, cold, pale skin are characteristic of hypoglycemia but not definitive. Mild to moderate 

cases are self-treated by eating or drinking something high in sugar. Severe cases can lead to 

unconsciousness and must be treated with intravenous glucose or injections with glucagon. 

 People (usually with type 1 DM) may also experience episodes of diabetic ketoacidosis, a 

metabolic disturbance characterized by nausea, vomiting and abdominal pain, the smell of acetone 

on the breath, deep breathing known as Kussmaul breathing, and in severe cases a decreased level 

of consciousness. 

 The nature of women varies significantly by age, sex, marital status, cultural context etc. 

Women is a period of innocence and ignorance of various issues at this age makes it comparatively 

more vulnerable, women as separate age group with their problems have received little no 

attention in India.  

 Fatty acids and glucose spare even further amino acid oxidation, hence compounding the 

problem. The emphasis must be put on the excess of energy because high energy, carbohydrate-
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rich diets, especially those containing excessive fructose, induce obesity and metabolic syndrome. 

However hyperlipid diet has been shown to induce hyperplasia and obesity to greater degree than 

high-energy, high-carbohydrate diets. (4) 

 
Present Status of DM 

 According to WHO, Health is state of complete Physical, Mental and Social well being and not 

merely the absence of disease or infirmity”.  

 WHO statement focused that India would be the top most country of DM of the world in 2030. 

We don’t find any possible action taken against the statement by means of Sensitization / creation 

awareness among the general public on Diabetes Mellitus in the community. So we are in the 

position to creative awareness among the people especially women is very much needed to save 

the people from the massacre disease.  

 Earlier it (DM) was called as Richman’s Mellitus but nowadays-poor people are also suffering 

from Diabetes Mellitus. Small infection can rapidly progress to death of the skin and outer tissues 

(Necrosis), which may lead to complications of the various systems of the body. Diabetes also alters 

the immune system through alternative therapy. So the investigator thought that it is important for 

the community to know about Diabetes and its prevention. 

 
Prevalence of Diabetes Mellitus 

The diabetes capital of the world with as many as 50 million people suffering from type-2 

diabetes, India has a challenge to face. However, medical experts feel that timely detection and 

right management can go a long way in helping patients lead a normal life. Diabetes might be one 

of the most talked about diseases across the world and especially in India, but awareness about the 

same can well be estimated by the fact that India today has more people with type-2 diabetes 

(more than 50 million) than any other nation. (11) 

 The incidence of type 2 diabetes mellitus is increasing markedly in adult populations around 

the world. This is viewed as a growing chronic health problem, the complications of which cause 

significant morbidity and mortality. Diabetes mellitus constitutes a growing global public health 

problem, with an increasing incidence from 30 million people ten years ago to about 135 million 

today to an estimated 300 million in 2025. As populations age and urbanize, and as obesity 

becomes more prevalent, the incidence of type 2 diabetes mellitus increases proportionally. 

[Pretoria University] [TOI Rakesh Malik | Mumbai Mirror | Jan 28, 2016, 12.41 PM IST] 

 Today about 170 million people around the world have diabetes (WHO estimation). This will 

grow to more than 300 million by 2025 (The WHO predicts this number likely to be 370 million by 

2030). While diabetes will continue to be a major problem for the developed world, it is estimated 

that approx. 70% of all new cases will appear in the developing nations. (6) [Vision 2020 e-

resource – for eye care management worldwide] 

 Each South East Asian region country is facing the threat of considerable increase in the 

number of diabetics and other non-communicable diseases by the year 2025. (7) 

 India is the second fastest-growing economies in the Asia after the china. The real GDP grew at 

3.95% a year per head from 1980 to 2005, and at 5.4% a year from 2000 to 2005. (8) 

 India is in nutrition transition with 10 per cent rural adults and 20 per cent urban adults 

suffering from over nutrition leading to an emerging double burden of malnutrition. (9) 

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/Diabetes
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/toireporter/author-Rakesh-Malik-17618.cms
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 In India 20 per cent of children less than five years of age suffer from wasting due to acute 

under nutrition. More than one third of the world’s children who are wasted live in India. (10) 

 One out of 10 people in Tamil Nadu is diabetic, and every two persons in a group of 25 are in 

the pre-diabetic stage. These statistics from phase 1 of the Indian Council of Medical Research's 

INDIAB (India-diabetes) nationwide study have confirmed some of the worst fears of medical 

experts and policy makers, and come as warning signals to the public at large. Nearly, 80% of 

people have abnormal lipid profile, which means high amount of fat and bad cholesterol, coupled 

with low levels of good cholesterol. About 28% are hypertensive and 20% have high cholesterol. 

(12) 

 Overall per capita consumption of dietary energy (Kilo calories per day) has increased in most 

developing countries since 2002. However, the ongoing food and economic crises have the 

potential to increase household food insecurity and thereby lead to a relative increase in the total 

number of undernourished people in several countries. (13) 

 
India at a Glance of DM 

 “42 lakh individuals with diabetes in TN”, says INDIAB Study [THE HINDU Special 

Correspondent CHENNAI: December 14, 2010 00:22 IST] 

 Over 30 million have now been diagnosed with diabetes in India. The CPR (Crude prevalence 

rate) in the urban areas of India is thought to be 9 per cent. 

 In rural areas, the prevalence is approximately 3 per cent of the total population. 

 The population of India is now more than 1000 million: this helps to give an idea of the scale of 

the problem.  

 The estimate of the actual number of diabetics in India is around 40 million.  

 This means that India actually has the highest number of diabetics of any one country in the 

entire world. IGT (Impaired Glucose Tolerance) is also a mounting problem in India. 

 The prevalence of IGT is thought to be around 8.7 per cent in urban areas and 7.9 per cent in 

rural areas, although this estimate may be too high. It is thought that around 35 per cent of IGT 

sufferers go on to develop type 2 diabetes, so India is genuinely facing a healthcare crisis. 

 In India, the type of diabetes differs considerably from that in the Western world.  

 Type 1 is considerably more rare, and only about 1/3 of type II Diabetics are overweight or 

obese.  

 Diabetes is also beginning to appear much earlier in life in India, meaning that chronic long-

term complications are becoming more common. The implications for the Indian healthcare 

system are enormous. (5) [http://www.diabetes.co.uk/] 

 Both under nutrition and over nutrition play a major role in morbidity and mortality and 

therefore assessment of nutritional status is an effort to improve the health of individuals and 

populations throughout the world. (16)  

 Countries may focus on consumer awareness and education for better levels of health and 

nutrition in their national food policies and strategies. Food-based dietary guidelines also can 

promote the consumption of healthy diets. (17)  

file:///C:\Users\vv\Desktop\madurai%20diabetes\42%20lakh%20individuals%20with%20diabetes%20in%20TN,%20says%20INDIAB%20Study%20-%20The%20Hindu.htm
file:///C:\Users\vv\Desktop\madurai%20diabetes\42%20lakh%20individuals%20with%20diabetes%20in%20TN,%20says%20INDIAB%20Study%20-%20The%20Hindu.htm
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 The adult nutritional needs have to be calculated considering the daily energy expenditure of 

adults which depends on their occupational activity, sleep and non occupational activity, each 

typically for eight hours in a day. (18)  

 Anthropometry has been used during adult in many contexts related to nutritional status (Bose 

and Ukhopadhyay, 2004). According to World Health Organization, the ultimate intention of 

nutritional assessment is to improve human health. (19)  

 
DM of Women at a Glance 

 The theme of World Diabetes Day (WDD) 2017 - 14 November - is Women and Diabetes, with 

the slogan "Our right to a healthy future". 

Led by the International Diabetes Federation (IDF), 

the campaign will promote the importance of affordable 

and equitable access for all women at risk for or living 

with diabetes to the essential diabetes medicines and 

technologies, self-management education and 

information they require achieving optimal diabetes 

outcomes and strengthening their capacity to prevent 

type 2 diabetes. 

 There are currently over 199 million women living 

with diabetes and this total is projected to increase to 313 million by 2040. 

 Diabetes is the ninth leading cause of death in women globally, causing 2.1 million deaths each 

year. As a result of socioeconomic conditions, girls and women with diabetes experience barriers in 

accessing cost-effective diabetes prevention, early detection, diagnosis, treatment and care, 

particularly in developing countries. 

 Two out of every five women with diabetes are of reproductive age, accounting for over 60 

million women worldwide. Women with diabetes have more difficulty conceiving and may have 

poor pregnancy outcomes. 

 Approximately one in seven births is affected by gestational diabetes (GDM), a severe and 

neglected threat to maternal and child health. A significant number of women with GDM also go on 

to develop type 2 diabetes resulting in further healthcare complications and costs. 

 Women and girls must be empowered with equitable access to knowledge and resources that 

will strengthen their capacity to prevent or delay the onset of type 2 diabetes, and influence the 

adoption of healthy lifestyles to improve the health and well-being of those around them and 

future generations. 

 
Awareness Generation 

 Nov.14th of World Diabetes Day is the world’s largest diabetes awareness campaign reaching a 

global audience of over 1 billion people in more than 160 countries. 

 World Diabetes Day was created in 1991 by IDF and the World Health Organization in 

response to growing concerns about the escalating health threat posed by diabetes. 

 As prevention is better than cure, it is necessary as a part of community health care in today’s 

urban and rural lives. In order to reduce DM ratio, creation of community awareness, attitude 
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change among general public and life pattern including diet systems is an urgent most and timely 

need of the welfare of the community for its security. 

Prevention of diabetes complications: Seven step formulas to prevent diabetes are 

1. Reduce salt consumption 

2. Reduce stressors 

3. Reduce blood pressure 

4. Monitor health and hygiene 

5. Limit sugar intake 

6. Eat more fiber 

7. Increase activity level / walking  

 Diabetes is a chronic incurable disease, for which modern treatments remain somewhat 

unsatisfactory. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that some patients seek alternative 

treatments with more attractive claims. Diabetes health professionals need to be aware of the 

potential dangers associated with some of these treatments. (23). Treatment involves maintaining 

a healthy diet, regular physical exercise, a normal body weight, and avoiding use of tobacco. 

Control of blood pressure and maintaining proper foot care are important for people with the 

disease. Diabetes Mellitus is a Chronic Disease (CD), for which there is no known cure except in 

very specific situations. Management concentrates on keeping blood sugar levels as close to 

normal, without causing low blood sugar. This can usually be accomplished with a healthy diet, 

exercise, weight loss, and use appropriate medications. 

 Type 1 DM must be managed with insulin injections. Type 2 DM may be treated with 

medications with or without insulin. Insulin and some oral medications can cause low blood sugar. 

Weight loss surgery in those with obesity is sometimes an effective measure in those with type 2 

DM. Gestational diabetes usually resolves after the birth of the baby. Prevention is no known 

preventive measure for type 1 diabetes. Type 2 diabetes which accounts for 85-90% of all cases 

can often be prevented or delayed by maintaining a normal body weight, engaging in physical 

exercise, and consuming a healthful diet. Higher levels of physical activity reduce the risk of 

diabetes by 28%. Simple lifestyle measures have been shown to be effective in preventing or 

delaying the onset of type 2 diabetes.  

 
Home Remedies for Diabetes  
 Ladies Finger in the Diet: Include ladies finger or Okra into diet. It has polyphenolic 

molecules that can help to reduce blood glucose levels and control diabetes. 

 Bitter Gourd Juice: Drinking a glass of bitter gourd juice on empty stomach, every morning, 

for two months helps increase insulin secretion. Also include cooked bitter gourd into diet.  

 Black Berry Juice: Drinking a glass of blackberry juice helps in controlling the blood sugar 

levels. Also crush the seeds while making the juice, as the seeds contain glycoside jamboline and 

alkaloid jambosine that regulate control blood sugar levels. 

 Fenugreek (Methi) Seed Water: Soak two tablespoons of fenugreek seeds in water overnight 

and drink the water along with the seeds on an empty stomach in the morning. Drink this for at 

least 4 months to bring down glucose level. 

 Gooseberry (Amla) Juice: Extract the juice of at least 4 amlas and mix it with a glass of water. 

Drink this juice daily on an empty stomach. This will promote the proper functioning of pancreas. 

 Wheatgrass Juice: Put a bunch of wheatgrass in a regular kitchen blender. Add around two 

tbsp water and churn it all. Pour it all out on a strainer and press on it till the juice is strained out 

and only the pulp remains on the strainer. Drink the juice. Wheatgrass juice is said to normalize 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chronic_disease
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypoglycemia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bariatric_surgery
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blood sugar. Unless addressed early and adequately, over nutrition will inevitably lead to increased 

risk of NCDs in young adults with higher risk of over nutrition and associated diseases (such as 

hypertension, diabetes and cardiovascular diseases). Over nutrition rates are relatively low, health 

and nutrition education on appropriated feeding and need for adequate physical activity can go a 

long way in halting and perhaps even reversing its rise. (24). Walking is one of the best physical 

exercises that helps to maintain good health. We can improve our healthy balance if it is done with 

free mind and without any distractions. In this fast track world walking exercise becomes fashion 

and many of the folks walk chatting with friends or through mobile. (25). Yogis have identified that 

8 shaped walking helps to favorably impact various organs including Pancreas, resulting in a host 

of health benefits. (26) About 20 minutes of exercise, the blood fatty acid concentration rises and 

surpasses the normal resting concentration. Exercise and physical activity favor the continued 

liberation of stored fat. In exercise, the body draws on its vast stores of fat from all over the body. 

This estimate highlights the substantial burden that diabetes imposes on society. Additional 

components of societal burden omitted from the study include intangibles from pain and suffering, 

resources from care provided by non-paid caregivers, and the burden associated with undiagnosed 

diabetes. 
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Abstract 

 India is one of the greatest countries of the world to possess composite cultures, traditions, religions and 
geographical characteristics. At the same time, India is also a male chauvinistic nation. Traditionally in family or 
public life, women have been compelled to play the second fiddle in every sphere. Nowadays women are no less 
proficient than men in any field in India. They have now made their presence felt in every sphere of life. 
Women have ultimately discarded their homely image and are now making meaningful contribution to the 
progress of the nation. But, the women must have the progress made in all encompassing phenomenon. Have all 
women been empowered? If not, trace the reason behind in the women who are not empowered? The common 
women have vested with powers to drive the nation. This study will attempt to throw some light upon. Here the 
researchers analyzing the concept, women empowerment by incorporating all divergent views with logical 
reasoning. It also explains the problems faced and the possibilities ahead in achieving women empowerment 
through education. 

 
Introduction 

 India is a multifaceted society which consists of various regional, religious, social and 

economic groups. In certain broad circumstances, Indian women live affect the way they 

participate in the economy. A common denominator in their lives is that they are generally 

confined to home, restricted mobility, and in seclusion. Other, unwritten, patriarchal practices 

prevail further constraints on women. Throughout history, women have generally been restricted 

to the role of a home-maker; that of a mother and wife. Despite major changes that have 

occurred in the status of women in some parts of the world in recent decades, norms that restrict 

women to the home are still powerful in India, defining activities that are deemed appropriate for 

women. They are, by and large, excluded from political life, which by its very nature takes place 

in a public forum.  

 Independence of India heralded the introduction of laws relating to women. The 

Constitution provided equality to men and women and also gave special protection to women to 

realise their interests effectively. Special laws were enacted to prevent indecent 

representation of women in the media and sexual harassment in workplaces. The law also gives 

women equal rights in the matter of adoption, maternity benefits, equal pay, good working 

conditions etc. Tamil Nadu, a state of far southern state of India is having more than 30 million 

women. Women were enjoyed equal dignity in general during the ancient time. They served as 

rulers, libertarians, spiritual personality, home maker etc. They were also performed as advisers of 
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their spouse-kings. There was no gender or cast discrimination in Tamil Nadu till 13th Century A.D. 

Later they were gradually infiltrated in the society. Most of the social evils against womenfolk in 

Tamil Nadu were absent, but they were prevailed in northern India. Unequal power structure 

developed between men and women. The global and national women liberation thinking have had 

their corresponding impact on Tamil Nadu as well. Apart from the mainstream national movement, 

the Dravidian Movement stressed women’s liberation in broader perspective. As early in 1931, a Bill 

was introduced in the Madras Legislative Council by Dr. Muthulakshmi Reddy to abolish devadasi 

system (a kind of immoral traffic by religious sanction) Prevailing in Madras Presidency. 

 
Empowerment of Women 

 Globalisation has presented new challenges in the realization of the empowering the women. 

The empowerment of women has become the slogan and motto of the government agencies, social 

reformers and voluntary organisations. The concept empowerment of women is a matter of 

controversy even now. Empowerment is a process of acquiring knowledge and awareness which 

enable them to move towards life with greater dignity and self assurance. In fact an empowered 

woman is a nation’s strength. The united Nation’s Organization had declared the year 1975 as 

“Women’s Year” and the decade 1975-1985 as “Women’s Decade” on an international level (2005, 

p.37). If enabled economists and social scientists to unveil many issues related to women. So 

various studies were conducted and made a consensus that so long as women remain depressed 

and exploited, no nation can enjoy freedom and justice. It is found that when half of the 

population is denied the opportunities for utilizing their full potential, the economic parameter like 

growth, development and welfare remain undefined. So various steps were taken to define the 

concept of women empowerment and to find out ways through which women can be empowered. 

 Empowerment literally means becoming powerful. In that perspective the empowerment of 

women and the improvement of their status, particularly in respect of education, health and 

economic opportunities is highly important. Women need to be empowered in order to become 

strong and ready to take up new challenges for the building up of the family, society and the nation. 

In fact, women empowerment is human empowerment itself. According to Sushama 

Shay(1998,p.56.) “Women Empowerment is a process which helps women to change other 

women’s consciousness through creating awareness”. 

 Importance of Women Empowerment: Human development encompasses elements that 

contribute critical issues of gender and development. The dignity and culture of a society can be 

detected from the status of women in that society. Rameshwari Pandya (2008) states that 

“Empowerment has become the key solution to many social problems.” Empowerment of women 

is empowerment of family/household and in turn development of a nation of a country. 

Empowerment of women leads to benefit not only to the individual woman and to women groups, 

but also to the families and community as a whole through collective action for development. 

(2008, p.5). 

 Purpose of Women Empowerment: Women must define their own needs and goal as well as 

strategies. A pre-requisite for women’s participation in development process is their 

empowerment. Women must exercise full participation in decision making process in all walks of 

life and fully participate with men in finding equitable and practical solution to issues both in 

the family and society. It also declared that human rights of women and girl child are 

inalienable, integral and invisible parts of universal human Rights.  
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 Strategy for Women Empowerment: The Government has been adopting a three-pronged 

development approach to empower women: Social empowerment through renewing all the 

persisting inequalities, disparities and other problems besides providing easy access to basic 

minimum services; Economic empowerment through promotion of employment cum income 

generation activities and Social justice through eliminating all kinds of discrimination with 

strength of legislative support, affirmative action, awareness creation and required change in the 

mind sets of the people. 

 
Education and Women 

 Various writers highlight the role of education for the empowerment of women According 

to the International Encyclopaedia on women (1999) in the programme of action of the 

International Conference on “population and Development education” is considered as one of the 

most important means to empower women with the knowledge skill and self confidence 

necessary to participate fully in development process. The National Policy on Education(1986) 

emphasized the promotion of women’s education in all areas of learning to eliminate any sex 

based stereo typing with the guarantee of equality before the law and the emphasize on girl’s 

education. Since employment plays a vital role in improving women’s status in a society. Education 

of women is of prime importance in any women empowerment programme. 

 
Women Education in Tamilnadu in the 19th Century 

 The education of women was not in a process of development at the dawn of 19thcentury. The 

society had general prejudice against female education. The prohibition against women 

learning to read was probably due to various causes. It was believed that education was considered 

rather profane and immoral by aristocratic ladies. There was a very strong social prejudice 

against the education of women. But there was a small section of women who had received 

education. They were devadasis, the courtesans whose business in life is to dance in the temples 

and public ceremonies. In the beginning of the 19th century there existed a kind of education which 

was exclusively meant for high caste boys and a very small section of the middle class girls 

including devadasis. So it may be concluded that expect an extremely small number of women who 

received education either at home or in schools, general or special, almost the whole of the female 

population of the country was deprived of formal education. It was against this back ground that 

the missionaries and government agencies launched a new venture of providing education 

irrespective of caste or sex. (1995, p.55) 

 Social reformers like D.N.Tagore, Ishwar Chandra Vidya Sagar, Swami Dyananda Saraswathi etc. 

fought hard for the introduction of female education, remarriage of widows, prevention of child 

marriage, removal of polygamy etc. Other social thinkers of the 19th century like M.G.Ranade, 

D.K.Karne, Rabindranath Tagore and other tried to inculcate in women. The spirit of values of the 

society by disseminating knowledge with the help of educational institutions. A number of 

Institutions were founded to impart education to gins like Mahila Vidyalada in 1907. D.K.Karve 

laid the foundation of the women’s university in 1916.  

 The self Respect movement in Tamil Nadu under the leadership of Periyar E.V.Ramasamy 

had strongly advocated the necessity of women’s education, inter-caste marriage and widow 

marriages. The movement severely against the evils of child marriages and devadasi system. Women 
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too did not lag behind. Some of the outstanding women of the 19th Century struggled against the 

prevalent condition and pursued with all. The object of women’s emancipation Pandit 

Ramabai,Ramabai Ranade, Annandhabai Jashi, Annie Besent, Muthulakshmi Reddi, Subbulakshmi 

etc., were constantly encouraged in their efforts to raise the social position of women. They gave 

guidance and direction to a movement. Which at that time was only in an embryonic stage. Their 

dauntless struggle against orthodox society become a source of inspiration for many women. 

Vedahayaham pillai, Mahakavi Subramaniya Bharathi, Thiru.Vi.Kalyana Sundaranar, Bharathidasan 

etc., were important Tamil Poets and social reformers who fought continuously against the social 

injustice done to women. Vedanayaham pillai, provoked the Tamil society to educate women, 

especially the widows. Besides, Christian missionaries were played a significant role to Empower 

women through education. The pioneers of women’s development made continues efforts to 

popularize women’s education and empowerment. These type of voluntary organizations is set 

up an organizational entity by a group of persons on their own initiative or partly by an outside 

motivation which maybe religious or human, to help the people of a locality by undertaking 

activities in a self reliant manner. 

  
Women Empowerment and Government Sector  

 According to the Tamil Nadu government survey report, (2001, p. 149) the objective of the 

Women’s Empowerment Year is to create large scale awareness with the active participation of 

women themselves .In Tamil Nadu, the relevance of empowering women is all the more important 

since half of the population is women. So any development programme should not neglect this better 

half of the population. In this respect it follows the guidelines of UNO and government of India. 

Followed by the directions and steps taken on a national level for empowering women. The 

government of Tamil Nadu too is entrusted with task of uplifting women and trying to bring them to 

the forefront of the society. The achievements of Tamil Nadu have been well acclaimed by many 

and it is projected as “the model state of development” next to Kerala. The human development 

report of 1996 by the UNDP discussed Gender Development Index (GDI) For 16 Indian states and 

Tamil Nadu is placed at the second of the list in terms of basic female capabilities. 

 Female literacy levels in Tamil Nadu have grown over the decades, from 10.06% in 1951 to 

52.59% in 1991. General literacy levels of women in Tamil Nadu have been always above the national 

average. In 1997, as per the NSSO Survey, while the female literacy rate for India was 50%, Tamil Nadu 

had a higher rate of 60%. Comparing Tamil Nadu with the other States in 1991, in terms of 

percentage of literate females above 7 years, Tamil Nadu had the second best record in India, 

with 51.3% (behind Kerala with 86.2%), compared to the Indian average of 39.3%. Tamil Nadu 

also fares relatively better than in female literacy. Every third women in the State is literate 

against the nation’s one in four. The gender gap between male and female literacy rates has 

continued. Female literacy rates in the past decades have stood below the male literacy rate. The 

need to narrow down the gap is urgent. Rural imbalance exist in the State with the rural literacy 

levels lagging behind urban, reflecting the concentration of educational efforts in the latter. 

Rural Tamil Nadu supports nearly two-third of the State’s family. It has only one in four of this 

literate category; against this half the urban families are literate.  
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Table Literacy Rate: Tamil Nadu 

Census 
Literacy Rate (%) 

Rural Urban Total 
Male Female All Male Female All Male Female All 

1981 51 26 39 73 54 64 58 35 47 
1991 67 42 55 86 70 78 74 51 63 
2001 77 56 67 88 76 82 82 65 73 

Source: Director of Census Operation, Chennai 

 
Conclusion and Recommendations 

 Women empowerment is an essential element in national development. Since women 

constitute half of the population there can be no development unless the needs and interests of 

women are fully taken into account. In fact, empowered women are a nation’s strength. Since 

development means improvement in the living conditions of the society, as a whole, it is logical to 

expect that this also mean improved status for women. The effective management and 

development of women’s resources, their capabilities, interests, skills and potentialities are of 

paramount importance for the mobilization of human resources. In the Indian social, cultural and 

economic context, no one can achieve the whole purpose of women’s empowerment and 

emancipation within a short span of time. However the women have utilized the chances given to 

them and made considerable progress. As formal agency, the government of India wanted to 

improve the living conditions of women at different times. Here education played an important 

role for women empowerment.  

 
Recommendations 

 In the light of the present study the investigator made certain recommendations for further 

development.  

 Change in the Attitude of Men in the Society: Both men and women should aware of 

about the concept of women empowerment. From the very onset an attitudinal change in the 

society is necessary towards the concept. 

 Change in the Attitude of Women in the Society: Women’s own perception of themselves and 

on their empowerment should be changed. They should strive to change their image as weak, 

dependent, passive and docile persons to independent, active, strong and determined human beings. 

 In the Academic Level: It is important to create awareness about it among the younger 

generation especially among the students and the youth. 

 In the Political Level : One of the ways by which women empowerment can became a reality 

is through proper policies and legislations that are women friendly in nature.  

 In the Administrative Level: empowerment of women is a necessity for the sustainable 

development of a nation. So policy of the government should be women friendly in its various 

schemes. This can be possible through various ways. Awareness campaign, Workshops and 

seminars should be arranged at the village. Literature and publications are a major area through 

which the whole notion of women empowerment can be inculcated to the society. Arranging 

programmes for interaction with other empowered women in the society is another important 

way of motivating women. The institutions that are engaged in various fields of social work can 

start short term diploma or certificate courses in areas of rural development with special 
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emphasis on projects for women’s development. Government should make sure that each official 

body has sufficient number of women members. There should be an official body consisting of 

representatives of the government and voluntary association, which can function as a coordinating 

agency. 
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Abstract 

 Today, our country is going ahead andprogressing in every field. Men and women are participating in every 
progressive area. If we talk about progress, so, firstly, we focus on education because education and educated 
society plays a major role in progressive country. In the other hand, “Education is a cornerstone of a country.” 
If we are educated, we can find out what is right? And what is wrong? Education gives solution for any type of 
problem. When we talk about women education in India, we find a slow progress in women education. And it 
obviously means that large womenfolk of our country are illiterate, weak, backward and exploited. But, if a 
woman is educated she can teach her family, change her social status in society, become self- dependent and also 
improve her personality. This paper will be based on exploratory and explanatory study. This work will be done 
through secondary and primary sources to know what is the condition of women education in India, which 
policies are provided by the govt. for education awareness? And what are the changes in women education after 
independence to modern era? 
Keywords: Legal Provision, Education, Awareness, Changes, Policies Condition and Women. 

 
 Once Pt. JawaharlalNehru added an African proverb in his educational speech that “If you 

educate a man you educate an individual, however, if you educate a women you educate a 

whole family”. Women empowermentmeans Mother India empowered. 

 
Introduction 

 ‘Education’ is an important part of a country and ofhuman life. We can say that education is 

much more important for a developing country. If we talk about women education, that definitely 

plays pivotal role in developing country. Women education is a big opportunity for India to be 

developed socially and economically. Both, men and women are two sides of the same coin and run 

equally like two wheels of the society. The women education in ancient India was quite good but in 

the middle age it deteriorated because of many restrictions against women. If we talk about the 

women education in modern India, there we find slow progress in women education which 

obviously means that large womenfolk of our country are illiterate, weak, backward and exploited. 

But, literacy amongst women can change her status in society and also can be for her personality 

betterment.  

 
Status of Women Education in India 

 India is a world’s 7th largest country and second highest populated country. Now, India is 

rapidly growing up in every field, including education. But the big question is this that ‘Is education 

reaching to everyone?’ The answer is YES, but not 100% and other big question is this that ‘Is 

education reaching to women?’ obviously YES, through government schemes and programmes, but 

in reality, the pace is slower than what was expected.The literacy rate of women is much lower 

compared to men. In the Indian society which is patriarchal, girls have fewer privilege and lower 
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status than boys. Very few girls are enrolled in schools and among them many are schools drop-

outs.Many girls are not attending the institutions due to conservative cultural attitude. 

  Gender inequality reinforces itself uponeducation; in fact it isfully proved that the rate of 

literacy for women is 64.46% against 82.14% of men according to 2011 Census. The census report 

also shows that the rate of literacy amongst Indian women is even lower than the national average 

literacy rate, that is 74.04%. 

 
Legal Provision for Women Education 

 The constitution of India not only grants equality but also empowers the state to adopt 

measure for positive discrimination in favour of women, for neutralising the cumulative socio 

economic education and political disadvantage faced by them. If we talk about legal provision for 

women education in India there are some changes regarding the 42nd amendment of the 

constitution, during 1976 our constitution was amended in many of its fundamental provisions. 

Under the constitution of India, the central government has been specially vested with several 

educational responsibilities. 

 
There are 12 major Education Provisions 

1. Fare and compulsory education 

The constitution makes the following provisions under article 45 of the directive principle of 

the state policy that, “The state shall endeavour to provide with in a period of ten years from 

the commencement of this constitution, for free and compulsory education for all children until 

they complete the age of fourteen years”. 

2. Education for minorities 

3. Language Safe Guards 

4. Education for Weaker Section 

5. Secular Education 

6. Equality of Opportunity in Educational Institution  

7. Instruction in Mother Tongue 

8. Promotion of Hindi  

9. Higher Education and Research  

10. Women’s Education 

11. Education in the Union Territories 

12. Educational and Cultural Relation with Foreign Countries 

 Number 10th provision, Education for Women is one of the unique features of modern Indian 

education, the tremendous advancement of women’s education. Education of girls is considered to 

be more important than that of the boys. The constitution make the following provisions under 

different articles. Article-15(1) provides that the state shall not discriminate any citizen on grounds 

of sex. 

  The well-known National Policy on Education was concern about the status and Education of 

Women in the country. It envisages that education would be used as a strategy for achieving a basic 

change in the status of women. The policy states, “Education will be used as an agent of basic 

change in the status of women. In order to neutralize the accumulated distortions of the past, there 

will be a well-conceived edge in favour of women”. 
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Literacy Rate of Women Education 

 In the introduction, I have defined the literacy rate of Women Education in India according to 

2011 census (that was 74.04% total and male literacy rate 82.14 and female 65.46% ). Some states 

of India have highest literacy rate, For example – Kerala has the highest literacy rate 93.91% and 

then Mizoram has 91.58%. Among the union territories, Lakshdeep has the highest literacy rate of 

92.28% (according to March 17, 2013). 

 
Need and Importance 

 Female education in India has been an urgent need of the new era. We cannot hope for the 

developed nation without proper education of the women of the country. In order to make 

democracy successful in the country, women education is necessary, together with men. Educated 

women are the real source of happiness in the family, society and country. 

 It is very necessary to highlight the importance of female education in the country because women 

are the first teacher of their children. Future of child depends on love and the care of the mother, 

means a WOMAN. 

 Every child get his/her very first lesion through the mother, thus, it is very important for a 

mother to be educated as only a well-educated mother can shape and mould the career of her child.  

 This study would be helpful for them. 

 
Objectives 

1. To know the condition of women education. 

2. To know awareness and changes in women education. 

 
Research Question 

1. Thoughts of family for women education 

2. How much they are aware for women education programs which are run by the government? 

3. Do they know the importance of Women Education? 

 
Method 

 This study based on exploratory and explanatory research. For this study, I collected data from 

secondary sources, through some articles and policies and also few primary sources, in the form of 

questionnaire. This study has been done in Nagwa, which is an area in Varanasi. From this place, I 

chose 50 girls of class 9th and 10th through purposing sampling. (Little Star School, Nagwa, 

Varanasi). 

 
Findings 

 In this study I divided my sample in two parts, 25 girls from 9th class and 25 girls from 10th 

class. 

 I found in my study that 80% (40 girls) respondents’ family’s thinking is positive for women 

education. 

 20% (10 girls) respondent’s family thinks not exactly positive and not exactly negative. They 

think that few other phases of life are also important apart from education. Literacy must be 

there but marriage is themost important part of a woman life. 
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 60% (30 girls) girls are aware of government policies and programs. 

 20% (10 girls) girls know that there are some policies provided bygovernment. 

 20% (10 girls) girls are hardly aware of any of these facilities. 

 90% (45 girls) girls know what the importance of education in their life is. But they say, 

because of some personal and economic condition, they cannot continue their study. 

 10% (5 girls) girls study for marriage only, because in their community and their family it is 

understood that if a girl is 10th passed or 12 passed , so,they will easily find a good match for 

her marriage. 

 
Conclusion 

 In this study, according to my findings, in chosen area, most of the families and girls are aware 

of the importance of education, education polices and government programs. People are improving 

themselves but we can see the women education is slow. The reason behind it is the economic 

condition of their families. They are financially capable though some customs and traditions are 

also considerable reasons for them. 
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Abstract 

“Being disabled should not mean being disqualified from having access to every aspect of life” 
- Emma Thompson  

 India is a vast country with a population of more than 1.3 billion. While estimates vary, there is growing 
evidence that people with disabilities comprise between 5 and 8 percent of the Indian population. On the whole 
41 percent of them are women. (NSSO 2002). Women are said to be the nerve centre of the society. Their 
association and participation in the work-force are undoubtedly higher than the men. But still they are 
considered as household material, destined to be confined to the household chores and for bearing and rearing of 
the children. Particularly, the women with disabilities are doubly helpless. Moreover, the women with minority 
ethnic and racial groups are further marginalized. There are opportunities for full participation of disabled 
persons in all spheres of life. If every opportunities available to all persons, the person with disability will be able 
to move fully enter into each part of daily life. 
 The disabled are deprived of all opportunities for social and economic development. The basic facilities like 
health, education and employment are generally denied to them. Both disability and gender are physical 
constructs that totally ignore the personhood. To be a disabled person is to fail to measure upto the general 
cultural definition of masculinity as strength, physical ability and autonomy. To be a disabled woman is to be 
considered unable to fulfil the role of homemaker, wife as also mother, and unable to conform to the stereotype 
of beauty and femininity in terms of physical appearance. But being a disabled woman also fits well into the 
stereotype of passivity and dependency. 

 
Ensuring Safe Environment for Women with Disability  

  “Being disabled should not mean being disqualified from having access to every aspect of life”  

 -Emma Thompson  

 India is a vast country with a population of more than 1.3 billion. While estimates vary, there is 

growing evidence that people with disabilities comprise between 5 and 8 percent of the Indian 

population. On the whole 41 percent of them are women. (NSSO 2002). 

 Women are said to be the nerve centre of the society. Their association and participation in the 

work-force are undoubtedly higher than the men. But still they are considered as household 

material, destined to be confined to the household chores and for bearing and rearing of the 

children. Particularly, the women with disabilities are doubly helpless. Moreover, the women with 

minority ethnic and racial groups are further marginalized. There are opportunities for full 

participation of disabled persons in all spheres of life. If every opportunities available to all 

persons, the person with disability will be able to move fully enter into each part of daily life. 

 The disabled are deprived of all opportunities for social and economic development. The basic 

facilities like health, education and employment are generally denied to them. Both disability and 

gender are physical constructs that totally ignore the personhood. To be a disabled person is to fail 

to measure upto the general cultural definition of masculinity as strength, physical ability and 

autonomy. To be a disabled woman is to be considered unable to fulfil the role of homemaker, wife 

as also mother, and unable to conform to the stereotype of beauty and femininity in terms of 
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physical appearance. But being a disabled woman also fits well into the stereotype of passivity and 

dependency. 

  Women’s movement in India too had not concentrated on the problems of such disabled 

women. By realizing how much efforts are to be taken on women’s development, plenty of 

awareness, education, career oriented education, health education, social security system, were 

being organised. Organizations like National Commission for Women, Human Rights Commission 

and other Civil Rights Group were being consulted to make policy for disabled women. In spite of 

several international and national pronouncements, the rights of the disabled have remained on 

paper. These issues also received political attention. As per Article-6 regarding Women with 

Disabilities, appropriate measures were taken to empower such women. There is a rising need to 

include gender dimensions in the health care policies and programmes by the State, and to review 

the existing programmes and policies as per the International Standards 

 Accordingly, the following actions were taken by UNO to create a positive attitude about 

disabled among society to celebrate International Year of Disabled Persons (IYDP) -1981 and 3rd 

December is observed as International Day of Disabled Persons, promoted by UN since 1992. It has 

been celebrated with varying degrees of success around the planet. The observance of the Day is 

celebrated to promote an understanding of disability issues and mobilize support for the dignity, 

rights and well-being of persons with disabilities. It also seeks to increase awareness of gains to be 

derived from the integration of persons with disabilities in every aspect of political, cultural life. It 

was originally called "International Day of Disabled Persons". Each year the day focuses on a 

different issue. 

 The theme of IYDP was full participation and equality, defined as the right of persons with 

disabilities to take part fully in the life and development of their societies, enjoy living condition 

equal to those of other citizens, and to have an equal share in improved conditions resulting from 

socio-economic development. 

 
Theme of IYDP 

1981:  Full Participation and Equality 

1998: Arts, Culture and Independent Living  

1999: Accessibility for all for the new Millennium 

2000: Making information technologies work for all 

2001: Full participation and equality: The call for new approaches to assess progress an evaluate 

outcome  

2002:  Independent Living and Sustainable Livelihoods 

2003:  A Voice of our Own 

2004:  Nothing about Us, Without Us 

2005:  Rights of Persons with Disabilities: Action in Development 

2006:  e-Accessibility 

2007: Decent Work for Persons with Disabilities 

2008: Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities: Dignity and Justice for all of us 

2009:  Making the MDGs Inclusive: Empowerment of persons with disabilities and their 

communities around the world  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raising_awareness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Civil_and_political_rights
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decent_work
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empowerment
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2010:  Keeping the promise: Mainstreaming disability in the Millennium Development Goals 

towards 2015 and beyond 

2011:  Together for better world for all: Including persons with disability development 

2012:  Removing barriers to create an inclusive and accessible society for all. 

2013:  Breaking barriers, open doors for an inclusive society and development for all. 

2014: “Sustainable Development: The promise of technology” 

2015: “Inclusion matters: access and empowerment for people of all abilities” 

2016: “Achieving 17 Goals for the future we want”. 

2017: “Transformation towards sustainable and resilient society for all”. 

 
Disability and Women 

 Women and Disability is a growing concern and seems to be increasing rapidly. According to 

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru “When women move forward, the family moves forward, the family 

moves, the village moves”. But disabled women are suffering with triple discrimination i.e., gender, 

disability and poverty. Though the world celebrated International Year of the Women in 1985 and 

International Year of Disabled in 1981, they are deprived of many opening available in the society 

especially women with disability . 

 Disabled women are the most vulnerable in Indian society. This vulnerability exists across 

class and caste. Deeper insight into the scenario reveals the fact that, though men and women 

suffer equally because of disability, some problems are exclusively women’s problems. In a 

patriarchal society if disability affects boys and girls in almost identical fashions female child, faces 

the humiliation more than a boy. In India usually birth of sons is always celebrated; the birth of a 

girl is never has such celebration and the birth of a disabled girl always considered as a curse. A 

disabled boy is more acceptable than a disabled girl. If a family has a disabled boy they will do their 

best to make him a productive male which is not so when it comes to girls. 

 Considering special schools, there are residential schools, mostly for the visually impaired girls 

are operating. So, girls with other disabilities are with their families, but what happens is that they 

are left unattended, without due care and respect. If the parents can afford one education they 

would rather educate the boy. Children are lineage capital for families. If the family has a boy all the 

members try their best to educate or train him so that he may get a job and he will contribute to 

the family. 

 In India disabled women constitute around 42 per cent percent of the total disabled 

population. They are most marginalized in terms of their social, economic, political and health 

status. They are not considered as a priority group in any kind of research, state policies and 

programs, mass movements, and rehabilitation programs. They are further isolated from social and 

political participation due to the stigma and discrimination attached to disability. 

 As Irene Feika puts it “due to numerous societal standards, they continue to be left out of the 

decision making processes. This reality is specifically true of women with disabilities in the 

cultures where the role of wife and mother is considered as a primary role for a female”. The story 

of entitlement failure continues as we move up the ‘value chain’; the disability certificates, access to 

skills, the wage/self employment opportunity thereof, aids and appliances, health check up, the 

security aspects and the decision making. Lack of awareness owing to lack of information appears 

to be the first and the major bottleneck. Beyond this too it is an uphill task for the WWDs to get 
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their entitlements. This study deals with the Women with Disability especially on Locomotor 

Disability. A Study conducted on a home care for disabled women with 15 members. Most of them 

are neglected by their parents, husband, brothers, sisters and relatives due to their disability. Case 

Study method is applied as a research method. The main aspects like Education, Marital Status, 

Economical Status, and utilization of Government Schemes are covered for the research purpose. 

The study reveals only 3 inmates out of 15 received Degree/Diploma. 7 of them are educated till 

high School. The other 5 are uneducated. In the case of Marital Status only 2 of the inmates got 

married that too they are not living with their life partner. Others in the home are remain 

unmarried. They say that no one come forward to marry them. Even if someone comes forward 

that too for disabled man. In the analysis of economical status which decides their livelihood, all 

the women are employed with the help of the home. This is the only supportive aspect for their 

livelihood. All the women in the home are benefitted by the Government Schemes. They receive 

pension from the Government which is one of the supportive aspects. The overall study reveals 

that women with disability must make themselves educational qualified or technically efficient to 

lead a safe life inspite of their physical dependency. 

 Women face so many problems as Women with Disability they face double the amount of 

difficulties to live a decent life. To ensuring safe environment for the women with Disability every 

one of us has to show much concern. The proper awareness about the Government Schemes and 

Reservations for the Women with Disability must be given. Most of the people are not aware of the 

scheme that’s one reason for the denial of Disabled. Create proper awareness and humanity to 

ensuring safe environment to Women with Disability. 
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Introduction 
 In India from time immemorial, people belonging to various religious faiths have lived in 

harmony and peace. There are fundamental values and traditions in our culture that promote 

integration among different communities. This was helpful for the growth of a great civilization in 

the Indian sub-continent. All religions in their essence assist people to live in harmony with 

members of the society. Even though all religions proclaim the universal brotherhood of man, the 

world today is broken up into fragments of political, economic and social barriers. Many battles 

were fought between Muslims and Christians, Jews and Muslims, Hindus and Muslims and so on in 

the past. Many such struggles are going on even now like the conflict between Muslims and Jews in 

Palestine destructing human lives and devastating economic resources. In this materialistic world, 

what are needed today are peace, harmony, cultural diversity and unity of the human race. The 

only viable remedy that can bring peace and unity in the world is not more of new technology, 

faster and sharper guns, but education of the head and the heart an education that is true to life. 

Education is not merely book learning; it is a whole process of rejuvenating the mind, probing into 

the deep recess of the psyche and a spiritual enlightenment. It is a kind of self realization.  

 Higher education must highlight these sensitive issues and lead the mission for an end to all 

these and sow the seeds of peace and harmony in the minds and hearts of the students. Education 

is the single most important means for empowerment and sustained improvement in any well 

being progressive human society. Peace education creates a culture of peace, helping to build a non 

violent and just society and is essential for survival of human beings on this earth. A holistic 

education will bring about a change of heart. A holistic approach necessarily has to feed and build 

man's mind, body, spirit and emotions in due proportion. In this paper, an attempt is made to 

throw light on how to develop a culture of peace and harmony by using Education as the potent 

tool with reference to Higher education. 

 
The Need for Holistic Education 

“While planning for a year – sow corn 

While planning for a decade – plant trees 

 While planning for life – train and educate people”. Kwan – Tsu. 
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 Education may be defined as a purposive, conscious or unconscious, psychological sociological, 

scientific and philosophical process which brings about the development of the individual to the 

fullest extent and also the maximum development of the society in such a way both enjoy 

maximum happiness and prosperity. T. Raymont has rightly remarked, “Education is the process of 

development which consists the passage of human being from infancy to maturity, the process 

whereby he adapts himself gradually in various ways to his physical, social and spiritual 

environment”. Education forms the most important investment a society can make in its future – in 

terms of its economy, its culture and its social order. Personal well-being, health, and income, and 

social mobility, flexibility and innovation of an individual are determined by his education. 

Education is thus both a personal and a social good. The world could be renovated, revamped and 

rejuvenated by value based education. In this information age Higher Education is called upon to 

make a key contribution for opening up of and highlighting new pathways to a better future for the 

society and to the individuals. 

 The Report of the UNESCO Commission on Education for the 21st Century (1995) outlines the 

four pillars of education. In “Learning -The treasure within” it outlines the four pillars of learning 

and the third pillar which is most important is-Learning to live together - so as to participate in and 

co-operate with other people in all human activities. UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural 

Diversity (2001) pointed out that “Respect for diversity of cultures, tolerance, dialogue and 

cooperation, in a climate of mutual trust and understanding are the best guarantees of peace and 

security. Preserving cultural diversity as a living treasure guarantees the survival of humanity”. 

Cultural diversity can be achieved by developing an understanding of others and their history, 

traditions and spiritual values. Learning to live together is one of the major issues in education 

today, since the modern world is too often a world of violence. Dr. S.Radhakrishnan, the first 

president of independent India rightly commented, “It is essential for us not to live apart but to live 

together, understanding one another, knowing one another’s fear and anxieties, aspirations and 

thoughts’. 

‘Let us work together 

Think together 

Achieve together 

With no hatred to each other.’ 

 This is most important to all particularly to the learners to learn to live together on this planet. 

In order to survive on this planet peacefully every one must learn to live in harmony and in a 

violence free environment. Differences in race, caste, colour, creed, language, customs, traditions 

and cultures exist and to learn to live amidst these differences should be a wonderful and unique 

experience for all. 

 
Role of Teacher in Imparting Peace, Religious Harmony and Cultural Diversity 

 “A teacher affects eternity; no one can tell where his / her influence stops” – Henry Adams. 

 Teachers are the “King Bin” in an educational system. One of the greatest challenges for 

teachers in this era is how to inculcate and imbibe a sense of Peace, Religious harmony and cultural 

diversity among the human beings. Teachers are the sculptures in the educational process and 

substantially influence the shaping of the future by chip-off the unwanted elements in the 

individuals. At present the role of the teacher is enhanced from that of the specialist who imparts 
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knowledge to one that includes a mentor or guide, one who extends students’ deep understandings 

and facilitates the acquisition of higher order thinking skills and creative problem solving skills – 

skills that are critical for the development of an innovative culture for tomorrow.  

 Teachers are the role models to the learning community and through their attitudes, 

behaviour, democratic administration and interactions they build the desirable and congenial 

ambience to learn to live together. As values are being taught by example, the teacher has to live 

the values to be able to convey them. If, for example, teacher wants the children to arrive in time, it 

follows that as teachers, the teacher is to be punctual. If we want to teach that 'honesty is the best 

policy', then this has to be reflected in the daily behaviour of the teacher as the children learn 

through observation much more than through formal lessons. As teachers, we also should be aware 

that it is not just the formal teaching that influences a child. We convey a meta-message through 

our appearance, voice, posture and general mannerism. Values education is one area where there 

is not much scope for a distance between teaching and practice.  

 
Higher Education Objectives  

 The first and foremost objective of education is to create awareness among the students 

towards the problems arising on the Globe and to play a positive and effective role. Education for 

Peace, harmony and cultural diversity needs to be holistic and participatory; focusing on peace and 

non violence, human rights, democracy, tolerance, international and intercultural understanding as 

well as cultural and linguistic diversity. Education must be instrumental in instilling the skills 

essential for ensuring peace, harmony and cultural diversity. The objectives of education will be  

 Inculcate, understanding, tolerance and friendship among human beings in all their diversity of 

religion, belief, culture and language and countering racial discrimination and preferential 

treatment in respect of race, religion custom and culture  

 To inject awareness of the importance of living in harmony with each other and with the 

environment that will promote sustainable development and continuity of the human race; 

 To emphasize the need, at all levels of society and among nations, for strengthening freedom, 

justice, democracy, tolerance, solidarity, cooperation, pluralism, respect for diversity of culture 

and religion or belief, dialogue and understanding, which are important elements for peace, 

and convinced that the guiding principles of democratic society need to be actively promoted 

by the international community, 

 To create awareness of the uniqueness of individuals in their socio-cultural context to uphold 

value and use the cultural/linguistic diversity 

 To enrich students with accurate information of the history, lives and cultures of indigenous 

and other peoples. 

 To develop effective democratic decision making that will lead to equity, justice and peace; 

 To develop cultural and linguistic knowledge, concepts and skills that enable learners to 

participate in all aspects of life effectively on national and international levels. 

 To integrate non-violence in every aspect of teaching and learning processes, including 

curriculum development activities, teacher training and management of the educational 

institutions.  
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Strategy for Peace Education 

The United Nations General Assembly declared 2000 

as the International Year for a Culture of Peace and the 

Decade 2001-2010 as the International Decade for the 

Promotion of Non-Violence and Peace for the Children of 

the World. Peace education has multidimensionality.  

The complex and multiple meanings, goals and purposes 

of peace education should be rooted in the great variety of 

sources of inspiration, role-models and practices located 

in specific historical, social, cultural, economic and 

political. The following picture shows the five constituents 

of Peace Education.  

 
Learning to live for Developing Peace Implanting Non-Violence  

 Implanting Non-Violence: Despite the tremendous advances in science and technology in the 

twentieth century, the dawn of the new millennium has witnessed violence, terrorism, war and 

conflict all over the world. In India, the negative trends in social environment have been 

manifested in the crime level, violence, drug abuse and racism. Terrorism has now gained Global 

attention and has become a challenge for the world. In 2006, 86 people have been killed in military 

related incidents but it has been steeply increased to 2088 in the year 2009- 10.  

 
Table 1 Monthly Fatality in India from July 2009- June 2010 

Month Civilians Security/Force Terrorists Total 
July - 2009 43 58 46 147 
Aug - 2009 45 13 58 116 
Sep - 2009 44 25 118 187 
Oct – 2009 64 30 94 188 
Nov – 2009 86 32 99 217 
Dec – 2009 73 15 58 146 
Jan – 2010 56 21 86 163 
Feb – 2010 58 36 82 176 
Mar - 2010 37 22 71 130 
Apr - 2010 38 84 38 160 
May - 2010 229 48 60 337 
June - 2010 44 10 67 121 

Total 817 394 877 2088 
 http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/sair/Archives/sair8/8_12.htm 

 
Southern Asian Intelligence Review  

 The UNESCO in its preamble has stated, ‘Since war begins in the minds of man, it is in the 

minds of man that defense of Peace must be constructed’ 

 Teachers at the micro level should be sensitized to pre-empt physical violence, assaults, and 

corporal punishments at the Institutions. The learners at all levels must be taught to say ‘No’ to 

wars/conflicts/violence so that education for sustainable development becomes possible on the 
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Globe. Learners must be made to understand that to build a ‘Humane society’ a social order is 

essential where violence, exploitations and inequality has no place in the Institutions. 

 The new vision of curriculum in Higher Education should therefore visualize education for 

mutual understanding, tolerance, peace, harmony, international, cooperation, coexistence and 

appreciation to develop the spirit of unity in diversity, equality of gender and removal of social 

barriers. The restructuring of syllabus/course contents in Higher Education is the need of the hour 

to create peaceful, blissful and violence free atmosphere.  

 Human Rights Awareness: ‘All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and right’. 

These words are included in the Article1 of Universal Declaration of HRs and is the theme and 

basic of all fundamental rights of each and every democratic constitution and declaration. The 

doctrine of Universal declaration of Human rights rests on ancient injustice perpetrated on the 

poor and the helpless in the social structure. 

 Now the need is arising to mould the minds of the young and adult learners the vision of a 

world that is ‘Human centred’ and genuinely democratic where all human beings living on this 

planet are from the same family guided by the universal principles of democracy and equality. HR 

education should be imparted through Civic education, Moral education, Religious education and 

Gender studies. Along with theoretical studies the learners should have hands on practice in the 

affairs of the family, society, state and in the National level. HR teachings should be based on the 

principles underlying Universal Declaration of HR.’ 

 Spiritual Enlightenment: Terrorism, violence, killings and inhuman, indescribable atrocities 

inflicted by man on man because of religion or caste or colour is the result of the lack of spirituality. 

Man without soul is but dust and ashes, education of merely the body without educating the soul 

can expect nothing but dust and ashes. God's teachings should be imprinted on the conscience of 

each and every person. The purpose of life is to know God, to love God and to serve God so the 

purpose of schooling is to achieve the purpose of creation through a balance of 'material, human 

and divine education.' Through spiritual education our relationships with others in the sociological 

dimension, with ourselves in the psychological dimension, and even with our environment in the 

ecological dimension can all be improved. Learners should be made to understand and develop ‘the 

various aspects of spiritual education-such as love, truth, forgiveness, tolerance, loyalty, patience 

and so on. 

 Value Education: Today science and technology are dominating the curriculum. Human values 

and universal values are given less importance which is accountable for large scale of 

criminalization, dehumanization, exploitation, environmental degradation, wars, conflicts and 

violence. Values give direction and firmness to life and they bring to life the important dimension 

of meaning which adds joy, satisfaction and peace to life. Values are like the rails that keep a train 

on the track and help it move smoothly, quickly and with direction. When we look at the socio-

cultural and political dimensions of our country, we are faced with dark realities. A life without 

proper values will become chaotic and disastrous. It will be like a boat without rudder. to guide our 

life in the right path and to embellish our behaviour with good qualities we need values. Education 

helps to develop knowledge, skills, attitudes, values and behaviour patterns that are desirable in a 

person both as an individual and as a member of a society. Through value education we can 

develop the social moral and spiritual sides of a person, which are often undermined in formal 

education. It helps us to accept and respect the attitude and behaviour of those who differ from us.  
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 In the Higher Education system, values should be inculcated through routine co-curricular 

activities and through curriculum course contents. It is important that special efforts must be made 

to preserve and promote educational values like thirst for knowledge, critical thinking, and search 

for truth and more important is to inculcate Universal Human values such as peace, love, 

magnanimity, sharing, patriotism, non violence through education. Such an education will have 

everlasting impact on achieving peace, harmony and cultural diversity.  

 Learning to live for Developing Peace Culture: The Higher Education must make the 

learners more open minded and receptive to new ideas and challenges. The liberating power of 

education is of great relevance to the society. The HE system must form students of positive 

outlook instilled and inspired with sprit of service as well as values, ethics, attitudes and 

knowledge to constitute the social capital necessary to construct healthy societies and socially 

binding cultures. To help the learners to learn to live together, the present Educational policy in 

India needs to be reviewed, revamped and made systematic where the social aspects of education 

must have a place in the curriculum. In the Educational Institutions particularly HE the curriculum 

should aim at contents to develop in the learners not only the desirable behaviour but attribute to 

the moral, cultural and ethnic aspects. The learners must be made to understand that differences 

and diversities are opportunities to know each other. The Institutions must help the learners to 

participate more in community works, extension works and co curricular activities so that they 

learn to live and work amidst diversities. 

 With regard to ‘Learning to live together’ there should be cardinal relationship between 

learners and teachers. Through dissemination of knowledge the learners must learn to respect and 

protect their relationship which is important to promote the frame work for appropriate 

behaviour. It is from the Institutions that learners learn to behave in appropriate ways. It is also 

important to translate into action what is learnt in the Institutions to carry to the homes media, 

communities and other informal agencies so as to learn to live together. For Learning to live 

together the role of Education must be activated, awareness strategies to be adopted and to 

develop strategies at all levels of education so that the learners can learn to live together in this 

beautiful world. 

 
Conclusion 

 Education is an influential instrument in forming the life pattern of the learners. Government 

allocates heavy amount to education sector. In every year financial budget. Therefore, educational 

institutions have the responsibility to build up a peaceful future by imparting knowledge, skills and 

human values. However, there is scope to improve and empower teachers to work towards this 

goal. The current educational priorities and issues should focus on developing skills in appropriate 

teaching/learning processes and methodologies to integrate relevant content and values in 

curricula, and the classroom practice to develop a society with maximum happiness and 

prosperity. We must always ask: "what kinds of human beings we would like to have and to be in 

the future."  
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Abstract 

 Health is a vital indicator of human development and human development is the basic ingredient of 
economic and social development. Health-related quality of life (HRQoL) is an assessment of how the individual's 
well-being may be affected over time by a disease, disability, or disorder. In India, the right to health care and 
protection has been recognized, since early times, it approached the public as the right holder and the state as 
the duty-bound primary provider of health for all. Indicators of health and disease in slums of our country 
continue to remain alarmingly poor. Many individuals do die prematurely due to accidents, suicide, violence, 
pregnancy related complications and other illnesses that are either preventable or treatable. Many more suffer 
chronic ill-health and disability. UN annual reports mention that the health status of slums is worse in India. 
Although the Government has undertaken several very important measures to address the various health 
problems, their impact has been limited. This paper aims to promote health rights and safety measures by 
understanding and assessing the quality of life and safety issues prevailing in Mangalapuram slum, Chetpet by 
adopting descriptive research design through a mixed method and the primary data was collected through a 
semi structured interview schedule. The major focus of the study strives to identify the quality of life and factors 
that affect the health and safety issues by suggesting models in the health care services.  
Keywords: Health, Quality Of Life, Health Rights, Safety issues, Women, Adolescent, Urban Slum 

 
Introduction 

 Quality of life is proposed that integrates objective and subjective indicators, a broad range of 

life domains, and individual values. It takes account of concerns that externally derived norms 

should not be applied without reference to individual differences. Though urbanisation is an 

indicator of development, but it is also bitter fact that poverty is growing faster in urban areas than 

in rural areas. Being a complex socio-economic process closely connected with scientific 

technological revolution, urbanisation exercises a growing influence on all aspects of society, 

reflecting the nature of economic and regional development (Rao, 1999). Around the world, one 

billion people live in urban slums, which are typically overcrowded, polluted and lack basic 

services. One of the targets set by world leaders in 2000 was to improve significantly the lives of at 

least 100 million slum dwellers by 2020. The situation is worst in developing countries like India. 

The right to health is the economic, social and cultural right to a universal minimum standard 

of health to which all individuals are entitled. Women are affected by many of the same health 

conditions as men, but women experience them differently. The prevalence of poverty 

andeconomic dependence among women, their experience of violence, gender bias in the health 

system and society at large, discrimination on the grounds of race or other factors, the limited 

power many women have over their sexual and reproductive lives and their lack of influence in 

decision-making are social realities which have an adverse impact on their health. So women face 

particular health issues and particular forms of discrimination, with some groups, including 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disease
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disorder_(medicine)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economic,_social_and_cultural_right
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
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refugee or internally displaced women, women in slums and suburban settings, indigenous and 

rural women, women with disabilities or women living with HIV/AIDS (see section below on 

HIV/AIDS), facing multiple forms of discrimination, barriers and marginalization in addition to 

gender discrimination. adolescents are in general a healthy population group, they are prone to 

risky behaviour, sexual violence and sexual exploitation. Adolescent girls are also vulnerable to 

early and/or unwanted pregnancies. Adolescents’ right to health is therefore dependent on health 

care that respects confidentiality and privacy and includes appropriate mental, sexual and 

reproductive health services and information. Adolescents and women are, moreover, particularly 

vulnerable to health rights and safety issues. 

 
Back Ground of the Study 

 The growth of cities has always been accompanied by the growth of slums. The poor are 

typically driven to the margins of the urban space, where living conditions are the most degraded 

and of little economic value. Poverty and other forms of social disadvantage translate into poorer 

health status and Safety issues. Ensuring healthy lives and promoting well-being for all at all ages is 

the basic necessity for every man. This is what is also aimed by the UN. Health and Quality of life 

are two main components which are essential for a human being. Issues related to health should be 

brought to notice and taken action, as illness of health also affects the quality of life of the people. 

The issues of the community based on health should aim in eradicating it and creating a healthy 

environment so as to nobody else is affected by any of the issues or the quality of life of the person 

is being spoiled. Mainstreaming the human rights into healthcare programmes and policies on both 

national and regional levels, by looking at underlying determinants of health as part of a 

comprehensive approach to health and human rights. 

 
Review of Literature 

1. Agbola, T., (1998) 75 per cent of the dwelling units in Nigeria’s urban centers are substandard 

and the dwellings are sited in slums. Housing in poor residential neighborhood are 

characterized by natural ageing of the buildings, lack of maintenance and neglect, wrong use of 

the buildings, poor sanitation in the disposal of sewage and solid waste and wrong 

development of land and also established a significant correlation between the quality of life 

and the comfort, convenience and visual acceptability of the house. Therefore the significance 

of adequate housing to the social well-being of the people in poor residential neighborhoods 

cannot be overemphasized. Quality of life may also address environmental quality such as 

quality of dwelling air, water and adequacy of open spaces for other land uses. 

2. Chandramouli (2003) noticed the literacy rates in Tamilnadu slum population, a comparatively 

better literacy rate among males (77%) than females (65%).With regard to sex ratio, it is lower 

in slum areas than in non-slum areas, although the sex ratio in Kerala is 1029 and India, it is 

933 (Census of India, 2011). The situation is worst in Mumbai, where the sex ratio among the 

urban poor is highly in favour of males (556 women per 1,000 males), indicating that Mumbai 

attracts a large number of poor single males. The age structure of slums showed that they have 

a younger age structure than non-slums; slums have a higher percentage of children and a 

lower percentage of the older population than non-slums (NFHS-3, 2006; Kamla et al.,2009).  
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3. Major urban concern is the growing gap between the demand and supply of basic 

infrastructure services like safe drinking water, sanitation, sewerage, housing, energy, 

transport, communication, health and education (Dasgupta , 2006). Environmental factors are 

the major determinants of almost all non-communicable diseases (Ghaffar et al., 2007).  

4. Sathyamurthi, K (2007) study highlights that the slums of Chennai are divided into three sub 

divisions based on the ecological and occupational aspects. In general, slums are considered as 

the environment of contrast. Youth residing in slum are viewed as the deviants, criminals and 

antisocial, rather than resources. Slums are characterized by researchers as 'culture of poverty' 

and sub culture of the poor. 

5. According to Khan et al.(2008), slums are the spatial manifestations of urban poverty, social 

exclusion, and inappropriate government policies and often characterized by one ormore of 

these shortcomings: deteriorated or poorly structured houses crowded together, insecurity of 

tenure, poor environmental management such as deficient access to safe drinking water and 

sanitation, stagnation of water and poor drainage  

6. The living conditions in slums are usually unhygienic and contrary to all norms of planned 

urban growth and are an important factor in accelerating transmission of various air and water 

borne diseases (Census of India, 2011). 

7. According to the World Health Organization 2015, “Health promotion is the process of enabling 

people to increase control over, and to improve, their health. It moves beyond a focus on 

individual behavior towards a wide range of social and environmental interventions’ 

8. WHO 2016, A human rights-based approach to health provides strategies and solutions to 

address and rectify inequalities, discriminatory practices and unjust power relations, which 

are often at the heart of inequitable health outcomes. The goal of a human rights-based 

approach is that all health policies, strategies and programmes are designed with the objective 

of progressively improving the enjoyment of all people to the right to health. Interventions to 

reach this objective adhere to rigorous principles and standards, including: 

 Non-discrimination: The principle of non-discrimination seeks ‘…to guarantee that human 

rights are exercised without discrimination of any kind based on race, colour, sex, language, 

religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status such as 

disability, age, marital and family status, sexual orientation and gender identity, health status, place 

of residence, economic and social situation’1.  

 Availability: A sufficient quantity of functioning public health and health care facilities, goods 

and services, as well as programmes. 

 Accessibility: Health facilities, goods and services accessible to everyone. Accessibility has 4 

overlapping dimensions: 

 non-discrimination; 

 physical accessibility; 

 economical accessibility (affordability); 

 information accessibility. 

 Acceptability: All health facilities, goods and services must be respectful of medical ethics and 

culturally appropriate as well as sensitive to gender and life-cycle requirements. 

 Quality: Health facilities, goods and services must be scientifically and medically appropriate 

and of good quality. 
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 Accountability: States and other duty-bearers are answerable for the observance of human 

rights.  

 Universality: Human rights are universal and inalienable. All people everywhere in the world 

are entitled to them.  

Policies and programmes are designed to be responsive to the needs of the population as a 

result of established accountability. A human rights based-approach identifies relationships in 

order to empower people to claim their rights and encourage policy makers and service 

providers to meet their obligations in creating more responsive health systems.  

 
Methodology 

 This paper aims to promote health rights and safety measures by understanding and assessing 

the quality of life and safety issues prevailing in Mangalapuram slum, Chetpet by adopting 

descriptive research design through a mixed method and the primary data was collected through a 

semi structured interview schedule. The major focus of the study strives to identify the quality of 

life and factors that affect the health and safety issues by suggesting models in the health care 

services.  

 
Analysis and Interpretation 

This chapter deals with the analysis and interpretation of the research study 

Table 4.1 Distribution of the Respondents Based On  

  Factors for Healthy Community 

 The table shows that, 36per cent of 

the respondents believe that good 

schools is the most important factor for 

healthy community. 23per cent of the 

respondents believe that good place to 

raise children is the important factor for 

healthy community. 21 per cent of the respondents believe that access to health care is the 

important factor for healthy community. 20 per cent of the respondent believes that clean 

environment is the important factor for healthy community.  

Table 4.2 Distribution of the Respondents based  

   on health problem 

 The table shows that, 70 per cent of the 

respondents believe that domestic violence is the 

most important health problem. 16 per cent the 

respondents believes that ageing problem is the 

important health problem. 10 per cent of the 

respondents believes that Diabetes is the 

important health problem. 4 per cent of the respondents believes that teenage pregnancy is the 

important health problem.  

 

 

 

S.No Factors Frequency % 
1 Good place to raise children 11 23 
2 Good schools 18 36 
3 Access to health care 11 21 
4 Clean environment 10 20 
 Total 50 100 

S.No Health Problem Frequency % 
1 Domestic Violence 35 70 
2 Ageing problem 8 16 
3 Diabetes 5 10 
4 Teenage pregnancy 2 4 

 Total 50 100 
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Table 4.3 Distribution of The Respondents Based 

   On Risky Behaviour 

 This table shows that, 40 per cent of the 

respondents feel alcohol abuse is the risky 

behaviour. 24 per cent of the respondents feel that 

drug abuse is the risky behaviour. 20 per cent of the 

respondents feel that tobacco use is the risky 

behaviour. 16 per cent of the respondents feel that 

school droupouts is a risky behaviour.  

 
Main Findings 

These are the major findings from the quantitative study conducted in Mangallapuram slum, 

Chetpet using semi structured interview schedule 

 66% of the respondents rate their community as somewhat healthy 

 46% of the respondents rate their own personal health as somewhat healthy 

 34% of the respondents rate their drinking water facility as unhealthy 

 46% of the respondents are students 

 86% of the respondents are female 

 44% of the respondents belongs to the age group of 12-17 years 

 42% of the respondents are students 

 70% of the respondents are married 

 58% of the respondents attended less than high school 

 46% of the respondent’s house hold income is less than 10,000 

 60% of the respondents satisfied with their quality of life  

 86% of the respondents satisfied with their health care services  

 72% of the respondents feels that their is sufficient number of health and social services in  the 

community 

 60% of the respondents agree that it is a good place to raise the children 

 46% of the respondents believe that it is not a good place for old age 

 60% of the respondents feels that their is no economic opportunity in the community 

 66% of the respondents feels that this community is safe place to live 

 62% of the respondents believe that they can create a better place to live 

 72% of the respondents believe that levels of mutual trust and respect will increase when they 

participate to achieve shared community goals. Focused Group Discussion among Women In 

Mangallapuram Slum, Chetpet 

Most of the participants responded that alcohol was the major problem in the community 

because of that husband in the community will beat the wife and children. It is proved that 

domestic violence was also prevalent.There were also drug and tobacco usage was prevalent 

among most of the adolescent in the community. Nearly half of the population feels that poor 

eating habits was most prominent because of which Children are mal-nourished. Water was the 

major problem in the community and it is contaminated most of the time. 

 

S.No Risky behavior Frequency % 
1 Alcohol abuse 20 40 
2 School dropouts 8 16 
3 Drug abuse 12 24 
4 Tobacco Use 10 20 

  Total 50 100 
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Discussion  

 While comparing both quantitative and qualitative data collected from the community it is 

identified that domestic violence is more prevalent and that is because of the alcohol usage. Most of 

the community belongs to low economic background and so more number of school dropouts and 

the children go to work to support the families. Due to more number of school dropouts children 

end in developing substance abuse.  

 
Conclusion 

 The issues of the community based on health should aim in eradicating it and creating a 

healthy environment so as to nobody else is affected by any of the issues or the quality of life of the 

person is being spoiled. Everyone should take collective responsibility for their future 

development. 
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Abstract  

 India is a multicultural society that is pluralistic with regards to religious law. Each religion has separate 
laws with respect to marriage, inheritance, divorce, adoption, succession, etc. This is collectively governed by 
what is known as Personal Law in India. Personal Law was first formulated by Warren Hastings in 1772, and 
there are 13 different Acts that govern general matters relating to Personal law, marriage and divorce for 
different religions in India. The women have been given equal rights along with men under Art. 14 and 15. Access 
to justice for women must be equal and effective. The existence of various kinds of our culture has given rise to 
our personal laws. It is because of Personal law in India that women have lesser rights than men, and not all 
women have the same rights bestowed on them. Almost all the religions have looked down upon women. There 
may be differences in degree in the exhibition of that attitude; in fact there are some variations. According to 
Parashar A 1992, ensuring legal equality for women the State must first define the interrelation between the 
Constitution and the religious personal laws, and then assess the options available for ensuring legal equality of 
women either to reform religious personal laws, or sever the religious connection, making them secular, like all 
other civil laws. This paper aims at understanding the effectiveness of personal law and identifies the view and 
challenges in personal laws prevailing in society by the service providers (social workers, police and lawyers) by 
adopting descriptive research design through a mixed method and the primary data was collected through a 
Focused Group Discussion. The major focus of the study is to understand the effectiveness of personal laws in 
today’s scenario and by suggesting the changes to modify the laws.  
Keywords: Women, Law, Personal Laws, Health Laws, Civil Laws and Service Providers  
 
Introduction 

 Law of India refers to the system of law in modern India. India maintains a hybrid legal system 

with a mixture of civil, common law and customary or religious law within the legal framework 

inherited from the colonial era and various legislation first introduced by the British are still in 

effect in modified forms today. Since the drafting of the Indian Constitution, Indian laws also 

adhere to the United Nations guidelines on human rights law and the environmental law. Certain 

international trade laws, such as those on intellectual property, are also enforced in India. Indian 

personal law is fairly complex, with each religion adhering to its own specific laws. In most states, 

registering of marriages and divorces is not compulsory. Separate laws govern Sikhs, Hindus, 

Muslims, Christians, and followers of other religions. The exception to this rule is in the state of 

Goa, where a uniform civil code is in place, in which all religions have a common law regarding 

marriages, divorces, and adoption. As of January 2017, there were about 1,248 laws.  

 Family law is the law that deals with the legal issues that arise in families or other personal 

relationships such as Marriage, Adoption, Divorce, Child Custody, Maintenance, Guardianship, 

Partition, Parental Responsibility… etc. It is primarily concerned with the rules of the formation of 

the family and of the rights and obligations arising out of relationship in the family. The law of 
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marriage, son ship and adoption relate to the formation of the family. The law of partition and 

inheritance govern rights arising out of relationship in the family.  

The Indian Family law is concerned with the personal laws of different religion .The family matters 

such as marriage, adoption, guardianship, divorce, maintenance, partition, succession, inheritance 

etc are governed by personal laws of each religion.  

 The status of women in India has been subject to many great changes over the past few 

millennia. With a decline in their status from the ancient to medieval times, to the promotion of 

equal rights by many reformers, the history of women in India has been eventful. In modern India, 

women have held high offices including that of the President, Prime Minister, Speaker of the Lok 

Sabha, Leader of the Opposition, Union Ministers, Chief Ministers and Governors. Women's rights 

are secured under the Constitution of India- mainly, equality, dignity, and freedom from 

discrimination; further, India has various statutes governing the rights of women. As of 2011, the 

President of India, the Speaker of the Lok Sabha and the Leader of the Opposition in the Lok Sabha 

(Lower House of the parliament) were women. However, women in India continue to face 

numerous problems, including violent victimisation through rape, acid throwing, dowry killings, 

honor killings, marital rape, and the forced prostitution of young girls. In 2012, the Thomson 

Reuters Foundation ranked India as the worst G20 country in which to be a woman. 

 In every era in the history of social development, the question of women and the question of 

gender justice remained on board. It remained on board in every era for the reason as rightly 

pointed out by famous theoretician Friedrich Engels in his classical writing “Origin of the Family, 

Private Property and the State” that “Woman was the first human being that tasted bondage. 

Woman was a slave before slavery existed”. In India, the constitutionally guaranteed equality for 

women is juxtaposed with the harsh societal reality. The first leader of this free country, Pandit 

Nehru said “You can tell the condition of a nation by looking at the status of its women”. After 

Seven tumultuous decades we, as a nation, stand in an era of social liberation and economic 

prosperity. We broadcast our nation as one filled with potential and opportunity, and stand as 

future leaders of this free world. 

 
Background of the Study 

 Laws are framed and implemented to regulate society, to protect people, to enforce rights and 

to solve conflicts. It prevent or deter people from behaving in a manner that negatively affects the 

quality of life of the other people and the main purpose of the law is to preserve freedom and moral 

agency.  

 There are many personal laws exist in our county. Ensuring the awareness and its importance 

to the common public is very essential and there are many professionals (social workers, lawyers, 

police)providing aids to the people so it is also important to know their perspective because they 

are using it to protect the people who are vulnerable.  

 
Review of Literature 

 Parashar A (1992) While the Constitution of India guarantees equality as a Fundamental 

Right, automatically voiding all laws inconsistent with Fundamental Rights, 4 decades after 

adoption of the Constitution religious personal laws that discriminate against women still apply. 

While Hindu personal law has been extensively reformed to frequently give equal legal rights to 
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Hindu women, the personal laws of other (minority) communities have remained untouched. 

While other explanations dominate (the communities religious laws are inviolate, or there exists 

no demand for change), the real reason inequities continue is politics. After the British 

relinquished power, the enterprise of making a nation out of so many disparate groups meant the 

promotion of national integration and establishment of the post-colonial State's authority. Whether 

the State decides to reform the religious personal law of any community has been dependent upon 

considerations of national integration, which has meant denying women equality. Yet the practice 

of selectively reforming religious personal laws has failed to facilitate the political goal of 

producing a unified nation. To ensure legal equality for women the State must first define the 

interrelation between the Constitution and the religious personal laws, then assess the options 

available for ensuring legal equality of women: either to reform religious personal laws, or sever 

the religious connection, making them secular, like all other civil laws. 

 H L Richard (2015) The concept of “religion” and the idea of “world religions” are being 

critically reconsidered in the field of religious studies. Related questioning in the field of missiology 

has produced the concepts of “multiple religious belonging” and “insider movements.” The crisis in 

religious studies is outlined and new paradigms are supported. Traditional notions of conversion 

as change of religion are no longer relevant when traditional conceptions of world religions are no 

longer in vogue. Multiple religious belonging and insider movements are two possible responses 

from the missiological world. Legal aspects of religious identity in many countries suggest that 

attempts at a multiple religious belonging will necessarily result in an insider-movements 

approach since one identity is often a legal necessity. 

 Pangri Mehta (2015) After India gained independence in 1947, the country's leaders 

promised its diverse constituents citizenship rights that extended across religion, gender, and 

caste. Distinct from its previous British rule, India's constitutional law guarantees citizens the right 

to religious freedom and associated cultural practices, and prohibits gender and caste-based 

discrimination. However, in ensuring freedom of religion, the constitution also effectively affirms 

gender inequality through patriarchal religious and cultural practices. This article examines how 

the constitutional rights of religious freedom and gender equality have been negotiated among 

each other in contemporary Indian society. I draw upon three landmark Indian Supreme Court 

cases that navigate the terrain of affirming both women's civic rights and religious freedom. 

Findings suggest that the Supreme Court is working toward a more inclusive definition of 

citizenship, particularly one which supports women's civic rights within the context of religious 

personal law. 

 Moustfa (2015) Does the ‘rule of law’ act as a force of moderation and, in matters of religion, 

serve as a key tool for mollifying or resolving disputes? Drawing on experiences from Sri Lanka, 

India, Malaysia, and Pakistan, we provide an alternative account of the link between legal 

processes and religious tensions, one that considers closely the roles played by constitutional law 

and legal procedure in perpetuating, deepening, or sustaining conflict.  

 Anisa Gbs Shaikh SR (2016) This research is a comparative study of the provisions for 

guardianship and custody. In law the emphasis is on the law of India, UK and USA. The purpose of 

this research is to analyze the provisions of guardianship, custody applicable to these legal 

systems. The analysis is divided as follows: Guardianship and custody laws of Hindus, Muslims and 

Christians. The objective is to highlight the similarities and differences between the provisions of 
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these legal systems and to come up with the conclusion whether the one is more favorable than the 

other in catering for the needs and interests of its subjects which legal system caters for the 

interests of its subjects? Which legal system protects the interests of the child best? Having come to 

that conclusion, the researcher aims at indicating laws which should be considered for reform. 

 Anuradha Paranjap (2016) This article assesses the prevalence and risk factors of domestic 

violence in India. The study uses the 2005-2006 India National Family Health Survey-III (NFHS-III) 

and focuses on the 69,484 ever-married women ages 15 to 49 from all regions, who were 

administered the domestic violence module. The results show that 31% of respondents 

experienced physical violence in the past 12 months before the survey; the corresponding figure 

for sexual violence was 8.3%. The multivariate logistic regression results show key determinants of 

physical and sexual violence. Some of the most salient findings are that urban residence, household 

wealth, affiliation with Christian religious denominations, wife’s age at marriage and education are 

associated with lower risk of physical and sexual violence. In contrast, being employed and being 

the wife of a man who drank alcohol increased the odds of experiencing both physical and sexual 

violence. Moreover, respondents who believed that wife-beating was justified under certain 

circumstances were more likely to experience domestic violence. These results and significant 

regional differences observed in this study suggest that gender role conditioning and cultural 

norms both contribute to domestic violence. Interventions, therefore, need to go beyond the 

institutional and legal levels to include cultural capital, which addresses partner and relationship 

issues. 

 Linda C. MC Clain (2017) Concerns over the equality of women in matters of religious family 

law feature in calls for such ban, particularly in a third category of cases involving religion: highly-

publicized attempts to assert religious beliefs about family roles as a defense against public laws 

prohibiting domestic violence and sexual assault. Case law shows such appeals to religion do not 

trump the protective policies of civil and criminal law. 

 
Methodology  

 This paper aims at understanding the effectiveness of personal law and identifies the view and 

challenges in personal laws prevailing in society by the service providers (social workers, police 

and lawyers) by adopting descriptive research design through a mixed method and the primary 

data was collected through an Indepth interview with 10 professionals and survey with the 81 

general public was conducted. 

 
Main Results 

 The primary data was collected by using the objectives of studying the perspective of the 

service providers and the awareness of laws among the general public. 

 
Perspective of the Service Providers 

Service providers perspective - Lawyers  

 General opinion about personal is that India is a Country with union of states. Different 

cultures and religion also is an important aspect about India. Personal laws are very much 

necessary because each religion has its own customary laws and these laws help women when they 

are in need. Nowadays women face so many problem in the society hence these laws are very much 
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applicable to them and almost all the women are very much aware about their personal or family 

laws and in recent scenario women most frequently use these law divorce act adoption and 

maintenance act and so 70% of women are benefited using these laws mostly fall under urban 

category whereas rural area women still don't make use of the laws available for them. 

 
Service Providers Perspective – social Worker  

 Personal Laws are formulated in order to make social problems come to an end, but this in 

return has created more issues than before. The laws are not user friendly and it’s in a way more 

complicated when it’s used to get justice. As our law system has too many loop holes, the 

perpetrator can make an easy escape. And when women try to get justice using the law, she is 

cornered in many ways and it’s a mental agony in such a case these laws are not safeguarding 

women in anyway. The most predominant case handled is domestic violence act. This is because 

60% of the women are aware about their personal laws and in that 70% get benefited out of the 

available laws. In rural areas laws should be inclusive and it’s not for greater extent, there are so 

many cheating cases that happen between the lawyer and the women. They exploit their money 

and instead it results in “why to use these laws” attitude. There is huge barrier in minority 

community. They follow religious ideology in marriage and have their own way of separation and 

handling the issues according to their own religious denominations. 

 
Service Providers Perspective – Police 

 There are two types of law civil and criminal law . There are seperate laws for Christian 

marriage act likewise each community people have their own laws which will help them more in 

the society. These laws completely safeguards women whenever needed. We practice lot of laws in 

favour of women yet we expect more number of laws with severe punishments in favour of 

women. Most of the women face domestic violence and experience lot of abuses mostly sexual 

violence is mostly imposed on women. Only 50% of the women are aware about the laws available 

for them in that almost 80% are urban population and again the rural women are more vulnerable 

and yet they are not aware of these laws. As a women personally we feel that every women should 

be aware about the laws and rights available for them and in doing so they may speak up at the 

right time with the help of these laws and provisions. There are more number of laws in paper but 

only few are applied. 

 
Awareness of Laws among the General Public 

1. 96.3% of the respondents are in the age group of 15-30 years. 

2. 65.4% of the respondents are Hindu 

3. Nearly 80.2 % of the respondents are students in that 50.6% of the respondents are studying 

PG 

4. 81.5% of the respondents are single 

5. 46.9% of the respondents agree that there are laws in the constitution to protect/ safe guard 

women 

6. Nearly 37% of the respondents have awareness about general laws available for women but 

38% of the respondents are not aware about the personal/ family laws. 

7. Almost 75.3% of the respondents did not attend the legal awareness program 
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8. 39.5% of the respondents feels that the laws are somewhat useful for women 

9. Nearly 42% of the respondents thinks that these laws are neutral at helping women when she 

is in trouble 

10. Only 34.6% of the respondents feels that in today’s scenario these laws can be applied 

11. Almost 56.8% of the respondents don’t know the women helpline number 

12. 51.9% of the respondents are not aware about the PIL and RTI 

13. 76.5% of the respondents believe that there are commission that protect/ safe guard women 

14. Nearly 91.4% of the respondents recommend that law education should be added in the 

schools.  

 
Conclusion  

 A critical examination of the Indian legal provisions reveals that most of the previous 

protective laws for women suffer from various loopholes and shortcomings. They are complicated 

and ambiguous and instead of solving the issues, make the situation more complex. Often the 

provisions of the Law are not clear and precise, it makes them the battleground for legal 

interpretation in the hierarchy of courts. Certain Laws remain confined to statute books, because 

the enforcement machinery is inadequate or the penalties are not awarded according to the 

stipulations. Many of these previous protective laws were passed in such a great hurry, that there 

was no time even to think about the various aspect of the enactment. All the institution should take 

an initiative to give awareness to the general public to sensitize them. There are innumerable acts, 

which do not take into account the social realities of a woman's life, thus these laws may be helpful 

for the state to just settle the woman's problem for the time being but do not actually gives her a 

permanent relief from her miserable inhuman situation. 
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